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Executive Summary 

This report summarizes the findings and recommendations 
of San Diego II: A Workshop on the Enhanced National 
Capability for Neutron Scattering. Sixty scientists attended 
this two-dayworkshop at the Humphrey's HalfMoon Inn and 
Suites in San Diego, CA, to discuss issues regarding the future 
ofthe Lujan Neutron Scattering Center (Lujan Center) at the 
Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE), Los Alamos 
National Laboratory (LANL), from September 5-7,2007. 
More specifically, the workshop was held to further refine, 
andtoactupon,plansdevelopedatseveralstrategic-planning 
meetings about the future of LANSCE and the Lujan Center 
held in recent years. The San Diego II workshop was 
sponsored by the LANL Science Program Office, and hosted 
by former LANSCE Professor Sunil Sinha of the University of 
California, San Diego. 

San Diego II had the full input from leadership at all the 
major U.S. neutron facilities: the Spallation Neutron 
Source (SNS) and the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR), 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory; the National Center 
for Neutron Research (NCNR); and the Intense Pulsed 
Neutron Source (lPNS). Because attendees represented 
a broad range of the national-and to a smaller extent, 
international-neutron scattering community, a national 
perspectiveontheneutron scatteri ng landscapewasevident 
at San Diego II. 

Alan Hurd, Director of the Lujan Center, gave an overview 
of LANSCE and the Lujan Center. His overview was 
followed by a plenary talk given (via video conference) by 
Pedro Montano, Director of Scientific User Facilities at the 
Department of Energy's Office of Basic Energy Sciences 
(BES). Plenary sessions were also provided by Dan Neumann, 
Associate Director of NCNR, and by Ken Herwig, Director 
of Neutron Sciences at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
A short, impromptu presentation was given by Ray Teller, 
Director of lPNS, on plans at Argonne National Laboratory 
for the Advanced Scattering and Imaging Institute. These 
plenaries encouraged deliberation and movement toward 
complementary, yet competitive, instruments to serve the 
neutron scattering community. Three breakout groups were 
convened to review broadly defined neutron techniques, 
diffraction,inelasticscattering,small-angleneutronscattering, 
and reflectometry. There was discussion in each group about 
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theenablingissuesofcomputing,sampleenvironments,data 
acquisition, staffing, and beam reliability. A fourth breakout 
group addressed strategic issues, prerequisites, and barriers 
to implementing aspects ofthe emerging vision forthe Lujan 
Center brought about bythe LANSCE Refurbishment project 
(LANSCE-R) and by expected changes at other neutron 
facilities.Thereweresixmajorfindingsandrecommendations 
of this workshop. 

1) 	 The Lujan Center has a unique and major role to play in 
the national strategy for neutron scattering research. For 
this it is necessary for Lujan to proceed with plans to add 
capacity to the national neutron scattering capability. 

2) 	 To fully capitalize on LANSCE-R and maximize 
productivity requires the Lujan Center to have a full 
complement of competitive instruments (13 +) and 
talented staff. The design, construction, and utilization of 
theseinstrumentswillrequireasubstantialincreaseinthe 
number of Lujan Center personnel. The details of these 
recommendations are given in theappropriate sections. 

3) 	 It is important for the Lujan Center to exploit the 
synergies between its strong materials science program 
and the other materials science capabilities at LANL, 
including the Center for Integrated Nanotechnologies 
(ClNT) and the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory 
(NHMFL). The Lujan Center must also develop further 
strategicalliancesandpartnershipswiththeUniversityof 
California system and other Western universities. 

4) 	 TheU.s.neutronscatteringcommunityshouldbegiven 
the opportunityto utilize the full capability atthe Lujan 
Center. Further, the community is poised to develop 
and utilize the current and new spectrometers at the 
Lujan Center that will take advantage ofthe power and 
reliability afforded by LANSCE-R. 

5) 	 There is a growing willingness in BES tofund expanded 
operationsandtorestart i nstru mentation investment i n 
Lujan Center once LANSCE-R is assured. 

6) 	 A window of opportunity exists for Lujan Center's 
development owing to the imminent closure of lPNS, 
the turn-on of SNS, and the national commitment 
to fund physical sciences via the 2007 America 
Creating Opportunities to Meaningfully Promote 
Excellence in Technology, Education, and Science Act 
(America COMPETES) (Figure 1). 
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Fig. 1. The u.s. has far fewer instruments than does Europe. China, Japan, Taiwan, 
Australia, Europe are all moving rapidly to increase their instrumentation. 

The Lujan Center today 
The Lujan Center, the nation's second most powerful 
spallation neutron facility, and one of the world's 
premier spallation neutron facilities, is an integral part 
of the nation's neutron-based science capabilities. The 
Lujan Center attracts and serves a wide range of neutron 
scattering users, providing academic, industrial, and LANL 
users with an array of world-class instruments and sample 
environments. For reasons outlined in this report, the Lujan 
Center has a unique and major role to play in serving the 
national scientific community's needs in neutron-based 
science (Figure 2). This report recognizes that completion 
of LANSCE-R is critical for the future of the facility, because 
it will enable the Lujan Center to operate reliably at 135 IJA 
for more than 4000 hours per year. 

The Lujan Center's signature capabilities include its 
low 20-Hz repetition rate that favors long wavelength 
instruments, extreme testing environments, an expertise 
in hard and soft materials, and national security 
(and classified) research. For many applications, with 
appropriate instrumentation, the Lujan Center will be 
competitive with the SNS within a factor of 2 to 5 in 
effective flux. The Lujan Center also has the capability of 
providing the means to innovate, by the inclusion of test 
bed instruments on experimental beam lines to investigate 
novel ideas in neutron scattering. For example, new guides, 
choppers, detectors, polarization, and moderators can be 
researched by the neutron scattering community. 

In addition to providing the neutron scattering community 
with sorely needed spallation neutrons, the Lujan Center 

provides a powerful partnership with the universities in 
the University of Californ ia system, the universities in 
New Mexico, and other Western universities. 

The Lujan Center tomorrow 
To fully capitalize on LANSCE-R, to maximize 
productivity, and to operate as an ISIS-class user facility, 
the Lujan Center should have a full complement of 
competitive instruments (13 +) and staff. Because users 
go to facilities with the best capabilities and resources, 
the suite of instruments should be the best instruments 
that broadly serve the neutron scattering community 
and be well staffed. This strategy is strongly supported 
by the San Diego II participants in this report. 

Synergies between the Lujan Center and the materials 
science capabilities of CINT, NHMFL, the universities 
in New Mexico, the University of California system, 
and other Western universities should be enhanced 
with other alliances, for example, with the University 
ofTexas system. Importantly, funding sources beyond 
the BES need to be explored. The recommendations 
from the San Diego II workshop recognize that these are 
key elements for nurturing the Lujan Center's, and the 
nation's, future success. 

What follows are the specific recommendations from 
the three San Diego II working groups: Reflectometry 
and Small Angle Scattering, Instrumentation for Inelastic 
Scattering, and Instrumentation for Diffraction. 

September 2007 4 
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Working Group on 
Instrumentation for Reflectometry and Small-Angle Neutron Scattering 

Topics: New Instrument Concepts, Upgrades for Reflectivity, and Low-Q Diffraction 

Chair: R. Pynn 

Planning Group Chair: R. Hjelm 


Members: A. Berkowitz, A. Parikh, M. Fitzsimmons, S. Satija, M. Foster, 

D. Schaefer, E. Fullerton, A. Shreve, J. Majewski, I. Schuller, and T. Mason 

Summary of recommendations 
1) 	 The Lujan Center has an opportunity to contribute 

strongly to the national program of structure 
measurement at long length scales (Figure 3) by 
providing ISIS-level capability, or better, to its users. 
Lujan Center's 20-Hz repetition rate and partially
coupled LH2 moderator are ideal for these types of 
measurements. The installation of a fully coupled 
moderator could extend Lujan Center capabilities 
even further. 

2) 	 The reflectometers Asterix and SPEAR are world-class, 
well-understood instruments that could be easily 
upgraded with minimal investment to provide new 
experimental capabilities that do not currently exist 
anywhere in the world. 

3) 	 The Low-Q Diffractometer (LQD) will no longer be 
state-of-the-art when the two instruments planned 
for the second target station at ISIS are realized. Even 
though it would continue to provide useful data, 
LQD should be replaced with a modern instrument 
that can compete with the two new small-angle 
neutron scattering (SANS) (Figure 4) instruments at 
the ISIS second target station. 

4) 	 There is an opportunity for scientists at the 
Lujan Center, in collaboration with facility users, 
to pioneer novel sample-environment equipment 
that would enable fundamentally new science at the 
Lujan Center and at other u.s. neutron centers. 

Soft matter studies 
Research areas in soft-matter materials science that are 
likely to be important in the next ten years were discussed 
by the working group. Working group members were 
familiar with two lists of important research areas, one 
of which was recently constructed in an NSF-sponsored 
workshop on the future of polymer research and another 
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of which was the result of an exercise at the CINT 
that identified future research directions for soft 
matter of particular interest to LANL programs. The 
lists, which have substantial overlap, categorize many 
exciting opportunities that exist for new science in 
soft materials using neutrons. For example, work 
that has already been done on structures found in 
block copolymers, colloids, surfactants, micelles, 
and model membranes must be extended to studies 
of structures that incorporate mUltiple components 
or that have characteristic lengths scales larger than 
the ~1 00 nm that can be studied at present. Study of 
the evolution of these structures has generally been 
lacking and is sorely needed. 

Many candidate systems were identified. For example, 
the time-scales over which polymer brushes grow (tens 
of hours) mean that the growth could be profitably 
studied even at a neutron source with modest flux. In 
the area of biologically relevant membrane structures, 
past work has focused on simple model membranes 
and interactions between membrane proteins and 
simple lipid membranes or detergents. Future work will 
require studying membranes that more closely mimic 
biological systems. These systems are necessarily much 
more sophisticated. Studies of responsive structures 
that change with environment and studies of interfaces 
between biological materials and electronic or photonic 
structures will be key for new sensing technologies. 

The elucidation of relationships between properties 
and architecture (structure-property relationships) 
is a broad area of inquiry that has opened up future 
research areas, as advances in synthetic capabilities 
have made it possible to create polymers and other 
self-assembled structures with novel molecular 
architectures for which "shape" is controllable. 
These architectures are often hierarchical, with one 
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structural element forming the basic unit of a higher
order structure. Complete structural characterization of 
such systems requires measurements over multiple length 
scales extending from sub-nanometer to over a micron. 
Structural biology, where hierarchical structures are 
common, also requires probes over a similar broad range 
of length scales. 

Neutron scattering has played an important role in soft
condensed matter studies and in structural biology. The 
method has provided fundamental information that 
would not have been available otherwise. Most of the 
work has probed length scales below ~1 00 nm. Recent 
improvements to SANS instrumentation have extended 
the accessible range to ~ 2 I-l for isotropic samples. There 
is a pressing need to extend this domain for SANS to even 
larger length scales and to measure anisotropic scattering 
in this domain. Even though other excellent tools exist 
for probing such large length scales, neutrons can often 
provide unique or complementary information because 
of their ability to probe buried structures, or because 
isotopic enrichment can be used to alter scattering 
contrast in a manner that perturbs structure less than 
fluorescent ties or tags. For example, in concentrated 
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systems light scattering suffers from multiple scattering 
while neutron techniques seldom do. 

Often corresponding to the divers ity of length-scales, 
dynamics in soft matter also covers mUltiple time-
scales. Neutron scattering has played an irreplaceable 
role in understanding polymer diffusion in the bulk and 
at interfaces, particularly with regard to the reptation 
postulate. Dynamic neutron scattering has also provided 
fundamental information on polymer main-chain and 
pendant-group motion. Future work will deal with 
confinement effects, dynamics of fractals, and diffusion 
dynamics of molecules that have complex architectures 
or are parts of supramolecular structures. Phenomena 
of this sort can often be studied using either methods 
that probe dynamics explicitly or those that probe time
dependent structural relaxat ions following a stimulus. 
The latter, pump-probe methods, suitable for use with 
neutron scattering instruments, need to be developed for 
a variety of stimuli. 

Neutron reflectometry is playing a role of increasing 
importance in elucidating interfacial and surface structure 
in structural biology, biomimetic structures, composites 
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Fig, 4. Small-angle scattering instrument scales. 

and hybrids. Currently, the method is used to profile the 
average depth-dependent structure perpendicular to an 
interface, with the typical assumption that the interface is 
laterally uniform, at least on a length scale small enough 
to disregard curvature. In the future, we will need to study 
and understand the structures of laterally heterogeneous 
interfaces that can be probed by neutron off-specular 
scattering, such as rafts in biomembranes. While rafts can 
be studied in a coarse way with small-angle scattering, 
characterization that is more precise should be accessible 
with off-specular neutron scattering from a structure cast in 
a planar geometry. The general area of the response of fil ms 
and membranes to the underlying physical and chemical 
heterogeneity of the substrate demands careful study. 

Nanomagnetism 
Future advances in information retrieval and storage 
technology will depend on our understanding of 
nanostructured magnetic devices. Detailed information 
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on the structural, magnetic, electronic and 
dynamics of individual nanocomponents, as 
well as the interfacial structure between them, is 
essential to understand artificially layered magnetic 
structure. Neutron scattering will continue to play 
a dominant role in experiments that simultaneously 
probe both physical composition and magnetic 
structure. Spin-polarized neutron reflectivity (PNR) 
from layered heterostructures and nanocomposites 
quantitatively determines the magnetic (vector 
component and magnitude) and structural profile 
with sub-nanometer resolution, even in buried 
interfaces. Information on the lateral magnetic 
and structural roughness as well as the domain 
behavior and reversal modes is determined 
principally from diffuse scattering. Recent advances 
have allowed the determination of magnetic order 
in two-dimensional structures, such as arrays, 
stripes, and dots. The spatial resolution of these 
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measurements is limited by the minimum detectable 
signal (presently of order 10-7 times the intensity of the 
incident neutron beam)_ Problems in nanomagnetism 
that are amenable to study with neutrons are listed 
in Table 2_ Many of these examples are drawn from 
a published report on neutron opportunities in 
nanomagnetism that was produced in 2004 by a 
group that.included several of the participants in the 
current study_ (See M. R. Fitzsimmons, S. D. Bader, 
J. A. Borchers, G. P. Felcher, J. K. Furdyna, A. Hoffmann, 
J. B. Kortright, I. K. Schuller, T. C. Schulthess, 
S. K. Sinha, M. F. Toney, D. Weller, S. Wolf. Neutron 
scattering studies of nanomagnetism and artificially 
structured materials. Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic 
Materials 271:103-146.) 

Hard materials studies 
Although emphasis in current SANS and reflectometry 
work is largely on soft matter, these techniques have 
also contributed important information on the structure 
and phases of hard materials. This includes domain 
and large defects structures in the solid phases and 
the physics of nucleation and spinodal decomposition. 
Measurement over mUltiple length-scales in hard matter 
and structure-property relationships is of emerging 
importance. An example is the effect of strain-induced 
long-length-scale defects in some nanomaterials that 
affect mechanical properties. Other recent examples 
of the importance of SANS and neutron reflectometry 
include applications to hydrogen storage in films and 
bulk materials, and the fate of 3He in metal tritides. 
The need to study structure over a wide range of length
scales and time-scales is common to studies of both 
hard and soft matter. 

Science opportunities at the Lujan Center in 
large-length-scale research 
Tables 1 and 2 summarize much of the soft- and 
hard-matter science that is currently studied with 
SANS and neutron reflectometry, as well as those 
emerging high-priority topics that are expected to 
constitute the scientific challenges of the next five 
to ten years. Based on these challenges, we were 
able to identify needs for neutron instrumentation 
and sample environments, to pick out those items 
where the Lujan Center could provide capabilities 
that would strengthen the overall national program, 
and that would complement other neutron centers. 

Compelling reasons were identified for continued 
support and expansion of the Lujan Center: 

• 	 In many scientific areas there is a need for more 
neutron beam lines with particular capabilities 
simply because the demands by the user community 
exceed current neutron scattering capacity. This 
situation is particularly true for both SANS and 
reflectometry where past increases in capacity at 
sources worldwide have immediately resulted in 
increased high-quality scientific output. For this 
reason, ISIS will soon host two SANS instruments 
and four reflectometers. Many experiments (perhaps 
80%) can be done equally well at an ISIS-class 
source (such as the Lujan Center) as at a flagship 
source such as SNS. 

• 	 In some cases, the scientific challenges identified 
in the tables require the development of new 
instrumentation . A case in point is the study of 
lateral inhomogeneities of surfaces, interfaces, and 
buried layers where grazing incidence SANS could, in 
principle, provide important scientific information. 
However, for thin layers or single surfaces, such 
experiments are currently beyond the state-of-the
art because the scattered intensity is low, especially 
when highly collimated beams are used to provide 
good Q resolution. SERGIS (spin echo resolved 
grazing incidence scattering) needs to be explored as 
a technique to overcome the intensity limitation. The 
Asterix spectrometer at the Lujan Center provides an 
ideal test bed because of its flexibility and because 
the required expertise is already available. 

• 	 In many of the scientific areas discussed there is a 
need to probe length scales that are longer than 
those currently accessible. There are various ways 
to reach these length-scales, some of which have 
been implemented-ultra-small-angle neutron 
scattering (USANS) at the NCNR at the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), 
for example-or will soon appear-time-of-flight 
USANS at SNS, for example. It is not yet clear which 
methods will provide the best insights in particular 
types of problems so there is a need to continue to 
develop alternative methods such as SESAME (spin
echo scattering-angle measurement) and various 
implementations offocusing SANS. The latter 
may prove important to provide access to lower-Q 
anisotropic scatter. 
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Table 1. Problems in soft matter that lend themselves to neutron scattering and reflectometry. The relevance to Lujan Center 

current and future capabilities is listed. 

Subject Present Future Why Lujan Enablers 

Supramolecular and hier
archical structures 

• structures of small and 
medium size proteins (of 
order 10 nm or less) 

• structures of block 
copolymers (10 to 
100 nm) 

• structures of micelles 
and vesicles. 

• model membranes and 
amphiphilic assemblies 

• Probing the kinetic of 
developing structures 

• Established competence 
with UC colleagues. 

• For layered structures, 
requires measurements 
to the largest Q that 
are presently limited 
by background, e.g ., 
from sources like 
incoherent scatteri ng 
from the sample, sample 
environment or delayed 
neutrons. R&D needed 
to solve these problems 
for everyone 

• People 
• Samples (see Physics 

Today). 
• Capitalize on synergies 

with ClNT 
• Event encoding data 

acquisition systems & 
extensive computing 
capabilities (real-time 
analysis). 

• Complete "bottoms
up" modeling of 
neutron scattering 
data (to correctly 
include influence of 
coherence dimension on 
scattering). 

• ~s-fast two-dimensional 
position sensitive 
detectors. 

• Forming collaborations 
with those who make 
complex hierarchical 
structures 

• Sample environment 
designed to minimize 
sources of background. 

I 

i 

I 

• Dynamic behavior at 
short and long time-
scales. In particular, 
those processes that 
wou ld benefit from 
measurement at 
non-zero momentum 
transfer. 

• Requires integrated 
approach to do 
reflectometry with 
inelastic scattering in 
the sub ~s regime (a 
development activity). 

• Requires pump-probe 
neutron scattering 
experiments (a 
development activity). A 
synergy with ClNT and 
NHMFL. which have 
existing competence and 
interest in pump-probe 
techniques. 

• Structures of more 
complex biomimetic 
membranes 

• Cell/surface interactions 
• Laterally non-uniform 

biomimetic membranes 
• Responsive surfaces, 

connecting bioI 
electronic interfaces 
(sensors) 

• Deuteration facility 
exists 

• SESAME could be the 
right tool 

• relation between • Existing UC 
structure and transport competence/synergy 
in porous media • Need to develop 

specialized sample 
environment (furnaces, 
humidity chambers, 
pump probe, pressure) 

• confinement effects 
• dynamics of water 
• dynamics of complex 

architectures, side and 
main chain dynamics 

• Electronic chopping and 
mechanical chopping 
may be useful 
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Table 1. (Continued) 

Subject Present 

Biologically relevant • model membranes 
structures • protein-protein 

interactions/complexes, 
protein/lipid, protein/ 
nucleic acids, ribosome 

Future 

• nondestructive analysis 
of complex systems 

Why Lujan 

• He binders of interest 
to national defense 
missions Foams. 

Enablers 

• polarized samples 
• glancing incidence wide 

angle diffraction 
• gisans/sergis need to go 

beyond multilayer stacks 
• deuterated sample 

facility 
• biohazard facility 
• neutron detection 

correlated with sample 
excitation. 

Property/architecture • Rheo-SANS 
relationships • Fluids/brushes under 

shear. Current length 
scales are 2-100 nm) 

Dynamics of soft matter • Reptation 
• Diffusion dynamics 
• Glass transition 

(especially in thin films) 
• Dynamics of water 

• Rafts 
• Influence of substrates 

on supported 
membranes 

• templating 

• confinement below 
2 nm dimensions 

• Selective absorption 

• Lujan-CiNT synergy 
• Lujan-UC collaborations 
• Develop neutron 

scattering techniques 

• Existing competence 
shear cell 

• Existing Lujan-UC 
collaboration 

• Develop sample 
environment for in situ 
loading, gas flow, gas 
into liquids 

• requires ability to 
take and interpret 
neutron and optic data 
simultaneously 

• software to interpret 
(asiA2) 

• flexibility to tailor 
instrument to problem 

• collaborating with 
universities 

• modeling capability 

• reflectometry spin echo 
to complement XPCS, 

Composites and hybrids • Biock copolymers 
• Polymer reinforcement 

Laterally Heterogeneous • Interface between 
interfaces phospholipid layer and 

composite 
• Nanoparticles at block 

copolymers 

• Reactions 
• Growth of polymer 

brush (occurs over 
several hours) 

• Access to obtain 
quantifiable statistical 
view of complex 
structures in new 
materials. 

• Gisans 

Physics of confined fluid ,. response to shear 
• fluid behavior in porous 

media 

Evolution of structures 
----- - ------

• requires data at large 
Q monitor index of 
refraction with light, 
incorporate into neutron 
scattering instrument 
need to assure stability 
of neutron experiment 
over long periods (verify 
with light scattering) 
vapor pressure apparatus 
gas handling contrast 
matching or not. 
Simulate data to extract 
information from many 
scattering probes (asifQ) 

Real time data acquisition 
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Table 2. Prob lems in nanomagnetism and magnetism that can be addresssed by neutrons, including issues that could be 

studied at Lujan Center with new capab il ities. 

Su bject Present Future Why Lujan? Enablers 

Nanomagnetism • Magnetization depth 
profiles across layers 
and superlattices- in 
pa rticu la r correlated 
with chemica l depth 
profiles 

• Exchange coupling 
across interfaces 

• Locating pinned spins 
• Latera l structures, 

stripes, dots doma ins 

• Latera l structures, 
dots and domains. 
Particularly for systems 
with lateral dimensions 
less than 20 nm 
presently below the 
resolution of scanning 
probes, including 
three-dimensional 
architectures with 
nanometer-sized 
structures that are 
necessari ly buried. 

• Leverage UC expertise, 
e.g., sample fabrication; 
treatment of off
specu la r reflectometry. 

• Requires access to 
upstream coll imation. 

• Benefits from SERGIS/ 
SESAME expertise. 

• People. 
• Samples (see Physics 

Today). 
• Conclusion of next 

generation PNR 
workshop. 

• Lasers (to perform 
DNP). 

• 2+ and 17+ T high fie ld 
magnets (to establish 
known magnetic states, 
perhaps even to polarize 
nuclei). 

• Event encoding data • Magnetism of lateral • Leverage UC expertise. 
and buried structures • Requires measurements acquisition systems & 

in mUlti-component to the largest Q that extensive computing 

systems and in variable are presently limited capabilities (real-time 

geometry magnetic by background, e.g., analysis). 

and electric fields, from sources like • Microwave cavities 

complementing incoherent scattering • Access to AOT talent. I 

resonant soft X-ray from the sample, sample • Solutions to the pinhole 

scattering. Pump-probe environment or the prob lem. 
I 

experiments to enhance W-target. • Asterix upgrade. 

sensitivity and improve • Some experiments • Complete "bottoms

s i g na1-to-noise d etecti on with complex sample up" modeling of 

of non-stochastic environment may benefit neutron scatteri ng 

responses (of the sample from in situ capabi lities data (to correctly 

to its environment). to measure heat include influence of 

Needs of enhanced capacity and MOKE. coherence dimension on 

resolution in real space. These capabilit ies help 
assure that the neutron 

scattering). 
• MOKE and neutron 

• Dynamic behavior at experiment is being scattering compatib le 

short and long time- carried out under the electrochemica l cell s. 

scales. In particu lar, proper cond itions. In • Access to T-division 

those processes that situ heat capacity and competencies. 

would benefit from MOKE measurement • I1s-fast two-dimensional 

measurement at capabil ities are existing pOSition sensitive 

non-zero momentum competencies of the detectors. 

transfer (origin of NHMFL. • in situ measurement 

anisotropy, magnetic • Requires integrated capabi lities such as heat 

excitations in confined approach to do capacity and MOKE. 

spins, pinning of spin reflectometry with • Access to CINT and 

waves at interfaces, inelastic scattering in NHMFL talent. 

damping of spin waves, the sub Ils regime (a • fast flippers, possibly 

spin wave bands in development activity). bootstrap RF flippers 

confined systems, spin • Requires pump-probe • Thought and techniques 

fluctuations as for neutron scatteri ng towards suppression of 

example fluctuating experiments (a systematic errors .. 

magnetization of development activity). A • Electronic, mechanica l 

superparamagnetic synergy with ClNT and chopping or MIEZE. 

nanoparticles). NHMFL, which have 
existingcompetenceand 
interest in pump-probe 

• Sample environment 
designed to minimize 
sources of background. 

techniques 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
, 

Subject Present Future Why Lujan? Enablers 

• Pola rized nuclei • Demonstrated 
competence. Required 
to further studies of 
molecular magnets. 

• Collective spin wave • Requires development 
modes at interfaces and of in situ resonance 
in lateral structures. (microwave) capabi lity. 

• Requiresdevelopmentof 
techniques to efficiently 
measure perpendicular 
component of 
magnetization. 

i 
I 

I 
I 

• Response of magnetism 
to electric fields, 
pressure, stress 
(Heterostructured 
materials such as 
multiferroics, exchange 
biased). 

Established expertise with: 
• electrochemical celis, 

pressure. 
• application of stress 

using ion beam 
modification. 

• modeling of complex 
materials. 

Magnetism in bulk • Extremely limited studies • Studies of multiferroic • Leverage established • Samples (see Physics 
materials to date. 

• Emerging interest in 11 
T fields. 

• Flexibility and space of 
Asterix is attractive. 

single crystals at 
extremes of field, 
pressure and 
temperature. 

• Nanocomposites 

expertise combining: 
magnetic field, 
temperature and 
pressure. 

• Established expertise in 
modeling of complex 
materials. 

Today) 
• Build FP11 B 
• Dilution fridge 

compatible with high 
field magnets. 

• Asterix upgrade: 2D 
detector. 

! 

• The study of dynamics of systems with dynamic 
correlations over multiple length-scales is in its 
infancy and more work is needed to work out how 
to perform such studies effectively with neutrons. 
Possibilities include the spin echo modulation 
technique (MEIZE), simple electronic chopping 
of the beam, neutron spin echo reflectometry, 
and reflectometry combined with crystal energy 
analysis. Progress in these areas requires exploratory 
experiments that can be done only at a source where 
there is sufficient intensity to be able to measure 
inelastic scattering, as well as sufficient access to 
neutron beam time to allow proof of principle 
experiments, and to explore different design options 
to make the technique usable. 

• 	Often, new discoveries using neutron scattering 
require the implementation of new sample 
environments. The development of new sample 
environments is better done at a mature facility 
where "bugs" in the sample environment equipment 
can be isolated from neutron artifacts. Of course, 
once equipment of this type has been thoroughly 
debugged, it can be quickly adapted to any neutron 
center, so development at Lujan Center would serve 
the entire community. 

• There are several issues that limit current capabilities 
for studies of large length-scales, such as incoherent 
scattering background in SANS and reflectometry 
studies (particularly of liquids), inelastic scattering 
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from water in SANS measurements, and the presence 
of delayed neutron backgrounds. These problems 
are limitations at all spallation sources and require 
a systematic approach for their solution Advanced 
polarization and inelastic measurement techniques 
may be needed to address these issues. It is unlikely 
that sufficient beam time could be dedicated to 
solving these problems at a flagship source (like 
SNS) where user pressure demands forces instrument 
development to become a lower priority. 

• 	The 20-Hz repetition rate of the Lujan Center is lower 
than that of other existing spallation sources and 
comparable to the repetition rates chosen for the ISIS 
second target station (STS) and the proposed STS2 
for the SNS. Low repetition rates are ideally suited for 
cold neutrons, and thus for studies of large length
scales. In addition, the large wavelength bandwidth 
that results from low repetition rates is suitable for 
studying a large range of length scales or momentum 
transfers in a single measurement. This characteristic 
makes the Lujan Center source ideal, for example, for 
studies of the time-dependent evolution of structure 
by SANS and neutron reflectometry over a large 
Q-range. 

• The Lujan Center was the first pulsed spallation 
source in the world to install partially coupled 
cold moderators, and these moderators currently 
provide greater coupling (and hence greater neutron 
flux per incident proton) than cold moderators at 
other neutron sources. The partially coupled LH2 
moderator has become a worldwide standard. 
The development of this moderator is an example 
of the leadership role that the Lujan Center can 
provide in the development of spallation targets and 
moderators. There is an opportunity to install fully 
coupled LH2 moderators and to explore new designs 
(such as beryllium reflector/filters, ortho-para 
conversion by catalysts, very cold moderators, etc.) 
that could lead to enhanced performance both at the 
Lujan Center and at other spallation sources. 

There are several opportunities for the Lujan Center to 
establish partnerships and alliances. For example, in the 
study of soft matter, the ClNT thrust on soft, biological 
and composite materials provides a natural vehicle 
for collaboration. This area targets the synthesis and 
characterization of materials derived from multiscale 
assemblies, including the integration of such materials 
with device and on-chip architectures. CINT also hosts 

capabilities that are inherently complementary to SANS 
and reflectivity methods. Key opportun ities exist regarding 
complex interfaces, composite organic/inorganic 
systems, and biomolecular interactions. As an example, 
coupling state-of-the-art optical and single-molecule 
spectroscopies with reflectivity could provide a powerful 
approach to the study of structure and dynamics of 
complex interfacial systems. 

In the study of both soft matter and nanomagnetism, 
scientists at the Lujan Center have already developed 
strong collaborative partnerships with University of 
California Faculties who have similar interests and a need 
for neutron characterization of samples produced as part 
oftheir research programs. This model can (and should) 
be pursued in other areas. 

The final columns in Tables 1 and 2 are the group's 
assessment of resources and synergistic activities that 
will enable the success of the Lujan Center in the areas 
we have described. An extremely important enabler 
identified during our discussions was the availability of 
sufficient personnel to exploit the opportunities that the 
Lujan Center provides for the national neutron scattering 
program. While there is no doubt that the Lujan 
Center has the key personnel with expertise in LQD and 
reflectometry, these individuals are often over committed 
because they lack necessary technical support. 

Sample environments 
The recommendations for sample environments from 
the Large Scale group closely follow those from the other 
groups. This confluence of recommendations should be 
noted by the reader. 

A particularly effective way to increase the scientific output 
of the Lujan Center users would be to provide a varied suite 
of sample environment capabilities. Adequate designs for 
some equipment already exist but others will need to be 
developed. NIST's NCNR has started a program in which 
external users apply for funding to develop equipment for 
their own research, and leave the equipment at the facility 
for use by all users. This mode could be applied at the 
Lujan Center, given the required technical support. The 
group's ten recommendations are the following: 

1) A vacuum furnace with temperature capability from 
room temperature to 400 0c. 

2) A temperature-controlled humidity chamber for 
reflectometry. 
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3) 	 A reflectometry sample-cell to expose samples to 
precise vapor pressure of various organic solvents. 

4) 	 A variety of cells for reflectometry experiments with 
solid/liquid interfaces. 

5) 	 A high-pressure cell for reflectometry and SANS 
experiments. 

6) 	 The addition of complementary measurement 
techniques for both reflectometry and SANS including: 
Brewster-angle microscopy, ellipsometry, contact
angle measurement and fluorescence microscopy (for 
reflectometry), magneto-optical Kerr effect (for PNR), 
and dynamic light scattering (for SANS). 

7) 	 Low (~2 T) and high (~17 T) magnetic fields for PNR. 

8) 	 Pump-probe capabilities of various sorts. 

9) 	 Rheological SANS and reflectometry. 

10) 	 Dilution refrigerator adaptable for diffraction, 
reflectometry, and inelastic machines. 

11) 	 Remote user-control of sample changers via the 
Internet. 

Instruments: Asterix 
With the Asterix instrument (Figure 5), the Lujan Center is 
well positioned to answer fundamental questions about 
magnetic nanostructures, thus enabling the development 
of new materials. The existing instrument is already 
world-class and the upgrades described below would 
extend studies to probe three-dimensional architectures 
of laterally defined heterostructures and nanocomposites, 
and to probe magnetic excitations at buried interfaces 
and in confined geometries. 

The Asterix reflectometer was originally a LANL 
Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD)
funded project to develop neutron-beam-polarization
techniques suitable for pulsed spallation sources. Thus, 
this spectrometer was not designed as a general neutron 
scattering instrument and is therefore less than optimal as 
a user instrument. Nevertheless, the Asterix user program 
is mature, and its successes have been widely recognized. 
Critical upgrades are needed that will allow Asterix to 
solve many of the important problems in nanomagnetism 
and enhance the opportunities for external users. 

Modifications to Asterix's diffractometer, detector, 
and polarization analysis systems have already been 

presented to BES as a midscale instrumentation proposal 
and areawaiting a decision (one of the members of the 
low-Q working group is the principle investigator on this 
proposal). Additional improvements before the sample 
position would increase the neutron flux on the sample 
by a factor of eight and would be relatively inexpensive. 
The Asterix polarization cavity is twice the height and half 
the width ofthe existing guide on flight path (FP) 11. 
A two-fold increase of intensity on the sample can be 
ach ieved by matching the pola rization cavity cross-section 
to the FP11 guide (by changing the latter). In addition, 
replacing the regions before and after the sample with 
vacuum vessels (or by shortening the instrument) and 
incorporating the polarization cavity into the neutron 
guide would yield another two-fold increase of intensity. 
Finally, Asterix uses an antiquated approach-a beryllium 
filter-to remove the prompt portion of the neutron 
spectrum. This method attenuates the cold spectrum 
by almost a factor of two. Removing the beryllium filter 
and replacing FP 11 A with a bent (or kinked) guide 
(with a cross section matching the polarization cavity) 
would recover this factor of two. These changes would 
bring Asterix performance to within a factor of four of 
a state-of-the-art polarized neutron reflectometer at the 
SNS. In addition, the changes envisaged to the incident 
flight path could be made in such a way as to allow for 
the extraction of another beam of cold neutrons, thus 
opening up the opportunity for a totally new instrument. 

We believe that LANSCE should promote the 
development of a next-generation polarized neutron 
reflectometer. Such an instrument should be designed 
to better manage systematic errors (thus enabling 
detection of very small spin-dependent neutron signals), 
to incorporate real-time data analysis, to include novel in 
situ measurement capabilities, for example, ferromagnetic 
resonance spectroscopy, magneto-optical Kerr effect, 
etc., and to allow measurement of dynamic process, for 
example, spin waves with non-zero momentum transfer. 
These improvements would lead to new capabilities for 
polarized neutron reflectometry that could be adopted at 
neutron sources worldwide. 

Moreover, many of the envisaged new techniques mig ht 
be applicable to neutron scattering beyond PNR. 
To proceed, we recommend forming an international 
working group charged with cataloging outstanding 
issues in PNR and proposing solutions. The Lujan 
Center is urged to take a leading role in this activity 
because personnel at the Lujan Center have the expertise 
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Fig. 5. A diagram of the Asterix instrument. 

to take a lead in this area, and because Asterix has the 
flexibility and stability to allow new concepts to be tested 
and perfected. This activity will require modifying the 
Materials Program Advisory Committee to include a 
sub-committee to review instrumentation proposals, as 
well as additional support staff including both postdocs 
and technicians. The proposed upgrades to Asterix will 
not only grow the user community but will also train a 
new generation of neutron scattering experts. Among the 
challenges that should be explored are the following: 

• 	 Much better polarized-neutron beams and much better 
polarization analysis. The challenge will be to measure 
ever-smaller spin-flip signals. Doing so will require 
exceptionally well-polarized and analyzed beams with 
an overall flipping ratio> 100. To achieve very high 
polarization ratios it is important to use more than one 
polarizer and to disentangle their phase space. One 
possibility is to use crossed bender polarizers. 

• 	 Improved flux for grazing incidence SANS in polarized 
(and un polarized) mode to probe the length scales of 
interest, particularly in nanomagnetism. 

• 	 Dramatic new thinking on how to successfully 
measure small magnetic signals, perhaps using 
Larmor precession, to detect small perturbations to 
the polarization of the neutron beam. 

• 	Combine high magnetic fields with sensitive spin echo. 

• 	 Provide true three-dimensional vector polarimetry 
by reflectometry. 
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• 	Study hydrogenous films by polarization analysis. 
Go beyond asserting that polarization analysis is, 
in principle, useful for such studies and actually 
demonstrate that it is far better than unpolarized 
neutron reflectometry. 

• 	 Better magnetic resonance techniques that elucidate 
how magnetic properties of a nanostructured 
material differ from the bulk, and where the altered 
properties are to be found (for example, at the 
interface, in the center of a dot, etc.) . 

• 	Combine magnetic resonance with polarized neutron 
reflectometry. 

• 	Measure small spin-flip scattering to pinpoint the 
location of excited spin waves (for example, spin
flip scattering owing to the precession occurring at 
interfaces), perhaps using pump-probe methods. 

• 	 Polarized inelastic scattering from a single interface 
is still a challenge, but if solved, would have a big 
scientific payoff. 

• 	Ten times better Q and E resolution for large length
and time-scales, possibly using neutron spin echo 
to separate both spatial- and time-resolution from 
collimation and monochromatization. 

• 	 Active combination of PNR with other techniques, 
such as magnetic resonance microscopy, on the same 
sample for in situ probes, addressing not exactly 
repeatable effects. 
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• 	 Exploit symmetries that cancel systematic effects. 

• 	 Use nuclear magnetic resonance to manipulate spins 
and setting up pulse trains. 

• 	Enable studies of much smaller samples (say ten
times smallervolume) while doing high-quality pump
probe experiments on surfaces and interfaces. 

• 	Eliminate the factor-of-two 1055 of intensity currently 
suffered whenever a neutron beam is polarized. 

• 	Resolve in-plane length scales up to 1 !-1m using 
diffuse scattering. 

• Inelastic neutron signal from a thin film in 
reflectometry mode. 

• 	Upgrade the software for data analysis and 
visualization at Asterix to make it more user-friendly. 

• 	Develop software to analyze off-specular scattering by 
collaborating with SNS. 

Instruments: LQD 
LQD (Figure 6) is another instrument that was originally 
built using LDRD funds in the late 1980s. Although the 
instrument provides good data, especially on moderate 
to strongly scattering samples, the technology on which 
it is based is being superseded and it should be replaced. 
Perhaps the most fundamental change that is needed is a 
curved or kinked guide to eliminate line of sight, and the 
backgrounds (both neutron and gamma) that are caused 
by the current di rect viewing of the neutron moderator. 
The instrument should be upgraded to include a 
moveable small-angle detector and a fi xed large-angle 
detector to allow a large range of momentum coverage in 
a single measurement. 

One could imagine several ways in which LQD could be 
replaced. The most obvious is to strip out the current 
instrument and install a new SANS machine. However, 
if the incident flight path of Asterix is upgraded and a 
new cold beam becomes available on FP 11 B, one could 
imagine building a new SANS machine on this beam 

2 - 15 A 

Angular Range 
--

Q-Range 

4 - 60 mrad 

0.0023 - 0.5 A' 

Typical Sample Size 
-.. ..... - .' .

Detector 
f--- 

Moderator 

lOx 13 mm 

Two dimensional proportional counter 

Sample Environments 

Brightest pul sed spa ll ation co ld m oderator. 

Advanced backgro un d su ppressio n. 

Advanced optics a nd co unt rate control. 

,waew;Jnr8 
'.]_U:'"

Fig. 6 . LQD: a sta te -of-the-a rt time-of-flight SANS. 
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line to help satisfy the large national demand for SANS. 
Preserving LQD as a test bed for new SANS methods, 
such as polarized neutron SANS, converging pin-hole 
focusing, mirror testing, etc., should be considered. A 
strategy that enables the Lujan Center to contribute 
optimally to the national SANS program is needed and 
should be developed in collaboration with other u.s. 
neutron centers. 

An attractive new capability for the Lujan Center would 
be USANS. Flight path 10 could be explored as the test 
bed for new USANS ideas. The development of SESAME 
into a full instrument is one such possibility. 

Instruments: SPEAR 
SPEAR (Figure 7) is a modern neutron reflectometer 
with a vertical scattering plane designed to enable 
the study of liquids. Its only limitation in this regard 
is the available angle of incidence for these studies 

Frame overlap chopper 

Detector gantry 

Frame overlap mirrors 

After 
sample slits 

~ 

Sample changer 

Elevation 
table 

Fig. 7. SPEAR: State of the art time-of flight neutron reflectometer. 
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(1°). Over the past years, various upgrades to the 
spectrometer have been implemented making SPEAR 
a reliable, internationally competitive reflectometer. 
Nevertheless, there are a few further improvements 
that could be made to the instrument to enhance its 
output. In the late 1990s, when the most recent round 
of new instrumentation was built at the Lujan Center, 
a proposal for an upgrade to SPEAR was submitted by 
G. Smith and C. Durning. Unfortunately, this proposal 
was not funded. The proposal included the installation 
of a neutron guide and more flexible incident beam 
collimation. The working group believes that this 
proposal should be pursued. 

It is important to upgrade SPEAR's software for data 
analysis and visualization to make it more user friendly. 
Users will appreciate the development of software to 
analyze off-specular scattering, in collaboration with SNS, 
as mentioned in the Asterix section. 

T-zero chopper 
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Working Group on 

Instrumentation for Inelastic Scattering 


Topics: New Instrument Concepts, Upgrades for Inelastic Scattering 

Chair: F. Mezei 

Lujan Planning Group Chair: F. Trouw 


Members: C. Batista, H. Glyde, C. Broholm, R. McQueeney, P. Dai, 

R. Osborn, J. Eckert, S. Shapiro, B. Fultz, and A. Sokolov 

Summary of recommendations 
The Working Group on Instrumentation for Inelastic 
Scattering offers seven recommendations. 

1) 	 Lujan Center should have a balanced suite of neutron 
scattering instruments about one-third of which 
should be inelastic spectrometers. 

2) 	 Lujan Center's source advantages (low repetition rate, 
S-kJ per proton pulse power) should enable competitive 
science in the hottest challenges in neutron scattering. 

3) 	 For FDS, improved filters and embedded collimators 
should be implemented. 

4) 	 For Pharos, a supermirror guide is a high priority, 
with which beam intensity on-sample can be 
enhanced by an order-of-magnitude. Repetition rate 
multiplication (RRM) could provide an additional 
tripling in the data collection rate. Upgrades of 
background-reducing collimation-begun in 2006
at low scattering angles should be implemented 
to enhance Brillouin scattering, and an optional 
statistical chopper would help to single out the 
elastic signal in studies of structural disorder. 

S) 	 There is community support for an instrument 
optimized for hydrogen in materials to support 
national initiatives in the hydrogen economy and 
energy storage. A follow-on to quasi-elastic neutron 
scattering (QENS) is needed. 

6) 	 A community-driven workshop should be convened 
to consider the technical merits of a graphite
analyzer backscattering instrument and a time-of
flight (TOF) machine with RRM. 

Discussion 
Historically, inelastic scattering instrumentation has 
been relatively underrepresented at the Lujan Center. 
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The capability to explore microscopic and nanoscale 
dynamics in space and time is one of the key 
contributions of neutron scattering in the exploration 
of condensed matter, achieved with the help of a 
variety of inelastic neutron scattering techniques. These 
methods cover a wide range of the space-time domain 
from a fraction of the nanometer to some 100 nm, 
and from femtosecond to microsecond, respectively, 
with parts of this domain only accessible to neutrons. 
Experience shows that in a complete and balanced 
suite of neutron scattering instruments about one
third needs to be devoted to the study of dynamics. 
Thus, in a strategy aimed at full utilization of the Lujan 
Center, four to five inelastic scattering instruments 
are envisaged. By building on the strengths of LANL's 
scientific environment, innovative instrument design, 
and the particular features of the Lujan Center's neutron 
source (low repetition rate, 5-kJ/pulse proton-beam 
power matching that of ISIS, and amounting to 22% of 
that of SNS when SNS achieves full designed power), 
these instruments will be fully competitive nationally, 
and internationally, to address the vast majority of the 
hottest challenges in neutron scattering. 

Two venerable inelastic scattering instruments are 
currently operational at the Lujan Center, each more 
than a decade old. The Filter Difference Spectrometer 
(FDS), built in 1976, and the thermal neutron TOF 
spectrometer, Pharos, designed in 1989, continue to 
deliver state-of-the-art performance focused on the hot 
and thermal neutron energy range. Upgrade options have 
been identified for both to keep them competitive for the 
future, in the rapidly changing environment marked by 
the advent of SNS. 

Compared to competitor spectrometers, FDS offers the 
advantage of larger-detector solid-angle coverage and 
variable resolution by the unique filter-edge method. 
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The FDS is on par with the TOSCA spectrometer at ISIS 
dedicated to chemical spectroscopy. Substantial gains 
in the data-collection rate, in the range of a factor of 
three, are envisaged for FDS by improving the filters and 
introducing embedded collimators to reduce background; 
this will secure an important role for FDS in the SNS era. 

Since the conception of Pharos, decisive progress has 
been made in the technique ofTOF spectroscopy at 
pulsed spallation sources. With advanced supermirror
based neutron-guide beam delivery (already used at 
SNS), the beam intensity on the sample can be enhanced 
by up to an order-of-magnitude, and repetition rate 
multiplication (RRM), which is part of the design 
concept of the new instruments under construction at 
ISIS and J-PARC, will provide an additional gain in the 
data collection rate by a factor of three, on average, 
by extracting several monochromatic neutron pulses 
from each source pulse. The upgrade of Pharos will also 
allow Lujan Center users to explore unique, innovative 
opportunities by developing an interchangeable, reduced
background collimation system for inelastic experiments 
at low scattering angles (such as Brillouin-scattering 
study of sound wave phenomena), and using an optional 
statistical chopper to single out the elastic signal in the 
study of structural disorder. 

The Lujan Center currently lacks inelastic neutron 
scattering capabilities in the crucial cold-neutron energy 
range, which is most important for the study of 50ft 
and nanostructured matter. Direct geometryTOF 
spectrometers are the centerpieces of instrument suites for 
cold neutron spectroscopy, and the Cold Neutron Chopper 
Spectrometer (CNCS) will become the best in this class 
once SNS reaches full power. The lower source-repetition
rate of the Lujan Center and the use of the RRM method 
(particularly effective for cold neutron spectrometers 
using extended incoming flight path), open up the 
opportunity to build a first-rate cold-neutron spectrometer 
at Los Alamos, which will approach the power of CNCS. 
A longer flight path optimized for RRM use will also 
offer exceptional resolution capabilities, in particular for 
the study of optical-type excitations in the energy range 
5-50 meV. The competitive power of an upgraded Pharos 
at the Lujan Center's FP 16, and the new cold neutron TOF 
spectrometers installed on the 63-m-long existing guide on 
FP 13, are illustrated in Figure 8. 

The innovative implementation of an inverted geometry 
spectrometer specifically designed for the investigation of 
correlated electron systems will open new opportunities 
at the Lujan Center. There is also community support 
for an instrument optimized for hydrogen in materials to 
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support national initiatives in the hydrogen economy and 
energy storage. The QENS at IPNS (Figure 9) has served an 
important role and a follow-on is needed. 

A graphite-analyzer backscattering instrument (such as 
IRIS at ISIS) has been proposed for the Lujan Center. 

.': I" ·1 I,·,> ion 

A community-driven workshop should be convened to 
consider the technical alternatives, such as a graphite
analyzer backscattering instrument versus a TOF machine 
with RRM (see Backscattering and TOF-RRM). 

Backscattering and TOF-RRM 
As the community converges on the science directions for instrumentation upgrades at the Lujan Center, 
design comparisons are useful. The calculation below (Figure 10) compares energy-loss scattering on a 
1O-meV sharp excitation on a 34-m-long IRIS-type backscattering machine on the Lujan Center's coupled 
cold moderator (top), with two of the RRM frames measur~d simultaneously by a proposed 63-m-long FP 13 
~OF instrument on the same moderator. In the rapid Monte Carlo simulation calculation (the noise on the 
data is due to statistics), equal scattered-beam solid-angles were assumed and the time bins set equal. The 
E . = 12.5-meV RRM frame shows an advantage in resolution and intensity. Backscattering provides much

Incoming 

higher intensity at the lower resolution E.= 15.5 meV. Arguably, the RRM frame provides about the same 
I 

quality of information . Background and Q resolution must be similarly compared. 

Backscattering is optimal for resolutions that cannot be achieved at the same wavelength by TOF, for example, 
using silicon analyzers, like QENS. Simultaneous diffraction data and access to a broad range in energy loss 
scattering are generally considered benefits of backscattering. However, a TOF instrument, with the series of 
RRM frames with different incoming neutron wavelengths starting below 1 A, will cover both the Q range 
needed to have a full diffraction pattern and the energy transfer domain up to 100 meV. 
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Fig. 10. A com pari son of energy-loss scattering on 
a 1O-meV sharp exci tati on on a 34-m-long IRI S-type 
backscattering mach ine on the Lujan Center's 
coupled co ld moderator (top), with 2 of the RRM 
f rames (below) measured simultaneously by a 
proposed 63-m-lo ng FP 13 TOF instrument on the 
sam e m oderator. 
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Working Group on 

New Instrument Concepts and Upgrades for Diffraction 


Topics: Future Directions, Priority Needs, Science Niche and Strengths, General Instrument Upgrades, Future 
Instruments, Specific Instrument Upgrades, Conclusions 

Chair: D. Louca 

Members: W. Beyermann, D. Brown, B. Clemens, R. Hemley, A. Llobet, 


H. Nakotte, Th. Proffen, J. Urquidi, S. Vogel, and H. Xu 


Summary of Recommendations 
The members discussed the scientific needs, priorities, 
mainstream and new science-focus areas, general and 
future instrument developments, and current instrument 
upgrades at the Lujan Center. Lujan Center's diffraction 
capabilities can be enhanced to create a world-renowned 
diffraction center with capabilities that can address soft 
and hard condensed-matter materials issues and be in a 
position to compete with other facilities in the world. Our 
seven conclusions are the following: 

1) The Lujan Center is in a position to playa vital role 
in enhancing the national capabilities for neutron 
scattering. The Lujan Center, having been in the 
forefront in introducing neutron diffraction to 
biology users, has a growing user program that could 
expand by several proposed changes. As the neutron
scattering community continues to grow, the need 
for mUltiple sources remains strong. To fulfill its 
mission, however, more investment is clearly needed 
in the following areas at Lujan Center. 

2) The need to increase the number of personnel forthe 
diffractometers to operate successfully is a priority. 
This includes both the instrument scientists and the 
staff for sample environments and software. 

3) The Lujan Center should strengthen, and provide 
support to, established strong connections within 
the Laboratory, and with academic facilities in New 
Mexico and California. 

4) Improved diffraction capabilities could playa major 
role in national security issues, such as the hydrogen 
economy and nuclear proliferation. 

S) Specific areas to address include the following : 

• Expand extreme sample environments 
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, 	 Mbar, mK, 1O's Tesla magnetiC fields, hot 
(radiologically) cell, controlled atmospheres 

>-	 In situ capabilities 

• 	 Expand mail-in samples program 

• 	 Allocate additional fast-access beam time 

6) 	 Desired instrument upgrades include advances in 
neutron optics, neutron focusing, neutron polarizers, 
and correlation choppers that allow separation of 
dynamics from static. 

• 	 HIPD: modify existing configuration 

• 	 NPDF: small-angle detectors, neutron guide and 
focusing 

• 	SMARTS: in situ sample environments capabilities 

• 	 HIPPO: upgrade to reduce background and 
improved focusing 

7) 	 Proposed new instruments. 

• Long-wavelength single-crystal diffractometer 

• LAPTRON (Los Alamos Pressure-Temperature 
Researches Online Neutron Diffractometer) 

• 	 HIPDF (liquids, glasses, nanomaterials) 

• 	 Fourier diffractometer/spectrometer 

• 	 Hot cell diffractometer 

Future Directions 
The expected growth of the neutron community in 
the U.s. presents major opportunities for growth 
of neutron diffraction at the Lujan Center in the 
coming years . 
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Fig. 11. Protien encapsulated nanocrystals for hydrogen production. 

Neutron diffraction has unique advantages for studying these systems. 
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Diffraction is not only the standard workhorse technique 
essential for a broad range of materials problems, it is 
crucial for fundamental structural studies at frontiers of 
many fields. Thus, there are great new opportunities for 
the integration of new techniques in unique world-class 
facilities, while at the same time recognizing continuing 
needs for conventional experiments. The Lujan Center 
will, therefore, have important niches in specific areas 
of neutron diffraction and will complement both the 
SNS and the portfolio of synchrotron x-ray facilities 
supported by BES. 

We envisage two classes of beam lines: 1) those dedicated 
to specific experiments that include instruments that 
integrate multiple analytical probes, and 2) sample 
environments and general instruments that can 
accommodate a broad range of experiments. Extreme 
conditions studies will take advantage of developments 
in large volume, high-pressure devices, and variable 
temperature capability from mK to eV (-105 K) 
temperatures, combined with magnetic fields. Advances 
in neutronics, such as those in focusing optics, for 
example, Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors that can focus beams 
to 100-micron spot sizes, are desirable. This development 
is enabling a new generation of experiments ranging from 
imaging measurements of texture to studies of small 
samples at megabar pressures unprecedented for neutron 
scattering. Important developments in producing polarized 
neutrons will enable new classes of magnetic studies. 

Many emerging areas of research are undergoing 
accelerating growth, where neutron scattering is 
essential, as it provides unique information on structure 
and dynamics (Figure 11). These include many areas 
in energy science, such as hydrogen storage, fuel cells, 
and bioenergy, the search for new materials under the 
auspices of the COMPETES Act, and multidisciplinary 
studies of materials under extreme conditions. All 
of these will leverage and enhance new and existing 
programs within LANL. 

Next-generation diffraction capability at the Lujan Center 
is an essential national need when SNS instruments come 
on line. As mentioned above, the Lujan Center has an 
important niche in the materials studies associated with 
national defense (for example, in stockpile stewardship) 
and for homeland security. Specifically, there is a need 
for fundamental studies of materials aging and new 
materials for weapons systems, detectors, and sensors. 
In several key scientific areas, the SNS will be unable 

to support demand. For example, the dedicated high
pressure instrument (SNAP) at SNS is essentially a single 
crystal instrument that can accommodate small to 
medium size presses and no magnetic fields. The Lujan 
Center can also have an advantage in providing a strong, 
local support laboratory for complementary off-line 
measurements, such as sample synthesis and preparation, 
x-ray diffraction, optical spectroscopy, thermochemistry, 
and mechanical testing. A strong sample environment 
program is needed with a full range of devices for variable 
pressure, temperature, and magnetic fields over the full 
range of conditions achievable in the laboratory. There 
should be close integration of this program for diffraction 
with the inelastic scattering measurements in variable 
sample environments. 

Three Priority Needs 

Increased staffing 

The diffractometers at the Lujan Center are the backbone 
of the user program accounting for roughly two-thirds of 
the publications in the 2003-2005 BES report. Staffing 
of these instruments, at present, does not allow for 
progress beyond simply running the instrument. Without 
the development of instruments and techniques, as well 
as outreach, the future of the Lujan Center looks very 
grim. In addition, data are backlogged and the present 
capacity and capabilities are not fully utilized. As a result, 
the highest priority is to increase full-time personnel on 
the current instruments, as well as in the support groups, 
such as data acquisition, ancillary equipment, and the 
mechanical team. Staff levels should be comparable to 
facilities such as ISIS. Note that the BES refers to the 
Lujan Center as an ISIS-class facility. 

Outreach and collaborations 
Increased staffing levels will enable the Lujan Center 
to embark on the second priority for a successful 
future: outreach and collaborations with the University 
of California, the universities in New Mexico, other 
universities, and within LANL. The collaborations grow the 
neutron user base, educate future neutron scatterers, and 
broaden the science scope and expertise of the facility. 

Ancillary equipment 

The third area in need is ancillary equipment. Following 
the NIST model, a promising approach to develop novel 
ancillary equipment is collaboration with universities 
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and other LANL groups. The concept of funding this new 
equipment through the Lujan Center will attract many 
competing proposals and enhance the capabilities of the 
Lujan Center. 

It is important to ensure the continuity of the current user 
program and scientific productivity and, initially, to focus 
on operations, with small- investment and high-payoff 
improvements ("Just get it done;' said Steve Shapiro). 
Upgrades and the development of new instruments 
are vital to ensuring the future. Planning for upgrades 
and new instruments needs to start in parallel with the 
ramping of the operations budget. 

Science Niche and Strengths 
Our vision for the Lujan Center's future builds on its 
traditional and emerging strengths in materials science 
and engineering, highly-correlated systems, geosciences, 
nanoscience, and soft matter (including biological 
matter, polymeric materials, and complex fluids). These 
focus areas take advantage of the characteristics of the 
neutron source, which is well-suited to long-wavelength 
applications, and address critical national priorities in 
engineering science, energy technology, and defense. Our 
vision also builds on connections within LANL, as well 
as with CINT, Sandia and Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratories, the University of California, and New 
Mexico universities. 

Moving forward, the Lujan Center proposes to 
dramatically increase its ability to impact these areas, 
focusing on improving neutron optics and sample 
environment capabilities in its diffractometer beamlines, 
as well as by developing new diffraction experimental 
stations. These include a station with high-pressure, 
low-temperature and high-magnetic-field capabilities, 
as well as high-temperature and high-pressure chemical 
and environmental cells. These new capabilities would 
ensure that the Lujan Center continues to be a center of 
excellence in neutron diffraction. 

General Instrument Upgrades 
Several upgrade paths are common and necessary to 
the powder diffraction machines. Below is an outline of 
general proposed upgrades that could be beneficial to all 
instruments. 

1) 	 Sample environments: Low temperature (mK) and 
magnetic fields of tens ofTesla will open the path to 
new science on all diffraction machines. Due to the 
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complexity of such devices, a dedicated staff member 
is required in addition to the hardware; otherwise the 
investment will be lost. A low-temperature sample
changer could be used on HIPPO and NPDF. The 
potential of a hot cell to investigate lethally radioactive 
materials, shared between the powder diffraction 
machines, to utilize their specific strengths (PDF, 
texture, high resolution versus time resolution), should 
be evaluated. This would align the Lujan Center with 
programs such as GNEP, AFCI, or MaRIE, the proposed 
new signature facility at LANL. Dedicated personnel 
for the current sample environments (furnaces, 
displexes, sample changers, load frames) will relieve the 
instrument scientist from maintenance duties and avoid 
disappointing users due to non-functioning hardware 
during their visit. Some sample environments, such as a 
dilution refrigerator, are complex instruments requiring 
expert staff for operation and maintenance. 

2) 	 Beam focusing: By using focusing techniques, for 
example, Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors, smaller sample 
volumes will be possible. This, in turn, will allow 
more extreme environments (pressure, fields). 
All diffraction machines would benefit from such 
devices, which potentially could be transportable 
and shared between beam lines. Besides the focusing 
hardware, modifications to incident beam paths will 
be required. Design, commissioning, and installation 
of such devices require a dedicated staff member. 

3) 	 Neutron polarizers: Recent developments in neutron 
polarizers make it conceivable to install them as 
interchangeable components into various beam lines. 
Such devices will greatly improve the Lujan Center's 
capabilities for magnetic studies. The unique Lujan 
Center capabilities, for instance, in texture on HIPPO 
and PDF studies on NPDF, will open the way to new 
science, such as magnetic textures and magnetic PDFs. 

4) 	 Data acquisition and detector development: The 
next version of the data acquisition system is close 
to release and, in an intermediate version, is running 
already on HIPPO (September 2007). It will improve 
stability and allow event mode (continuous data 
acquisition without saving individual runs), which 
will improve capabilities, for example, for studies of 
phase transformations and other parametric time
resolved studies. However, the current staffing level 
is inadequate to support this important activity. The 
same is true for desirable development of the next 
generation of detector hardware. 
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Future Instruments 

Long-wavelength single-crystal diffractometer 
The extant single-crystal diffractometer, SCD, at the Lujan 
Center is no longer competitive with the best single
crystal diffractometer designs, in particular with the SNS 
diffractometer, TOPAZ, which has large coverage of the 
reciprocal space with a spherical detector. However, 
geometrical constraints of magnets and other special 
sample environments negate much of the advantage 
in coverage. Furthermore, the effects of magnetic stray 
fields on close-by detectors in TOPAZ severely limit the 
maximum magnetic field (5 Tesla or so). 

Because there is already a strategic alliance with other 
LANL groups in the field of correlated electron systems 
that exhibit interesting magnetic phenomena at low 
temperatures, there is an obvious need for a magnetic 
single-crystal diffractometer capable of extreme sample 
environments, such as low temperature, high-magnetic 
fields, and high pressures. Moreover, recent developments 
of broad-band polarizers will allow magnetic studies that 
traditionally could be done only at reactor sources (for 
example, magnetic form-factor studies). 

The Lujan Center has a large opportunity to establish 
a niche area in the area of polarized single-crystal 
diffraction for the magnetism community. 

It is proposed to form an lOT that explores the 
possibilities for a new single-crystal diffractometer 
dedicated for magnetic studies. The machine could be 
placed on a cold liquid hydrogen moderator that takes 
advantage of long wavelengths for magnetic studies, 
and for such studies it would be more than competitive 
with TOPAZ that uses a water moderator. Additional 
requirements for such an instrument are to accommodate 
large sample environments (superconducting magnets, 
dilution fridge, pressure cells and so on). 

HIPDF: Total-scattering high-intensity powder 
diffractometer 
Local structure studies have been a key in resolving the 
interplay of the different length scales in many areas 
of materials science, such in the domain of functional 
materials, ferroelectrics, and nanoscience. 

The high-resolution diffractometer, NPDF, at the Lujan 
Center is oversubscribed with experiments that require 
high resolution and PDF analysis. Currently, there is no 

high-intensity powder-diffractometer capable of studying 
small quantities of a sample, which can reach low 
temperatures « 1 0 K), or accommodate a magnetic field 
or high pressure (15 kbar), and allow pair distribution 
function (PDF) studies. 

A new diffractometer optimized for high intensity that 
would have detector coverage from 10° to 160° in 
the scattering plane and ± 15° above and below the 
plane, and be optimized for total scattering studies 
(very low background). The instrument would be able 
to accommodate large magnets and very low- and 
high-temperature capabilities (for example, dilution 
fridge, ILL furnace, and orange cryostat). Ideally, this 
instrument should also have the capability of focusing 
optics for nanoscience, as well as collimators to reduce 
the background. 

This type of instrument would exploit the in-house 
expertise and success of total scattering techniques in 
the areas of nanoscience, condensed matter, multiscale 
science, polymers, disordered materials, glasses, liquids, 
and allow PDF studies on systems that do not require 
the high resolution of NPDF, and that are currently 
overloading NPDF. 

LAPTRON 
The design of LAPTRON aims at the important field 
of pressure study. Since SNAPS at SNS mainly serves 
the earth science community, in spite of its very high
pressure capability, its sample volume is relatively 
small and the stress can include shear components, 
not purely hydrostatic pressure. LAPTRON has a large 
sample volume and provides more homogeneous 
hyd rostatic pressu reo 

We can routinely perform high-pressure high-temperature 
experiments at pressures up to 10 GPa and temperatures 
up to 1500 K using the toroidal anvil press (TAP-98) 
at HIPPO. We can also conduct high-pressure low
temperature measurements at hydrostatic pressures 
up to 10 kbar and temperatures down to 5 K with 
various fluid-driven cells. Construction of a stand-alone 
beamline, LAPTRON, will allow Significant extension 
of the accessible pressure-temperature ranges, to 20 
GPa and 2000 K, using the innovative multi-anvil and 
internal heating techniques. More importantly, we will 
integrate thermal analysis, ultrasonic interferometry, 
and neutron radiography and tomography with neutron 
diffraction at LAPTRON, so that all these measurements 
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can be performed simultaneously at variable pressure
temperature conditions. This combination of mUltiple 
techniques is a powerful way of enhancing and 
broadening instrument capabilities for more complete 
and accurate characterization of material properties, and 
will benefit the broad scientific community in materials 
science, condensed matter physics, and geosciences. 

The heart of LAPTRON will be a large-volume 2000-ton 
press with a multi-anvil high-pressure deformation module. 
We have constructed/purchased the press, TAPLUS-2000, 
high pressure-temperature controller, and other associated 
accessories with support from the LANL Weapon Physics 
programs, and have finished all conceptual designs of 
the mUlti-technique modules. LAPTRON is expected 
to greatly contribute to the defense programs, such as 
by measuring the equations-of-state and deformation 
behavior of plutonium and uranium at extreme conditions. 
Moreover, it will well serve other LANL missions, such as 
climate change and carbon dioxide sequestration. For 
example, the new tomography/radiography capabilities 
will allow in situ examination of rock-water interaction, a 
critical geochemical process with important implications of 
sequestration of carbon dioxide in depleted oil reservoirs. 

Other instruments and needs 
More detailed instrument simulations will be needed 
for LAPTRON and other new instrument concepts. For 
example, ideas were discussed for a novel diffractometer 
with a Fourier chopper to be able to separate elastic 
(static disorder) from inelastic (dynamic) scattering 
contributions. This instrument could be important, for 
example, for the study of multiferroic materials. One 
might also investigate the possibility of using an RRM 
spectrometer. This concept is further developed by 
T. Proffen and F. Trouw (inelastic working group). 

It was also clear that there was a need for an instrument 
designed to handle very hot (active) samples and provide 
diffraction, texture, and possibly inelastic-scattering data. 
This idea also needs research and further development, 
but the payoff in relation to the LANL mission is obvious. 

Specific instrument upgrades 

HIPPO 
The HIPPO diffractometer is optimized for high-throughput 
measurement of texture and measurement of small samples, 
for example, samples under high pressure, and upgrades 
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should be focused accordingly. A prioritized list of upgrades 
is as follows: 

• The highest priority upgrade to HIPPO is toward 

background mitigation by secondary beam path 

collimation. This enables PDF studies. 


• 	 Focusing optics, for example, Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors 
or focusing funnels, to increase neutron flux on 
small samples, in particular, on samples under high 
pressure. 

• 	Ultrahigh-temperature furnace, approaching or 

exceeding 3000 °C, with quenching capability, 

environmental capabilities (for example, oxidizing 

or reducing atmospheres), and simultaneous DSC 

capability (what's this?). 


• 	 Neutron-resonance-spectroscopy detector to 
enable sensorless temperature measurement at very 
high temperatures. 

SMARTS 
SMARTS was the first diffractometer in the world built 
specifically for the study of engineering materials under 
conditions approximating their processing and/or 
operating conditions. SMARTS has remained unique in 
the world by the inclusion of unique sample environments, 
such as the ability to apply load at high temperature. 
As evidenced by the similarities SMARTS has with the 
design ofVULCAN (the next generation engineering 
diffractometer), from a neutronics point of view, SMARTS 
is well designed for its task. The one exception is that 
SMARTS needs an upgrade to double-ended position
sensitive detectors that would enable future studies of 
single crystals, studies that are currently very difficult to do. 

Other upgrades to SMARTS are focused on continued 
development of unique sample environments. The 
future of engineering neutron diffraction lies in sample 
environments that push ever closer to realistic conditions. 

• The first and highest priority of these is an in situ 

casting stage. 


• Complementary to this would be a versatile press/ 

furnace that could approximate rolling, swaging, 

forging, etc., conditions. 


Both of these upgrades would enable studies of the 
crystallographic response (such as recrystallization), with 
time resolution, during and shortly after processing steps. 
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NPDF 
NPDF is designed for the measurement of atom 
correlations in disordered solids. It requires high 
resolution and a large Q-range to complete the Fourier 
transformation of the diffraction data from reciprocal 
space to the real space correlation function. Prioritized 
upgrades are as follows: 

• 	A neutron guide (or supermirror) to increase flux 
on the sample enabling kinetic studies of reactions 
and transformations, for example, crystallization 
of bulk metallic glasses, and studies of small 
quantities of sample. 

• 	 Low-angle detector banks that will increase the 

assessable Q-range of the measurement (toward 

smaller Q). This will enable studies on glasses, 

magnetism, and liquids. 


• 	A dilution refrigerator (mK capability) with moderate 
magnetic field is needed. This will open the field of 
multiferroics to PDF analysis. 

• 	 Low-background pressure cell to allow PDF analysis 
of materials under pressure. 

HIPD 
HIPD is one of the oldest instruments at the Lujan Center 
and has recently been removed from the general user 
program. While we recommend a major upgrade to 
HIPD to a total scattering instrument, HIPDF, small-scale 
upgrades will allow HIPD to continue to do science and 
support the remaining instruments. 

• 	A new door and sample-well to allow use of the 

general Lujan Center sample environment, for 

example, orange cryostat. 


• 	 Robotic sample-changer to allow mounting and 

manipulating of several samples in series. 


PCS 
Currently, there is only one protein crystallography 
instrument in the world at a spallation neutron source, 
the PCS, and the Lujan Center is the only facility of its 
kind for macromolecules in North America. The PCS is 
used for studying the structure of macromolecules and 
fibrous polymers. Based on the success of the PCS, an 
instrument called MANDl has been proposed for SNS. 
MANDl will have a comparable flux, at equal divergence 
as the PCS, but with a very different wavelength range due 
to the different source frequencies and moderator types. 
The PCS and MANDl will be complementary due to their 
different beam characteristics. PCS and MANDl will not 
be able to support a proposed new biology-neutron user 
community, which will lead to the establishment of a 
biology-neutron user community for the second target at 
the SNS. 

Conclusions 
The Lujan Center's strengths lie in materials-based 
diffraction techniques. Enhancing the existing and 
proposed new instruments will make the Lujan Center 
both competitive and complementary with SNS. For this 
to happen, we should invest in sample environments and 
instrument upgrades. We believe this is the best strategy 
for the Lujan Center to remain strong and productive, 
and continue to playa vital role in enhancing the 
national capabilities for neutron scattering. The proposed 
upgrades/developments will enable the Lujan Center to 
open new fields of science and attract new talents with 
strong motivations for science. 
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Appendix A. Final Agenda and Participants List 

September 5-7,2007 
Humphrey's Half Moon Bay Hotel 

San Diego, California 

AGENDA 

Lujan Neutron Scattering Center Workshop 


Enhanced National Capability for Neutron Scattering 

A Strategy for LANSCE Neutron Scattering 


Wednesday, September 5, 2007 - Humphrey's Hotel 

6:00pm - 7:00pm Hotel Lobby Registration 
7:00pm - 9:00pm Harborview Room Reception 

Thursday, September 6,2007 - Humphrey's Hotel 

7:30am - 8:00am Marina Ballroom Continental Breakfast 
8:00am - 8:30am Marina Ballroom Welcome and Overview of LANSCE Plans, Kurt Schoenberg 
8:30am - 9:10am Marina Ballroom BES Plans for Neutron Scattering, Pedro Montano (video) 
9:10am - 9:40am Marina Ballroom Potential for growth of Lujan/LANSCE, Alan Hurd 
9:40am -10:1 Oam Break 

10:10am -10:50am Marina Ballroom Complementarity to SNS, HFIR, Ken Herwig 
1 0:50am - 11 :30am Marina Ballroom Complementarity to NIST NCNR, Dan Neumann 
11 :30am - 12:00pm Marina Ballroom Summary and charge to break-out groups, Jim Rhyne 

12:00pm - 1:OOpm Upperdeck Lunch 

1:OOpm  4:00pm Breakout Session Meetings 
Pt. Loma Room "New Instrument Concepts and Upgrades for Inelastic Scattering 
Pacific Room "New Instrument Concepts and Upgrades for Diffraction 
Sunset Room ·~New Instrument Concepts, Upgrades of Reflectivity, and Low-Q Diffraction 
Dockside Room ·~ National Perspectives and Vision for the Lujan Center 

. 4:00pm - 5:30pm Harborview Room Preliminary reports (15  20 minutes each) by breakout chairs 
6:30pm - 7:00pm Harborview Room Reception 
7:00pm - 9:00pm Harborview Room Dinner 
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September 5-7,2007 
Humphrey's Half Moon Bay Hotel 

San Diego, California 

AGENDA 

Lujan Neutron Scattering Center Workshop 


Enhanced National Capability for Neutron Scattering 

A Strategy for LANSCE Neutron Scattering 


Friday, September 7,2006 - Humphrey's Hotel 

7:30am - 8:30am 	 Marina Ballroom Continental Breakfast 

8:30am - 11 :OOam 	 Breakout Sessions (report writing) 

Pt. Loma Room "New Instrument Concepts and Upgrades for Inelastic Scattering 

Pacific Room "New Instrument Concepts and Upgrades for Diffraction 

Sunset Room *New Instrument Concepts, Upgrades of Reflectivity, and Low-Q Diffraction 

Dockside Room "Future Vision of the Lujan Center 

11 :OOam - 1:OOpm Working lunch 

1 :OOpm- 2:00pm 	 Wrap-up Reports (by chairs) 

Pt. Loma Room " New Instrument Concepts and Upgrades for Inelastic Scattering 
Pacific Room~New Instrument Concepts and Upgrades for Diffraction 

Sunset Room *New Instrument Concepts, Upgrades of Reflectivity, and Low-Q Diffraction 

Dockside Room *National Perspectives and Vision for the Lujan Center 

2:00pm - 6:00pm Dockside Room Report Writing (by writing team) 


8:15pm - 9:00pm Hotel Restaurant Dinner for Writing Team (Dinner Reservations) 


Saturday, September 8, 2006 - Humphrey's Hotel 

7:30am - 8:30am 	 Dockside Room Continental Breakfast 
8:30a m - 11 :OOam Dockside Room Report writing 


11 :OOam - 1:OOpm Dockside Room Wrap-up (by writ ing team) 


11 :30am Dockside Room Box Lunch available 
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September 5-7,2007 
Humphrey's Half Moon Bay Hotel 

San Diego, Califomia 

Breakout Session Members 

1. New Instrument Concepts and Upgrades for Inelastic Scattering 
Point Loma Room: Feri Mezei, chair - Frans Trouw (Lujan planning group chair) 

Christian Batista Henry Glyde 
Colin Broholm Robert McQueeney 
Pengcheng Dai Ray Osborn 
Juergen Eckert Steve Shapiro 
Brent Fultz Alexei Sokolo 

2. New Instrument Concepts and Upgrades for Diffraction 
Pacific Room: Oespina Louca, chair - Thomas Proffen (Lujan planning group chair) 

Ward Beyerman R. Ramesh 
Don Brown John Sarrao 
Bruce Clemens Doug Tobias 
Rus Hemley Jacob Urquidi 
Anna L10bet Sven Vogel 
Heinz Nakotte Hongwu Xu 

3. New Instrument Concepts, Upgrades for Reflectivity, and Low·Q Diffraction 
Sunset Room: Roger Pynn, chair - Rex Hjelm (Lujan planning group chair) 

Ami Berkowitz Atul Parikh 
Mike Fitzsimmons Sushil Satija 
Mark Foster Dale Schaefer 
Eric Fullerton Andrew Shreve 
Jarek Majewski Ivan Schuller 
Tom Mason 

4. National Perspectives and Vision for the Lujan Center 
Dockside Room: Tonya Kuhl, chair 


Moe Boussoufi Gunther Muhrer 

Cory Coli Dan Neumann 

Phil Goldstone Don Rej 

Ken Herwig Kurt Schoenberg 

Barry Klein Ray Teller 

Alex Lacerda Guebre Tessema 

Christian Mailhiot 
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September 5-7, 2007 
Humphrey's Half-Moon Bay Hotel 

San Diego, California 

Breakout Sessions 
1. 	New Instrument Concepts and Upgrades for Inelastic Scattering 

Feri Mezei, chair - Frans Trouw (Lujan planning group chair) 

2. 	New Instrument Concepts and Upgrades for Diffraction 
Despina Louca, chair -Thomas Proffen, (Lujan planning group chair) 

3. 	New Instrument Concepts and Upgrades for Reflectivity and Low-Q diffraction 
Roger Pynn, chair - Rex Hjelm (Lujan planning group chair) 

4. National Perspectives and Vision for the Lujan Center 
Tonya Kuhl, chair 


-National and International horizon scan 

-MaRIE and LANSCE-R 

-Barriers to success 


Charge to Breakout Sessions 
Issues to be addressed in discussions and in report 

-Review and evaluation of current Lujan capabilities 
-Where should Lujan go in the future? 

'New instrument capabilities (either new instruments or rebuild present instruments) 
'Upgrade path for present instrumentation 
'Future desired sample environment capabilities 

-Complementarity of Lujan capabilities with the SNS, HFIR, NIST, and other neutron centers 

Does the Lujan Center Strategic Plan 2007-2013 . .. 
'Adequately set the stage for MaRIE or similar signature facility at LANL? 
'Optimally utilize, from the general user science perspective, the Lujan spallation sourced for 
neutron scattering and nuclear physics? 

'Meet the expectations for mission science at the Laboratory? 
'Incorporate relevant recommendations from prior planning workshops, such as San Diego I (2005) 
and Santa Fe I (2006)? 
'Define the best instrumentation suite in view of SNS and other national neutron centers? 
·Determine a proper strategy for future spallation targets to serve the instrument suite and user 
science? 
'Address implementation and ownership? 
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September 5-7, 2007 

Humphrey's Half Moon Bay Hotel 


San Diego, California 

Christian Batista 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
cdb@lanl,gov 

Ami Berkowitz 
University of California, San Diego 
aberk@ucsd.edu 

Ward Beyerman 
University of California, Riverside 
byerman@citrus.ucr.edu 

Moe Boussoufi 
University of California, Davis 
mboussoufi@ucdavis.edu 

Colin Broholm 
John Hopkins University 
broholm@jhu.edu 

Don Brown 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
dbrown@lanl.gov 

Bruce Clemens 
Stanford University 
clemens@sierra.stanford.edu 

Cory Coli 
University of California, 
Office of the President 
cory.coll@ucop.edu 

Leilani Conrad son 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
leilani@lanl.gov 

Pengcheng Dai 
University of Tennessee 
pdai@utk.edu 

Participant List 

Juergen Eckert 
University of California, Santa Babara 
j uergen@mrl.ucsb.edu 

Mike Fitzsimmons 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
fitz@lanl.gov 

Mark Foster 
University Akron 
mfoster@uakron.edu 

Eric Fullerton 
University of California, San Diego 
efullerton@ece.ucsd.edu 

Brent Fultz 
Cali fornia Insitute of Technology 
btf@caltech.edu 

HenryGlyde 
University of Delaware 
glyde@physics.udel.edu 

Phil Goldstone 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
pgoldstone@lanl,gov 

Rus Hemley 
Carnegie Insitute of Washington 
chemley@gl,ciw.edu 

Tanya Herrara 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
tanyah@lanl.gov 

Ken Herwig 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
herwig kw@ornl.gov 

Rex' Hjelm 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
hjelm@lanl,gov 

David Holtkamp 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
dholtkamp@lanl.gov 

Alan Hurd 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
ajhurd@lanl.gov 

Barry Klein 
University of California, Davis 
bm klein@ucdavis.edu 

Tanya Kuhl 
University of California, Davis 
tlkuhl@ucdavis.edu 

Alex Lacerda 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
lacerda@lanl,gov 

Paul Lewis 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
lewis@lanl.gov 

Anna Llobet 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
aliobet@lanl.gov 

Despina Louca 
University of Virginia 
louca@virginia.edu 

Christian Mailhiot 
Lawrence livermore 
National Laboratory 
Mailhiotl@lInl,gov 
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September 5-7, 2007 

Humphrey's Half Moon Bay Hotel 


San Diego, California 


Andrew Shreve 
Los Alamos Nationa l Laboratory 
shreve@lanl.gov 

Sunil Sinha 
University of California, San Diego 
sSinha@physics.ucsd.edu 

Alexei Sokolov 
University of Akron 
a lexei@uakron.edu 

Ray Teller 
Argonne National Laboratory 
rteller@anl.gov 

Guebre Tessema 
National Science Foundation 
gtessema@nsf.gov 

Doug Tobias 
University of California, Irvine 
dtobias@uci.edu 

Frans Trouw 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
trouw@ lanl.gov 

Jacob Urquidi 
New Mexico State University 
jurquidi@nmsu.edu 

Sven Vogel 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
sven@lanl.gov 

Hongwu Xu 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
hxu@lanl.gov 

Jarek Majewski 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
jarek@lanl.gov 

Tom Mason 
University of California, Los Angeles 
mason@chem.ucla.edu 

Robert McQueeney 
Ames Laboratory 
mcqueeney@ameslab.gov 

Feri Mezei 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
mezei@lanl.gov 

Gunther Muhrer 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
muhrer@lanl.gov 

Heinz Nakotte 
New Mexico State University 
hnakotte@nmsu.edu 

Dan Neumann 
National Institute of 
Standards and Technology 
dan@nist.gov 

Ray Osborn 
Argonne National Laboratory 
rosborne@anl.gov 

Atul Parikh 
University of California, Davis 
anparikh@ucdavis.edu 

Thomas Proffen 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
tproffen@lanl.gov 

Participant List 

RogerPynn 
Un iversity of Ind iana 
pynn@mrl .ucsb.edu 

R.Ramesh 
University of Ca liforn ia, Berkeley 
rramesh@berkeley.edu 

Don Rej 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
drej@lanl.gov 

Jim Rhyne 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
rhyne@lanl.gov 

John Sarrao 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
sarrao@lanl.gov 

Sushi! Satija 
National Institute of 
Standards and Technology 
sushil.satija@nist.gov 

Kurt Schoenberg 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
kurts@lanl.gov 

Ivan Schuller 
University of California, San Diego 
i schuller@ucsd.edu 

Dale Schaefer 
University of Cincinnati 
schaefdw@email .uc.edu 

Steve Shapiro 
Brookhaven National Laboratory 
shapiro@bnl.gov 
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Appendix B: Expected Outcomes 

San Diego II 


AWorkshop on the 

Enhanced national capability for neutron scattering 


September 5-9, 2007 


This two-day workshop will engage the international 
neutron scattering community to vet and improve 
the Lujan Center Strategic Plan 2007-2013 (SP07). 
Sponsored by the LANL SC Program Office and the 
University of California, the workshop will be hosted by 
LANSCE Professor Sunny Sinha (UCSD). Endorsement 
by the Spallation Neutron Source will be requested. The 
discussion will focus on the role that the Lujan Center 
will play in the national neutron scattering landscape 
assuming full utilization of beamlines, a refurbished 
LANSCE, and a l.4-MW SNS. Because the Lujan 
Strategic Plan is intended to set the stage for the "L-PARC 
Era" at LANSCE, there will be some discussion of the 
long-pulse spallation source at Los Alamos. Breakout 
groups will cover several new instrument concepts, 
upgrades to present instruments, expanded sample 
environment capabilities, and a look to the future. The 
workshop is in keeping with a request by BES to update 
the Lujan strategic plan in coordination with the SNS and 
the broader neutron community. Workshop invitees will 
be drawn from a broad cross section of the US neutron 
scattering research communities. 

Expected Outcome 
The primary deliverable will be a workshop report 
defining questions and recommendations for the 
future of the Lujan Center. Among the questions to be 
addressed, does SP07 

1. 	 Adequately set the stage for L-PARC or similar 
signature facility at LANL? 

2. 	 Optimally utilize, from the general user science 
perspective, the Lujan spallation sourced for neutron 
scattering and nuclear physics? 

3. 	 Meet the expectations for mission science at the 
Laboratory? 

4. 	 Incorporate relevant recommendations from prior 
planning workshops, such as San Diego I (2005) and 
Santa Fe I (2006)? 

5. 	 Define the best instrumentation suite in view of 
SNS and other national neutron centers? 

6. 	 Determine a proper strategy for future spallation 
targets to serve the instrument suite? 

7. 	 Address implementation and ownership? 

8. 	 Provide reasonable resource requirement estimates? 

9. 	 Cover contingencies? 

Selected participants will draft a workshop report 
on-site following an out-brief from breakout groups 
on the second day. A final report and CD should be 
ready for circulation by October 15, 2007. 

Invited Speakers 
Because the workshop focuses on LANSCE plans, 
many of the speakers will be drawn from Lujan 
Center and LANSCE staff who are directly involved 
in the planning and execution of SP07. In addition, 
especially for new instruments and major upgrades, 
champions and partners within the user community 
will be invited to speak. Speakers will be asked to 
make the science case for an investment or identify 
a need for addressing new science. Speakers will 
address breakout groups or plenary sessions. 

Among the expected invited speakers and panelists are 
the following (non-LANL attendees noted): 

Alan Hurd 
Benno Schoenborn 
Don Brown 
Feri Mezei 
Frans Trouw 
Greg Smith (HFIR) 
Guenter Muher 
Ian Anderson (SNS) 
Jarek Majewski 
Jim Rhyne 
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Juergen Eckert 
Ken Herwig (SNS) 
Kurt Schoenberg 
Kurt Schoenberg 
Mike Fitzsimmons 
Mike Rowe (NIST) 
Pedro Montano (BES) 
Rex Hjelm 
Scott Wilburn 
Steve Wender 
Sunny Sinha (UCSD) 
Sven Vogel 
Tonya Kuhl (UCD) 
Yusheng Zhao 

Additional names are listed below. 

Venue 
The importance of University of California (UC) 
involvement cannot be overstated for this critical 
workshop. Former LANSCE Professor Sunny Sinha has 
graciously offered to host San Diego II. Nearby UC San 
Diego has very active condensed matter physics and 
bioscience communities with neutron experience who will 
lend credibility and insight to the proceedings. 

The venue will help to draw well from the University 
of California campuses, California State and Pomona 
systems, Stanford, USc, and other private universities. 
Livermore, Berkeley and Sandia labs are a short flight 
away. Southern California and the Bay Area are major 
centers for high tech industry. California and Tennessee 
are the largest user states of the Lujan Center through 

1,1 I r') 

2006. As SNS and HFIR come into full operation, 
Tennessee users may decrease, leaving California as 
the most important base of users for the Lujan Center. 
Outreach to California users is important for Lujan 
visibility and to replace potential losses in Tennessee. 

The site ofthe first San Diego workshop, Humphey's 
Half Moon Inn and Suites is a small, excellent conference 
facility with competitively priced meeting rooms and 
sleeping units. The entertainment diversions in the San 
Diego area are a draw for attendees during the summer, 
and it is hoped that UC facul ty will be particularly enticed 
by the scientific possibilities. Humphrey's is well served 
by the San Diego International Airport. Attendees from 
Japan, China, and Australia (if any) will have easy access 
to the workshop. 

Funding 
Based on San Diego I (SD-IJ, approximately 50 attendees 
will be adequately served by a budget of $45-$55K for 
travel, hotel, food, meetings rooms, and publication 
costs. As with SD-I, external funding w ill be sought from 
UCOP and BES. 

Attendees Travel Hotel 
Food 
Total 

Grand 
Total 

50 31000 9700 6500 47200 

Estimates 

Daily Typica l 
Food Da ily Airfare + 

Breakfast Lunch Dinner Total Hotel Car 

$10 $15 $25 $40 $125 $1000 
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Roadmap 
Reports and pictures are or will be available for the following events in bold. 

October 1995 
March 1997 
January 1999 
August 2001 
January 2003 
July 2003 
June 2005 
June 2005 
September 17-19, 2006 
September 25 
November 15-16 
December 15 
January 8 
February 15 
March 19 
June 15 
September 5-9 

Defense and Basic Research, Los Alamos (NNSA-I) 
Defense and Basic Research, Los Alamos (NNSA-II) 
LPSS Workshop, Berkeley (LPSS-I) 
20Hz Workshop, Los Alamos (LUG6) 
Defense and Basic Research, Los Alamos (NNSA-III) 
Cold Neutron Spectroscopy, Bethesda (DC-I) 
LPSS Workshop, San Diego (SD-I) 
NNSA-BES Workshop II (DC-II) 
Lujan Center in the SNS Era (SF-I) 
Draft Report SF-I 
LANL NNSA Workshop (NNSA-IV) 
Draft Report NNSA-IV 
Draft Lujan Strategic Plan 2007-13 
Final Report SF-I, mailing 
Final Lujan Strategic Plan 2007-13, mailing 
Final Report NNSA-IV, mailing 
Strategy for Neutron Scattering, San Diego (SD-II) 
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AppendixC: 


Summary of San Diego Workshop Planning Meetings June-August 2007 


These notes summarize outlines from Lujan staff planning 
leading up to three conference call discussions by the 
Organizing Committee. 

Members 
Alan Hurd, LANL, Chair 
Jim Rhyne, LANL 
Roger Pynn, University of Indiana 
Sunil Sinha, UCSD 
Kurt Schoenberg, LANL 
Feri Mezei, LANL and HMI 
Ward Beyermann, UC Riverside 
Ian Anderson, ORNL 
Mike Rowe, NIST (ret) 

The discussion centered on what the Lujan Center can 
do to excel and distinguish itself from the SNS in the 
area of SANS and NR (Somewhat on the model of HMI), 
leveraging from Lujan facility and staff capabilities. 

• 	 Scientific motivation leveraging from Lujan Staff 

interests and expertise: 


y 	 Measurement of off specular reflections to probe 
lateral structure such as dot, lines and other 
surface and interfacial features. 

:;... Measurements of diffusion. 


:,. Probes of long length scales down to 2 11. 


:,. Probes of smaller length scales between 10 and 1 A. 

:,. Neutron spectroscopy at low-O. 


r Simultaneous and in situ sample probes independent 

and complementary to NR or SANS measurements. 

:,. Pulse-probe (stroboscopic) measurements. 

• 	 Support of proposed core missions for Lujan (From 
Fitzsimmons'diagram): 

> Classified measurements. 

:;... Development of novel neutron scattering techniques 
requiring extensive R&D and beam time: 

New neutron instrument techniques. 

• 	Sample environments. 

• 	 Novel hardware and software. 

September 2007 

:;... 	 Hands-on education in neutron scattering 

techniques. 


:,. Experiments exploring evolving hypotheses . 

• 	Lujan facility advantages, planned and potential 
upgrades: 

> Cold neutrons using the current frequency of 
20 Hz, access to larger simultaneous dynamic 
range than 60 Hz SNS. 

., More efficientTMRS design for cold neutron 

production: 


• 	 More cold neutrons 

• 	 Less higher energy neutron contamination 

• 	 Lower gamma flux 

,. Partially coupled cold moderators with Be filter 
(Mark III design): anticipated factors relative to 
present Lujan cold moderator 

• 	 2x cold neutron production above ca 4 A. 
• 	 Decreased neutron production below ca 4 A. 
• 	 Softer gamma output: attenuated by one

third using 1 cm aluminum. 

:,. Blue sky: 

• 	 Fully coupled cold moderators: anticipated 
factors relative to present Lujan cold 
moderator: 1.5 to 2x. 

• 	Accelerator upgrade: 2x proton current. 

• 	 Blue sky totals 5-6x relative to present Lujan 
cold moderator. Note comparison of 3-5x 
cold neutrons per pulse at SNS compared to 
present Lujan cold source . 

• 	 New instrument/experimental capabilities: 

:;... 	 Polarized neutrons: 

• 	 Incoherent background measurements. 

• 	 Discrimination of magnetic from nuclear 
scattering . 

• 	Spin echo techniques for decoding 0 values 
at long coherence lengths. 
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>- Pulsed-probe (stroboscopic) experiments of 

materials dynamic response: 


• 	Mechanical 

• 	 Electric fields 

• 	 Light 

• 	 Pressure 

• Temperature 

• 	Magnetic fields 

• Etc. 


:;. Novel instrumentation: 


• 	MirrorVLQ 

• 	SESAME ULQ 

• 	MESANS LQS (Low-Q spectroscopy) 

• 	 Double crystal 

• 	 Dual purpose instruments: e.g. SANS or 
NR + neutroo spectroscopy (add frequency 
domain). 

• 	 Double mirror polarization NR or SANS. 

• 	Grazing incidence SANS 

• 	 Enhancement of current capabilities: 

:;. 	 In situ andlor simultaneous measurements 
independent measurement techniques with SANS 
and NR, eg optical spectroscopy, 

>- Advanced, real-time data reduction, assessment 
and analysis. 

>- Professional staff to cover chemical inventories, 

sample environments, maintenance, etc. 


• 	 Upgrades to current instruments: 


>- Asterix: 


• 	 Replace shutter on 11 A to enable separate 
11 AlB operations. 

• Install bent guide with dimensions matching 

polarization cavity: gamma background 

reduction 2x increase neutrons on sample. 


• 	Primary and secondary flight path evacuation: 
4x increase in neutrons t detector) 

• Moveable sample position for reflectometry: 
more efficient use of neutron footprint. 

> SPEAR: 

• 	Evacuated guide in bulk shield. 

• Area detector. 

:;. LDQ 

• Large area detector (pencilated?). 

• Bulk shield guides with optics matched to 

collimator apertures and acceptance angles. 


• Extended flight path beamline with variable detector 
positions and third (frame definition) chopper. 

> General: 

• New data acquisition systems with multichannel 
inputs and TOF encoding for multidimensional 
pulse-probe experiments. 

• 	New cold beam lines, will require considerable 
study: 

:;. Issues: 

• 	Fps 3-8, with the possible exception of fp-S are 
not very useful for new cold instruments unless 
ER-1 and be reconfigured. 

• Current viable instruments on H
2
0 moderators 

would have to be moved. 

• 	 Likely a total reconfiguration of the Lujan facility 
would have to be considered . 

:;. New cold moderator types: 

• 	Premoderated-moderators. 

• 	CH4 

• 	NH3 
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Appendix D: Presentations 


Plenary (Hurd, Neumann, Teller, Rhyne) 


Vision (Bousoufi, Vision Summary) 


Diffraction (Clemens, Nakotte, Hemley) 


Inelastic (Eckert, Mezei, Sokolov, Teller, Shapiro, Fultz, Summary) 


Low Q and Reflectivity (Hjelm, Foster, Mason, Fitzsimmons) 


Writing Team Summary 
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San Diego I (2005) 
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Why now? 

The world needs the malarials community. 


Amertc:a Com.,..s Ad Is now law and SC wi. benent. 


BES Is carefully considering new Inwstments. 


Nattonal Academy study ICMMP) underscores tlte need for 

neutrons. 

LANSCE Rafllrtlllhrnent Is under study by DOE: LANSCE-R 

LANL Signature Facility planning II under.vay: MaRIE 

Sunny Sinha, host • Don ReJ. sponsor 


RogerPynn 
 • Fen Mezei 

Mike Rowe • Ward Beyennann 


Kurt Schoenberg 
 • Ian Anderson 


Jim Rhyne 
 • Chuck Majkrzak 


AJan Hurd Bob Birgeneau 
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Next steps: Project management 

.. 	 Move forw<lrd on InttL1tlv•• already on the table 
fl119 __""",_ PROJECT COSTS 

""".IlCE ..... 
E~""""" 1•. _ AJ.' ..., .,~ .;""14 Year 1 30 MitIan 

MOSiuno. ;.; i ..... 2iJW.:1\ili Vqr; r:' ii.i,iiiUa1 

• 	 Identify pre-conceplu.al d ••lgn funds to 

e'abOf81e MaRIE ProJecl 
 CDOFY08 

LUj8nlJ!>gr_ v•• 1 60"-' (FY091 

~w MuIt.. Probe and FUSIOn(600-900M) 
........."'_ Ooagnosbc Hall 
 =r~CE'R 
FIAO'1 Mateua.!s F8JtIIffy Sd-..ell!l<o1y''''rt

FY'OI 

............. ,

• ~Alamos No's?' 

Capability has been built by various programs 
to support basic research 

~ 
• losAlamos 
- .... . • cii! 

-'GIl 
I ~~~' ~L___tN-o""~::;-;' 

,. 1="'" ::::;& I 
~_~ :rr:~=-I.".==..~.::"~': 

No'Sf. 
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Enhanced National Capability for Neutron Scattering Workshop 

Hurd 

The LANSCE Neutron Scattering School features 
grows our user base. 

2007 Topic: 
Hydrogen Storage 
• 33 Internallionaly 

~u'!l=~e,:tn§r:::~~~c
.chohnhips 

• 19 Intemallionaly 

recognized lecturers. 


Topics 21J1M.2006: MagnatiSlt\ ",",mals sdence. biosdenc8 

.~~ 7IJ.'SA 

It's beam time, stupid. 

Bum O.I/r"".f.d (hr, ) 

~F: s;?C, :(j 

~., ,,~., .:! ,,0/' .r!' .#' -#" .f'''' #' #' ",-&" " ~~ 

(9.... ... 

~~ "".'SA 

S.~I", 5~~ 
.. -
Outbriels by Session Chairs 

• Report progress 

• Discover Overlaps 

NEXT: 

• Hand all to Writing Team 

~AIoI,!!DS 'N.'SA 

30f4 

We a trend to lower reliability and single poirt 
failures points to the need for LANSCE·R 

o. 

.~ 08 

! 
~ 

OJ 

08 

o. 
0.4 t, , ,1 , 1 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Year :Im .(JaD'~ 

3m.QJ.~2!IIHK "'"",
~~ N .'SA 

Assuming lAHSCE·R happens , 

Lujan Center objectives ar8 in SP07 . 


Operations: Suppon a core suite of up to thinean ruBy 
lunctlonallnsuum...ts In the User Program by 2011. 


Increase relia ble neutron production. 


Enhance c.pabHitles In Inelasdc scattering. 


Enhances.mple environments. 


Upgrade flight path Instruments through a "roiling" 

r.furbishment program. 


Contribute to National SecurHy experimental r ...&arch 

roadmap. 


oavelop s \rallegle allances. 

.~~ 

_T....._ 


N.'SA 

~ 

I.o!~ 

_ .....wa,-........ 

......... ,....ay7,... 

...... ......ta's a ......rief .......S 


s.....Ie..,-e....... 


Dn1b cn.bh .., S. 1. 
Piftah ....... ,.... .....'1OetH 

~ ....I ...4i_.'1 

......41_ pIHI"..... 

Aatt4l1'51 .., ~ ."airs (Z) 

o..-_ws . , l';"n ..aft~.1IIls 

-.. -----... 
'N.'SA 
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• r'11 )( ~>d 'IJ"tlon. ) ~" tr')r )(atterlng Wo KihOI) 

4of4 

Writing team discussion (Friday) 

Add exeect,ve summary!o chapters 

Aim for5 page text single 5pac~d 

Each chapter should address sample enVlr'Onments 

Provide a prioritized Jist. 
- Indicate mterest in corrrnunity if possible and have group address the 

sketd1 
- Ron up the IT1veSOTlent list up front including staffing 
- Suggestion: inmediate and m!~temllists 
- Indtcate baSIS of pnonty (scientific interest, time sequence. etc) 
- lOT push is ifllJortant 

Discuss real estate , moderator, staffing, USM, and other global 
""" Implications, 

.~~------------------------------~~~ 
N.'SA 

• 	 BES session will be captured by Vision report 
- Trevel, Programmatic Proposals, Mail-ins, iraining students, fast 

access, 
-	 LANSCE-R down time aspects 
-	 Synchrotron issue : Take thiS up wlthlO tn-;, neutron communrty 

exp faali ties directors ' meeting In F;.bnuary 

- Emphasize complementarity 


• 	 Diffraction with energy analysis: INS will take th is up in 

Pharos discussion: Diffraction will include where valued. 


~~ 	 tv.'SA 

Hurd 

Writing team discussion 

Audience Includ.s LANL managament. Shall there be 
recommendations to them? 
-	 Synergies v.;m,n the lob 
-	 Policy issues-arrmo 

NNSA as the audience? 
- Put in comrrunlty needs and BES needs 
- National security needs IS less of a pnorny 
- Lujan has moved beyond demonstrating need and value to LANLand 

NNSA management 

Roll thiS workshop up to a business plan bUilt on the strategic plan 

Cat~r to certain groups In LANL (e 9 condons8d matter community) 
- Work on synergies, e.g. biothreat , CINT, Shre\le,. 

....." - CINT: Need to refresh that re lationship 
~as~ 

~------------------------------------~~.. ~~-~~

Staffing 

OpportUnity· 
- Define the staff,ng plan without wtllnlng 

Strategy drrves st3ffing-even for proposal wrIting 

- ~~~gec:r~~~3~r::~~dutg,~s~ :~;;r~in~~n~ehn~~~e;~o~ to 
- Invoke the OSTP lWG report that cites number of unique users per 

scientifIC staff member including aU directtechnical supprrt. 
- Look at 151:3 and ILL metrics 
- Maxed out such that we are limited In users by staffing 

Team formabon check 

• 	 INS reflactometry and IJSN~S 
- La 0 ~Il aodress 
- Te3ms to coordinate 
- Techniques for Asterix-crySlals, NSE, ... be careful wtth being 

camplernemafY to the e;-:dusion of success 
,A - Pulse probe and other synergies 

~~ 
~------------------------------------~~~~~tv.·
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Enhanced National C2pability for Neutron $catten'lg Workshop 

Neumann 1 of 

The NIST Center for Neutron Research 

RecentDe~opmenu, 

the NCNR Expansion, 

and the Future 

Dan Neumann 
dan@ni st gov 

www. ncnr.nist.gov 

NlST" 

"Mail-in" Service for Diffraction 

BT-1 Po"""'. r biff"acfom. ,.,. 
t of the t ime for mail-in sam ples 
sample envIronment lim Ited TO 

cryofurnac.. (4K to 600K) 

datatreatm.nt ~ pe r formed, but 
not analysis 

NlST" 

BT7 Thermal 3- Axis Spectrometer 

NIST Center for Neutron Research 

ot........... Hrtho4k 
-
NlST" 

SHe Polarization Program 

'He program for sca nellng applicatiOns 

SEOP lab with two stabons 

Currently "" ailable fo r 3- axis, 
reflectomet ry, and SANS 

NlST" 

Double focusing monochromators 

!I+r.. ,.
! .. . ~ .~ I 
~.- . -: 

, ~. 

PG(002) d = 3.35 .1. 
cl(no) d = t .27 .I. 

NlST" 
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Neumann 	 1 of 

Double focusing monochromators 

PO Monochromator • 8T., . Double Focul I 
P"rformance 'liT-7 VertlQt Focus ISO" 

:rr~;.r-.....·i .,.. '-,-- .~ ... ... 
i : I~~--~_." ., :..'.. 

....... 
to • JO .ao 10 ., lit .. 

EnMt}y (me V) NlST 

BT-7 Analyzer Performance 

8T·7 Vanadium Comparison 

"'--'1 J Overall gain from~r-... ~,. ' previous J..axis 
Instrument at 8T-2 

6 to 60 
Ii 

~ 
E Joined the user program:l 
0 in the most recent call. e..> -• 2J3 of the time will be . offered in the next cllli. (deadline in the spring) . ......... 
 ...... 

Energy (meV) 	 NlST 

MACS Performance 

o)flI)I:',,~ :=~:a~ 1 
• 	 IN1"-ll~ 

IN' \LL"~I Analyzer system is 
' ''''.''''t----....:..-t---;-----r-lr----:--- currently betng .'" 	 I I assembled in thei ''''''- ; ,.. - NCNR higll-boy ...... 

S i.. I 
~ uar:·CIQlI ~I __ • _ .. . _ - f Expect initial 

experiments l ' I I 
Il'IlI'~-i .. +- __ _ +- next year. 

• 
"O(k"'tO) I , i , 1 : : 

j) 6 "f II "' I t I . ~) NlST 
(ftPtVt''''''V) 

-. 

Expansion Activities 

• New Cold Source 

• Construction 
• Instrument development 

• Beam delivery 
• Reactor reliability enhancements 

NlST 

NIST Center for Neutron Research 

!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Qt.... Ntoutron Methods 

NlST 
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Erhanced National CJpability for Neutro:i Scattering Workshop 

Neumann 1 of 

Materials Diffractometer 

Bera.... I., • cl:agrammaDI: feplewnt81Jon 
of Iht main ~IS d a. high 
tntensIty matenatJ (S;fl'rKl'ametm

!~ _ . . . . . . _ e~'-:~at,..____• 
~TIt,. .. 

......... OIIab~. 
u..au ~~ ...-
~, .. ),4,.,8'" _.. 

~to'"" • ..o,..... ...... 
........,......,,~~ 

:o..,.... .......... .,.,...,.~ 
~~t:I .........MN!IIII., ....WIGI4~ we 

l 

UJ 
,........~ .. ~by., 
.......-awIMtt, .......,............ 
.......... 8I'Id~ ..... ........",. 
WtlW(n"~"""'M 
~~. , ,,,, 

T'~ , "',
W__........ _:2J..IO ... 

vSANS 
Vety SmaH Angle Neul/OO Sea/wring 

=:-.:=.:===.:- 
-"


......-......'- 

._o'W.:'Jo' ~.,__.. ..........--_..." 

~_,..-c... 

BT9 ~- Hz Cold Source 

~ 
--t:.-.-.~>- ~. 

..,. . ~ ~-~-

: A smaller. high
brightness cold source 
optimized for MACS will 
be installed In 8T9 , 
MACS wil l be moved to 
th is beam tube 

NtSr 

NCNR layout 2012 

BT9 t- Hz Cold Source 

1.E-ot 
Gain 1.6 (0 to 5 meV) 

-~~--~---: 1.E.oI · .. IoLH·2ln ST" I18.10_ e SXlWngC.HS 

~ 
~~ ..-~~.- - . '-. '- --- -~11 u_ . . . 

•!!! ..;;
E 4.E_ . . .g . .!.-..!- . . . •::> 2.E_" 

o.E_ 

0 S 10 IS 20 

EnerIlYIIMV) 

Changes to Instrument Layout 

, 
NlST 

September 2007 
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Neumann 1 of 

..=----

CANDoR MAGlk 
Chrcrnatlc An~IS Neu1ron Dltrractom Eter or Renectometer Mu~'ple Argle Grarlng lreldenee k (vector) 

•'j ......-..- ..- --- ......... ....."....--......
.. ::-.:,::::-- .....--....... -~...-" -" ---- ..- ........ ~ _.. ,,_. 


Ntsr51" 

----. ".-. ......... -" ........ --.... ............... .-- ..._... ....... .. 
~.................. 

-

NGe Guide 

. " 
' ;-°ll1:l" "o r: 

.;..,
cO 
I 
, 

~'j 
"1 "1 I 

<0 ' I .1'" I'" I I'll' !
i I

"'j 11111:]1 i: I i Ii ',Ii I 
I [Ii!! Ii, I i 

I I' ,: III I,I~ I L~_.I 

~ U:lrTt! 

NSc Guide Performance 

,.... ;-!--;-;:o.:;--=-"....,--~ .. Ntsr 

Expansion Instruments 

VSANS · mill Q about 5 t,mss smaller than curroot 30 rn SANS WIth 
cholca c( t>;am geom9!nes (p,n h~,;s, slits, 18nses, and/or mirrors) 
-JOM Barl<8r 

IYD . very fast, l(1,'j.resolubon dlffroctometer usong wavelenghs cJ 3 to 8 A 

CANDOR - mulb-wavelengll, rnulbbesm re/lactometer 
-Bib: faster than curr€illt NCNR Instruments - FranA H:llnflch 

MAGlk · ref lectometer o~imlZed fer c#f-specular scanerlng uSing 
modulation techn,ques Ispon precessloo atc) . Bnan Mar8rrville 

Netbon Physics - 9u;00 NGc - 6x neutron flux on NG6 

The NSE ,peClimleter w,lI be upgradeo anO placed on NGa 

Ttrp 10 mSANS will be Imtalled on NGbl & a 30 mSANS '111111 be InSt31/ed [1"1 NGb2 

MACS will be relQ~ted to its own cold srurce In 3 "lherrn3'otEam port 

NlST 

ConsinJction Milestones 

15 Feb 01 - Pre.sIOert Slgl' FY 01 6111 Ia- N 1ST 
16 Apr 07  NCNR transmitted Requtremerts Documents trx Nl~.AMDR 
15 May 01-Review oll1oor pia", NCNRlPlantINlKAlHDR 
21 Jun 01 - Ac~i5rt1on Plan bnefed to DOC 
20 Aug 07  100% Review of~8ruj~~ DeSIgn" Doct..merts Orawlr~s & Specs 

UpCOMING SCHEP'JLE 

Sep 01-Aw"0 DIB Task Drders Irt 
UH"OeslS~ prep -wor!< to start In Fall 
SecClloay COCilrg PLITIP Burl<Jng -wrtk to 5""t JanlFao 

WTlen 08 FUlll5 are available - Aw,"" DIB Task Oroer, lor. 
GlJoe Hall 
Tech~cal SUP/Xlrt 8Uitllng 
pernalling UtMlesiSite W(J'k 

OCcupancy - Late 2009 
NlST 
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~ nl"dilced Nat onal Cmabi!ity for Neutron Scattering Workshop 

Neumann 1 of 

Construction NCNR Expansion 

NIST" 

Going forward 

Continue to Develop New Capabilities 
Continue to expand polarized beam capabilities 

Program for joint development of sample environments 
New themnal 3-axis (many components procured) 
Funding in place for one major upgrade or new 

rnstrument per year 

Emphasize spin echo metilods 

D:, cold source plus modernize gurde system 
Extend neutro n measunement core competence at NIST 

- Expand external partnerships 

NIST" 

Instrumentation 

The 2002 OSTP report emphasized that the expens.e of bulding and 
operating neutron sourcas requires that they be "ful ly.instrumented" and 
that the Instruments be Wl31~stalled. 

~ also pointed out that the SNS alone cannot meetUS needs for neutron 
scattering capability. 

So wuld there be hrgh quality science to fill the additional 
beam Irme If LUjan were fully rnstr umented WIth high quality 
instruments'? 

We needn't speculate as Europe has already done this. 

NIST" 

CUM"ent Status - US and Europe 

.. 
l.CI)TI---------------, 

~+I--------------------~ 

e~mtl--------------------

By basically any 
measure, the US 
ne utron scattering 
comrrunity is -35% 
01 that in Europe. 

::JIw 
I-~4Q 

Q.3l 

0.00 
hUtn1l U.n Pubia'onl ttg. II ~d 

1Iib, 

This indudes 
pubic.tilns n hign
impact journals (os 
dodned by C . YettJor). 

The US neutron communrtywuukl almost (.ert.rnly gro w and produce mar. 
great science if it had more good neutron scattenng Instruments NIST" 

Number of Instruments 

70T1iU~~--r-------------- ~en ~hthe 
1J 60 NCNR expansion
i and the connnUing 
C 50 development 01 
.; 40 In:;trument_tro n at
11 SIll Sand HFIR , in 
'0 30 2014 the US 
S cap aClty In . 
.Q 20 neutron scattermg
§ will sbll onl y be 
z 10 about 50% of that 

in Europe 
a 

WNJ LQO Inelastic 

NISr 
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Neumann 1 of 

Build it and they will come! 

Nearly 40 PhD's are awarded each year thai conlaln neulron data irom NIST 

7 new neulron scattering juniorfacultywele hired last year (1t,,11 knowofl . 

I kn ow 01 3 th is year: 

Wendy Mao -Slanford 

Mehel Kenzalmann - Unlvarsit), 01 Minnasota 

Danilo POllO - University ol Washinglon 


We need 10 do battar, but. 

NlST" 

Instrumentation 

Play to one's strengths: 
NCNR Expansion emphaSIzes instrumentation Ihat appeals 10 our 
cur rent user cornmunity (more hea¥ily soft matter than any othe r neutron 
~urce In the worl d) and/or makes good I.JS8 of a continuOU9 source 

It's important that the US neutron community optimize 
instrumentation overall. 

This does NOT mean that there shouldn't be significant 
overlap In the instrument suites of the various sources 
High Demand, High Irrpact Science 

N lST" 

NCNR Participants FY200!5 

'''' 
'Ill 
., 
OJ 

., 

'" 

#'..:".J',,",;~~;f> ~" / '"~.J'/.";,;!,;j,~Jo"'+....,~/ .f-/ 
.. Ifl" .",'.cJi #' "r.t> .,. .b' .,... #' ., <l' #, , ,H d' 
/" "~,;f>" .... 'p~.",.r;~~".. . , ,," " .",.r 
...~.# " ,$.# "<i'..r 01-,

0fP·' ~.§ ./ $'/1 "," .,
0" V'"'" .... "',./ N lST" 

Disk Chopper Spectrometer 

DCS QH,~ 

'" TI-----------, 

1 2 J 4 6, II: 7 9 9 10 

--,

r!il II .1111111 
•• -I~ • • • .,. , • • • • , io olll , , , 

1 2 3 4 ~ e 7 8 Q ~ 

Our 1 ...1 10 "Calls for Prop ..""''' 

Ave Pr"""",'s , ]I 
Me Ovw9!ilscll'lion 2.5 

71 Publications since 2004 
13PRL 
4 Nature, Scian ce, PNAS 

.AtloutM. at p ,op O$.m.r.~•• bumtm... 

&'p.rlt'nct te:.c:.,es I'I.1t ...a:t"l of propoul; 
•• not ...... _thought our. 

So roughly 10 Wolrthy profm: " . pet ea. 
don'" get tme , 

The:uwould hl'lle ,*dto .lus1:20 
publio"tKoM OVIf the SMnIt time tUmt" 

.... ith mOl. C"P.letty, th•• numb.u: iIIIItIIOuld 
undot,l)I.<tyr.crus., 

N~I 

Backscattering and DCS 

50 
liMes lime for 

40 
ptblic:aliOns 10 
amie'", steady .. 8late. 

:; 30 
.~ 

~ 20 
•C 

" 
." 

ll. 

" 11. :r 
10 

n n 
6 

Year Ntsr 
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~nh<1nced N 3tlonal Capability for Neutron ')cdttering Work<;hop 

Teller 

Argonne Scattering 
and Imaging Institute 

(ASP) 

Principal lnvesligatots: 


R.ymoro Osbom(ftfSo.ANL) 


.}.Im.."' . Rieh.nJ~.Jr. (IPNS· ANt' 


GWJtfell.Lort1i (Xsn·ANL) 


ASP OTpllniziftionll l structure 

__ be sfrudlKe. ..th ASI' sI,,"being mentlers of oroups and pro/eels 

_Vlsit..- prllllram to supplemont e"p8llise and facillate dose colaboratlons 

_F ormaI process for ......""'Ing proposals (SAC) and assigning persomel 10 
projects 

eOutside tecllnlcal support (TAC) to maintain professional comlllUtlonai 
sI_anls 

-..._- ~ -~--::-Gi~--~--.~ 
-=..-:...-- - ....--- --=

1 of 

ASP executive summary 

_An InstlUte situated '" Argonne for the benefit rJf the US scattering
communillf 

_Intended to address the "new" generiliion of users 
- fOOJSed on msly.9s resuts end ntC tnmumeriation deteUs 

eF ocus COl grand chaIIenges ....1I! C~ID roport, 8 _ 

_O_up prrJfossional soft __efor the genoral CIWr / -,,-s:::.
-Projedorlermtlon(l5-8p'ojtdl.2-3nWllyt) --  -=r-' 
- P~edSot~tomthe~commlrily • _ _ == 

_Holistic approach to scienUflC problems t:: """-"'"' ~ 

- Li>ldll!Jtheoryislmul<lllon more d<l'elyv.lll ocoltenng 

- Newl!llgol'ithns that incorporate COO!trarts rom X-fay, .... QII......""W OI_~.'~ 
netAron and etectron scattering me!llSl.l'em~s .111-=---........... 


......."-7,,.. 

- Newelgorlttms for new~ wth newinw...nertatfon 


- Ubiqulous 'tisuaflD!ltion 

ASJl projeer focus 

_AS~ wli support ~ projectS'" _ given time 

- 3-4)i1!at c:lntIon,l .e., 2··3 newprojech each)ear 

- ASll:sta1tmembers:'¥li1I be t!ICtM! partioperts in one cxmae preteds 

- Goal gei"I criticel m ass of e):JJel'tise to tedde ~-de.ned $den:ltc challenges 

oProjeclproposals sogdled from general community 

- Scope of projed< o.t.rmnod by oons>AatIon omeng PI's or ... r=lt of_shop(.) 

- Projeate8tnscornpos.edofmul~e pertners"om cw...fsU! ,ASzend sta1T m embers ..om 
al.a..st2 grc:q:t! 

- Tl/Pical features of successtW proposals 
- Adchss fland sctentttc c:heIenge!.Qleyoo::i reach o11ndi\1dua1 PI's) 

- R ....~ng mt.i~ s:otte!lng end m09ng probes 
- RecoglIze "",.my _ end scior1Hc ltWeoI . .. __ (,.,......... toolo) 
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Teller 

Near-term pi/ins for AS" (lfproposlllis suecessftl, 

. 51art-up funds "ille been requested for FYOS 

. Projectsfor fY08 

- 1-2 projects ~ ater ronsUtatiOn 'rith "cllly reJnsmBii'¥eS 

- focU$ on projects'Aith broad reach end ~rlng A$I~s unI~ mi;'(ofMleft 

. WOfl<shops 
- Science·focus - SeH-astembied fTOlIP!: of !JCientists kt«1titying Mure d"rM1eo;;,es be' A92 

- Alnong nI!II~ tealitle$ 10 settle on camPl.t!ng plat10rm s and approad'l to COfTlmlrliy 
oot~ deveq:,m eri 

. 51,," hiring 

- ElIteosNe s68f'dles WlI.Ad be inilated b'" key persOl"VVJl. such as Diro!'d:or, Depiy 
Oirsdor,8fld QrOl4l Leede.'S 

- Sot"MI!'e engneers 

Exltmple 3: rheNano problem 

• 	 Cu"rsJIty, mtEtures ofnano-ffillteriafs can not be routinely .,Ived • 
Ire crystallographic. pwaclgm (infinite repealing tOt uti) i. nd 

.~.ble 	 """"~ 
• 	 ....dlple 1echnl(JJe8 ...... be con'tined 

- (~, Y.-, n·~tnctlon, EX.aFS, clrect Imaging, RM'l80, /!ot.:.) 

• 	 A sc;i«ntifjc pragrun .... explore. howto -..ec........Y cOfTtJine 
fhese Ipproachea i. needed if this ....cle is to be overcome 

Sltaoe raoonsttucti\)n,:,t hydrogena:ed AfMlmage:sof HOSo!!lalfst5 

silicon I"QI"lOPwtid_~ttw bindg_p ~difflW...tt.Clfldiion:i: 


It)d (\.J\.~t u I ,t It ,Tte'mq Work<ihop 

lof 

Perspective from us neutron fllCllities 

. vety strong (prol"esslonal and plnonal) relallonShips bet........ tacHllles 

- SNS, HFIR, LANSCE, lPNS, NCNR - Strong 1eIl... 01._ 

. CornplllirlO grOUPS at facilities should Ilourish 

- Tho need. '"" gl&!llJy be',<n:I the ""*'" and antid""ed tllldl"oll o! ASlz 

. BIII ASI' ..I h_ some unique features 

- Largest coIeclion Df~C8tten~ence computing experts 

- Broad scier.ti Ie focus • x-ray. nf'I.tron, electIOn I etc . 

- Strong 'rb '0 !heory, simlAotIon,"ge-scoIe oomputilg 

. ASP can therefore: 

- Serve immedale needs linked to hI!itl~mpact ~enc:e 

- P recipit!lte ccrnP\Aing st8nd:arcts dedtion-m~ng forlhe 

. Upshot: 

Examp/e4: Mechanisms of 
cata~sis 

• 	 Wedortl ctDTer'lttyhavethetooisto lewngefaciltty 
resources inthe p..... d mare eftIe.iert cetetysts 
to" I1/drOgon ..eduction. 

• 	 ProbenarG-~~.ch.no- and d'Bricll 
trM.torrrwtlons "'eneouely 'lMth dual (ornue)
prabeeill.1trI 

TocmKpoo: EXAFS, R6ffl31\ cltfract;oo .. 

On-In. analysis (j d<ta sets 
Sirrultaneous 1110 sirrul<tlons (j cal~st 
structure chMges 

- h~~J~i;'1:'~~~~~r~~ilg~~.rsion 
aoo selectivity dlferences 

• 	 This .......,OI'IMthe experirnentaI operltion into he 
"dio<ooeryl1'llde" 

-	 Enables1l1e researcher to ta l or ""periments to 
Ictertity -active" sles em a:n'guratlons: 

~~=~Iign 
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En~'an(ed I'Jatio!Jal Capability for Neutron Scattering Workshop 

Rhyne 	 1 of 

Lujan of the F utu re 

Where should we go In the national context? 


JlmR~e 

Deputy Director, Lujan Neutron Scattering Center 

Los Alamos 


..., 
!:OS~ 	 - '/IUSi'; 

National support for neutron science 

11Ie SNS WIN be"'e nation'. ftagshlp neutron soun:e 
- Etp""ments ,eQUlnng 1M hlQllest nux 
- Ful complemenl of mslashc and alasbc maChlJ1dS for widest spocuum 01 

currool apphc.iillOng 

- 1'<111 have ill. lar9"SI user progd!11 and ada"5S lt1& Widest ran~. of 
soenntK. uISCI~"l1es 

HFIR and NIST lreactorsl 

- Tnpla 8)'iS neutron spet:trometers 

-SANS 
- Olher compiamanlOlY elastic and natashc instrurnenl'3 
- Major broad-based us,", programs 

Lujan - The second BES Pulse source - An ISIS<lass facility 
(>1 00 ~8 reliable operallon > peak Inlenslty) 

. ~.;;~ 	 .. N.'s.-... 

Where does Lujan fit In? 

Provld. for asp"menls not requlr1ng ulllmate!lux 

Provldelnstrumants appropr1ate for Lujan user community 

Addresl areal where Lujan has a Ipeclal niche to ftll 

I'roYide n.xlbllity for tr~g n_lnstrument/sampl••nvlronment 
concepts 

". 

. ~-~ 	 - N.'SA 

This workshop - recommendations for n_(upgraded Instruments 
- please consider lat leastl"'e following classes: 

"Must have" elastic and Inelastic Irrstruments for any
comprehensive national user facility (Lujan user commmlty, 
Including daten.e science) 
Instruments taIIor ...... d. for spec..c are .. of science 


- R~LJnng unl(p.J9 In5trum~nt charsct&irlSllCS 

- Reql.ll1!'1!l dildlCal9rJ speCialized sample environments 

- E' BIT1>IeS (trom manyl 


COll1: i lteUJectron m .:Her\:ll, spectrometer (later '5Ude) 

• 	 tUgh pre!JSUfe' mstrument 


En~ )b'aiHc....ng dll'rrattometer 

• l1~nlnm.!tert.Jls 


.. ~JetiroM1J[tear pfJIamahon en'ect:s 


Lujlll hiS a special niche 
- Advantage 0120 Hz repeblloo rale (cold neulrons. longw""O-longlh) 
- Sp'Clalizod mod",alors i • . 9 . coupled L-H,) 
- FIR"(ibliky In Instrument configuraboo ( I " , test~ bed for new COOt"J)rs) 

- FIG')oblltty In sampl~ enV!ronm~nts (9 g . pressure, magnetic 'IekJ) 

. ,,~-~ 	 .. N.'~ 
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Example of scl"~peclallzed Instrument (admittedly biased 
example) 

Correlated-electron inelastic spectrometer (specialized sample 
environmWlt capabilities 

- Cold moden'or emphastzilg long wave·lenllhs. energy transfers (e.g., < 
30 meV il neutron energy klss), and moderale~ high resc;ullon (0.1 - 1 
meVI. 

- SlngJe crystal capabil ly 

- Magnetic r",lds up 10 15T (spll superconducting sol....oid geometry) 
uPlJadable to 25 - 3ar series ( ometted hybrid 

- Temperatr..es do"," 10 40 mK "anable In magnel ic field e nv~onmenl 

- H,-droslatic (flu id drr.-en) pressures to 15 kbar again in fie ld and 

tel1llerature environment 


- Neutron polarization capabi l ly 

-" 

~-~ • N .'S. 

Breakout Groups 

New Instrument concepts and Upgrades for Inelastic Scattering 
fen Mezel, chair - Fr. .. Trouw CLLtan ptannng gro..., chair) - Room A 

N_lnstrument Concepts and Upgrades for Dif1i"action 
Despioo luu, c.h*- ThornIs Protren, (Lujan pI.....ing.,-oup chiIir) - Room B 

New Inslrt.tment concepts and Upgrades for RetleCti'wrty and 
Low-Q difh'3c:tlon 
R_1'lIn>. choil" - Reo Hjdm (L,..n pl. ming g~ choir) - Room C 

Lujan Cent.. stntegic Planning and InstiUional Vision 
Tanya Kutt, cr.Jr - DockIIIdD Room 

The breakout gr~ assignments sent Ii) you earlier can be 
considered " notional." Feel 'rea to participate in any (or more 
than one) breakout gr~. 

• ~-~ • 1110's::. 

nl~ 

Rhyne 

Pyramid of neutron scattering experiments and 
Lujan missions in the SNS-era. 

............ .................. 

: l-:...-="-:::-;:- ;........._... __ ..... __ ......._-_ .. 


--
_ _(l\(11."__ _ .,......;;:;;:;;;;-::J-. 

......._..-....
" .... '}---........... ... _ - .,...,....._·........ ' 
1 

.~~ - N.'s::. 

Summary - Charge to break-out groups 

PIOI the course for future Instrument devdopment at lujan 
- Propose newlnstrl.l'Oents 
- Propose mOdiEattonsto exlstf'glnstrumerts 

- Recommend newneutron modereta/roAlre d'l« aderlstiCs. 


- Rooommendnew_piO'"""""'"e<t_.... (_""'... "' ...-_
..,.,...__ern·, 

- EIAIIUIte M:adMlily 0"1 inSrllTlerts talomd to spedtc Mea ot'SCience 

If .'IJ"()JJlldte. 'denllfv 'Jl8clroUl"11If ad"'90'Y "rams 10 Ie<Id JI'opas" 

rilYCtoprnen1 for ~pBC1nt: ulSfrunrents 


Idanlry n_ ",.as Of sdet,C8 (or user groups) Lui"" Ihauld ad_as. 

Ewl.ulte preselll and proposed instnllnontation ...d source charact8llstlcs 

In light or research needs at present and future users 

lOild lUI'" In a _lily _portille role for tile SNS _ the n.lon", 

neutron 1_1C8P8 

L~an C<lnllr SInlI69k Planning and .,s/UullonaJ Vfs;on breakout ~ "I'" 

to coosider OIher issues as outtinod in hand..... 


References: lujan Strategic PI.... Lujan in /he SNS Era, WOrkshop Report 


-"~ 

. !!>!~ .. 111.'S,". 
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Boussoufi 1 of 

~ 
M. Boussoufl. Ph.D 
~~

Development of a neutron scattering faciUty at the 
UC Davis! McClellan Nuclear Radiation Center 

~~:~I J 
'\n.; 's,c~"', I'>"

. j',.. ,', I_'>g -apa- '. ~ 
--,' -,.,. 

. -":C;,1;1 --~e<lt, ! .1' ··-r-,.,' " ..~ 
. \~ 

·C:JY·_ 

• I l.: ]0 IJ(~ LU'2" ;y;QaIltC~'1e(/~~~~'1P~~ 
r(l(t" .... ")"·.JII;:-t~ ~11C8'nf£t()Oi"'\'IIl6~-r 

'-'1fitGll-r •. : l~ t~ 1'leUtn:::w'l fiI.:l"l"'H'iI't:f ¥. :t~ I tie ..,df -' ea'.:::h- ..... 
, " 

".-' '~~.:~'-._-'':f-j ~. -:I.~!::]P~ Te reff·'-~!(r .\I":ctt 


rJS :"_~"! 'T10clIfieoI08Calllt~wr;erIJal 


.t""1 : -.: ::.t:-.~ t:_,:.".::~ '-.:t! ;~.;. :1', {:i t.,e·:'"':'~ a; "'EI~~f0ns t·:: 'c~.r I,': ,I 


""701"'1 '.";1 t ~_:rd~.J·r t:)"s 
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Boussoufi 	 lof 

8ay4 I ==3.8:1t 10' I 125x 125 I 270 
-...... ..........,

"-- 

~ 	 , 

THE WORK WILL BE ClONE IN ~PJ,~S~ 
I' -, r " ""." ' '~~.:-

· Tl,· -M, . ',-webfotj,ivrn,d'rPefttt',' 

• 	 :.~'j M: !'<'rrw.. ')u ... j ':';"n··!""~.t1t-I""'~r ..dllnJrh~.~·· .... ftW 

.'Ii""'" r.'.j~ 
• Itl'- ...·1·" .,' :1,.' ':"~ ... r· l , 'IU,' ,I! ~,rl ~mr~ d<:fTll:::. the ' I ICf) 

r !r,',:,,1;.'!.('I1: :'''''.4,<.t'~':{''~ihd!::'' 'm'r~r\o(l\tb')nQ.tfttf" _ 

"-- 
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n 1 Jll~ f, !\at 0 1 \. dr'.] ty \t .. terlnq Wor!'~ ,hop 

1 of 

Echoes from Santa Fe Workshop 

The SNS will b. the "lldon's flllShip neutron source 

Lujan Cent.r hu II Yltal role to play 
- N3ioMI Cont&t, Los Alano5 Ca'llelCl, Owr:rtmRles l'orLtjan. Scl~n:e Prlonbes, 

lOng Term Fut\re 
- LANSCE-R) 15~ 

.. 20HZ' =. ttngWoJVo leogtn, EOn coroerr.ed 1T«1EIr, poesib.le 9.toooscoplt WC-Ml(JJcs 
l' .,.atilwlHI s.:urly ..salon 
• tXcolYl'c-hm 
:. 	 FuI\' lOStnnWn19d(C0l1lHlfllt'e) in:! SUffEIIJWJud ~:1'i1'r nlWlY rJlilJIlOn sntlQ,.-.'U.I user 

nEtE\'d$ tnat 00 not r~t.ir& nUl rj SNS 

HFIR .nd NIST (r..etors) 

- Tnile (lI(IS reutron !pe:tTaneter.i 


- SANS 

- DrIer COO1plemertary elaSDc ai'll lrelastlc InStrtments 

- Map- fl'"Oad-tlased user progaTIS 


Lujl n - Th e s.cond BES Pull. source - An tSIS-c 11l1 fl cil itv (;0100 ~A 
relrable operauon :> peak lrltensiy) 

~-~ 	 ... N ....SA 

Lead Lujan in a mutually supportive role for the SNS 

and the national neutron landscape 


BaJanco betweon special Instrument. and broad gone..w tool 
Instrumont. (Signature Concopt for LuJln) 

- Polari..:atlon 
- L ong V¥3'.-elength soH condensed matter 

- I ne lastic low energy maqnensm problems m the mlcroV rnliV 

- Hydrogen systems 

- StroboscopIC measurements (DAS is available to leverage) pl:,y to 
national secunty needs 

- Neutron resonance 'ipectros::opy tor EOS rreasurements 

- Corre l-3ted e lectrons 

- Powder diffraction grow synchrotron connect - dU31 neutronlx'r3'i 
ch:araC1en:rntlOn7 High resolutlon Instrument LiqUIds 

- National secunry IS a Slgnlture feature 

- Smgle crystal pes - synch rotron connect 

- High pressure => E'4reme environment Instrument(Laptron?) 

~~m~~--------------------------------~~-=~~ 

Complementarity of Lujan capabilities wilh the SNS, 

HFIR, NIST, and other neutron centers 


Regi onal Focus 

::2 le....el'ag::! UC comectlon Oeller - LANS (adctessea fUMer In later SIiIES) 

» ~rs.'llps wilfl West coa~ X·my fa: llitles, local structLfe tnctne XAFS, 
PDF .....atysI51~ragewl!rl ASI1 


» aNT 


Partnerships with neutron facilities 


" Irf:el1~d nalons! ::()proam to naJtron scien:e ,nttis COtl"ltJy 


J> Cooorue to Imp~'e ~Iatioos betVt-een roc'lIme3 - Fr3Ctlous nellrCl1 

CMlrilIllIty fS no longer true 

;.) c:onorue to IrnprtWe relaOClloj arnll~lng 3:ross toe commurit'{ espeClZlny 
'l"lithln DOE 13d1~3 - neeo COf){enent ~ ta s~ e:cpert'5e <lCrms 
l'ac1l!1ies. 

» PliallI3trcr1 Is npe tor more ~"ergy 

- WDf1<shop and formation 0( lOTs NEEOED NOW to develop Indi.."dual 

instrum~nt proposals 

. l~Alamos 	 _ . N."$J:. 

Vission Summary 

National Perspectives and Vision for the 

Lujan Center 


MOl Boussoufl, Phil Goldston e, K en Herwig, Barry 

Klein, Alex Lac erda, Gunther Muhrer, Dan 


Neum ann, Don ReJ, Ray Teller, 

Gu ebre Tes sema, Tonya Kuhl 


~~ 	 - N.'$.I; 

What has changed since Santa Fe Workshop 

National and World Context has changed 
- Passage of ACI was critIcal to maintain vitality of SCIence 

- BUT ACt is not enough, must have continUIng progress to regain/maintain 
\l".()r1d le3dersl'llp 

- With SNS. HFIR. NCNR E:q:lansion stiU on~1 50% 01 Europe, IPNS 
dosufe in 2009 

- Chma Jap3n , TarN.)n. Austral13 , Europe are JU movtng rapld~1 

70 1 ~ .. 

i! 60 

~ 50 

~ 40 

li 30

! 20 
~ 10 ,... 

~Abnos-o. _ .... WAD LOD Inel3Gtic N ,'$.I; 

Complementarity of Lujan capabilities with the SNS, 
HFIR, NIST, and other neutron centers 

Balance portfOliO between Wood leadership In niche areas 
and broad user Instnnents 
DOE BES Needs Lujan to 

- grow users - more viSiting acaderrnc.'S facuHy . posrdocs, students 

- lAN:3CE-R Must get CD1 ,2.erc. as soon as po '::'Srb Ie 

- BES Wln not wait - tinin9 mtic.al tor successful LANSCE-R to ensure 
future BES fundmg to LUJan. 

- 30 00 Hrs, ne"-N mstruments (aided by lower run time) , :>-150j.1A 

- Detencse Programmat.: M Ission, Harreland Secunty. competitive 

instruments, threat reductIOn chem.bia 

DP N.ed. - BES satisfi ed, gatoway (gnaw U.er.) 

~ . .,
•LosAlat!..,Ce 	 ___ _ u_ ... 
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[ I'hanced National Capability for Neutron Scattering Workshop 

Vission Summary 

Role of UC and Academic Institutions in Lujan Center 

- DIMs. San OIogo, 58, end S..,t. 0Ul 011 have Joint LANlAJC Centers 
can we 1m.,.."..... ". e~ing betWeen these centers and LANSCE 

- Increa.". Joint LANl-1JC tns_ 

• Bay A.reI ENERGY In~"". 
• MIIeriaI'Il.httr ExhrM Et!wonrneu (UC, LU\lL joirt Celler """' LANl) 

• IJC.IOTI to., ncn-tradliCl"l. sc:an....-s- ..G_hydrog8"l 
• &npa. .. l.A.P"l'ftON 

• 	UC-NUCL.EAR_-lmonlrrod__ 1125.UC.-.m.... 
"M"I1 tdence OCftIC)cr'lent to \1M the reactor, 01* ~aI tMtlng PoIlibie LANL 
COf'Inectton .... ralllI6:rI dll'l'l.~. 


- How do w. move _ to strengthen lJC Connections 


• Fr"ON: ~ ..... ,.,.y 1P1'0000.,ts 
• _lo<UIy/lJlNl_udIoI1geo(moll•• _ ... lOdo) 

• 	~-l.ufIn patlnWlftfpt - nMd to pwtn.-J spit cwt to _ MW in1tn.rnentl ItId 
..aI. hardwa... Addllmaf Pllldnil OppOCUiliH...., 01:". AQIIIf1dM. 

- Worle.hop ond lonmotlon ollOTo NEEDED NOW to dewlop 

'-, Indlvlduollnatrument pro_I. - UC~DT 


'!:M-	 • N,'SA 

Future 

4. Integrabcl complex of cunent facllllles and capabllllleslD 
accompll,h broad science mission 

~ good mo.ke • ..amiess to the User 

&,onergies or Mot""" Sa..,eo._ 


o MOOs 10 IAIH .. tadlties - tpeciII needs for ,oft ...... 


aNT end MIIgnet LaII 


Rod-Olem fllclltl.. end irltor1ace belweon raalilas 

Douteratlon Fadiity 

.. RnHkne. Cf'ISite. wortOng t.dIiIy 
• ~wi! __Ie ~reltef IAIla1:Kn c# neutrons 
• ~"oIUCp_"'ip 

6. 	MaRIE
MatIitr-Radiation Interactions in !Ji1ftmes -~ """""" ..-

Coni...... £wah..Cian of PhyMa ~ory Co 11M...., Labor_ory .... 

c., -!:D<-	 • N ,'SA 

Barriers 

SItS Is not 8 banter - all facilities ha ... ID be run _IIID support 
nallonal ne .... 
Operating funds ID fully ulilile tile capabilities of Lujan 


- Net en 5C BES LIb end LLjon mI on NNSA Iadtltt 

- Int!fface _ NNSA end BES 


- Shngthen the Lujan - 5C "'aUonshlp 
• ~inlt1e"'IfiQ1~Itl.I""t'MJ~ 
• SIC it~swati~ of IAjon •• Ile ISIS <10.. "'Qlil) 

• """ <U<Nng ...........~ role of L.;on iI SIC patt:OIo 

• Shr1gIhot1 II_ L ..... - NNSA _"'Ip

Rolandon of high quality stalf 
......... go to fldItin ~d't the belt .Iitf Ind Inhltructure 
.. o..nne...,port of lacay is lnadeq...r. bU: ItrOng pd..... tor Impf"OllolllClMri 

II n.r"" - ditty of vtsIon tun manqemenl ~I drfwI tN .. lo occur 

• l..c::qtoWm cabllityto~"ISISd_.fadII)I 
.. ~fc:rllatfbyOlll.WCII'tdWtdII"'.".GI'O'M"'geCl"lcem 

~--	 • N .'SA 

1 of 

Future 

1. LAHSCE-R critical c:omponont 
2. 	 ISI8 cia•• facility 

- fUlyil.....,.... 
- fUly_ __y- 15O.....,_, 

- _"'_~I__..d_~Ioad""'" 

3.. 	 Lujan St.ICC'HS in NatioMl L.nctacape 
::"SCE sv--_-_Icng_.... 2Otr....,- 01 

· s..,.. !rwtonII... c...,..... 
• ........ iecUfly 

• .........~....non.a.. ..... - ...... 


WlL Sign..........._.Mltori.l_ "'Porti.. and "-y 


...tkWOUl'4""_"~~-Energ)'$dInce-~kIenot 
~acros.~- ...QftC ...... PCS 
uc 
w ... coe.$)MfIY -"'~.lICmcopy...~~.... 
~"'tIttW___.... 

.~.... 
•!:OO AI>rrIM 	 - N ,'s"", 

Needs 

- Op..tirlg fl.nds" Uy utiile fll capabiHes of Lujan - 13 irlsiJUmants 

- Foods for cadnuous ~~dos 
- EManood sample pteparotion fodltles/lccess 

- OeW!Icpnenl of 1UU'e _ .... end edUC8llcnol rae of lujan requires mid· 

~menl",,"ip 

- COrleerto<I «fort to 0III>«I1d neutron ....ttomg OS en i"",orton! !coIlar 
brood sclent"c comm.nty In m._. energy, soft cond....ed mattsr, 
etc, 

• 	 Alnd UW, ~ .. net awIre '" neutron tattering - 9U~ 'Jb:ff time ., 
fl• ...., m«:f'l-.n 10 acoornphh ItU. CoIIbc:ntN.~. IN 
...,.;,. to..-.blll ~ee u..-. ~ d:Ibfn liHful <IUtcam_ a'ld become-... TIm.and~*sthe~ Vftlllng~cns••""d.~cf., 

- l.....-aglng 01 tI1e labaalOly ID grow User OOIMIUrity 
- Continuing Evolution of Phyalce Laborltory to .bteri... Laboralory 

~AlMna< 	 N ,'SA• 

Barriers 

u......"'.... __-T...... I0 ... 

-~........--.v_.....,_e ...II7IoIul)'''''''''''' ...... 


.. r....uankr ...,... .........,..UI* ...rn-..,...
·"-"
- F...."noI_tiI1;,-,g_-"""""to~2<IT1 

'~!llnln 
- _ 	 ... _and_oo_ClNTandlJlNSCE 

• Trw4I-S'TOfre~shI:IUdb.~d 
• O"It..... -tNl ...~u_~c--.....,.-uaa._bltbIIMI'lo&tr 
.. "'pfOIIIed~~t--..ANC..:c:ea..... r.-..onlheu... 

N_I"""'-"b 
- FWICIng 

• ACltI .........~ ....... owr.. l.mlnMMd 

• .,...,...f/lOP...... '.,........u.lSlII'I'edM."......,concams 
• o,walnlll.lnd. a. ~ ..... Ni'\aetft-"'.l1li. ul"ldlr uu.".n.rwtr~." • c~.....JI'11 ttMme .-IdsIgnaIuro _

~-	 ..... N ,'S,"1 
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Clemens 1 of 

X-Ray Diffraction and Modelling 
Thin Film Model Systems 

Hydrogen Storage 

Bruce C~en$, StN"l1Ofd Ul"IIYerSty 
Lujen CerterWOI1c.n<op 

H""~'s HoI1 Moon Boy 


• Monitor dittadion pea« " -, iliemiyliJrilg J 
deh~on: -=- - - - "' ~ 

• AmoditedDeal-Orovetype 
re8dion model can tr: dMei 
(urlil reoctior1 oom ploOOn) 

• Howr-.er \file only see Mg 
(na H) and readlon 


Non-.pI!O>lol 00 .. ~y ",elied) 
 mechl!rism cen orty be 
intetred tom ITt odelV'lg tine 
dependence 

Mg regrOWl tom MgHz'Pd irterfllCe 

... 


f ~ 
~ 

L 

1.!.~r.;1 

-

Neutron Scattering Sensitivity 

• Modelr,g she... sensfl-.ity of scohe""ll 
protle to re8dion location 

(.)~ 

:1 ... 
(b) ,....1)0, 

-'1, 
r 

,I (e) ,,...._..... 

q 
.,----'-- 

Preliminary Neutron Scattering 
TerryUcb''';c, John Rum 

NIST 

..~" .. 
.\ 
I 

~ 

F • .t muDOl"< Brogg peok 
dectetIIse'S in Irteruity t!lS M9 is 
corr,.ertedtoM~~ 

Wish LIS! for Future 
, Smal., ....,ples (nono pallid. 

mer:erI8Is) 
• Time reDJtion 
• Envi'onment cortrol (8I:mosphere , 

tempeuxlXe) 
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fnh,m~~d Nat/o'lal Lapability for Neutron Scattering Work~hop 

Nakotte 

Opportunities for polarized slngle-crystal diffraction in 
applied magnetic fields at the Lujan Center 

Heinz Nakotte 

Geometrical constraints 0' til. magnets Ind neg"'. much 01 til. 
Idvlntagl 0111l1li dlllclor COV....g. 'or mlny SHS Instrumenta. 

Th. dlslgn of p....nt Instrum.nta (I.g. TOPAZ) only lliows for IImltld 
magnetic n.lds. Magnetic stray nllds mlY exclud. nolds In .XCISS 01 5 

TIsllorso. 

Th. recOnl dovllopmlnls of brold-band pollrlzers will allow mlgnallc 
studils tIIlt traditionilly could b. don. only It""ctor sou.... (•.g. 

form-'actor studiOS). 

Th. LuJ.n Centsr • I.rg. opportunity to .slsbUsh • nlchl .... In th..... 
01 pol.rtzed slng....,ryslll dltrncllon In applied m.gnetic "old. Thora is 

In alr.ady strategiC allianc. with otll.r LAHL groups (MST, HHMFLI 

SCD is clearty not equipped to do such experiments and an lOT should 
belormecl to com. up with I more suitabl. Instrument de.liI". 

N,'~ 	 , ~.u.ro-

Polarized Neutron Diffraction - continued 

Separation of Magnetic and Determination of M.gneliz.ollon
Nuclear Inlllnsitle. in Denslti••

Ferromagneb 
MIQ) is the Fourier transfOlTTl of the

Nuclear scattering Is often much larger magnetization density. 
than magnetic scattering. The cross Expertmerru.1 I section for neutrons perfectly polarized 

parallel (+) or antiparallel H 10 the crystal spin donslty 01 


Illf lnetization are givend; I In organic 

(da'da' (b-C,,)2 and (da'da· 
 ... dical.;on. 

RIII-space(b+C')' density mlPs 
where b is the average nuclear scattering 
length and C' ; ~"d(Q)<$'f> WIth <SO> 

!he mean spin in direction 'I. Measuring 
!he SCKaIled flipping ratio Inhanc.d 

Mlximum 
EntropyR ; 	 (dolda' A.~.IfIllJ Am 

(da'd~ Chem Soc 1151 1SG41method. 
uses of the nuclear-magnetic • L;;.u.ro

. ~F8R98 tB,.,.. +aG'" '8 SBtBfMIR8IW~ 'bn fc 00rtico 

Polarized Neutron Diffraction 

Sensitive Detection of 
Moment Components 

Spin.nip scattering tests !he 
perpendtcuiar and non-spin.flip 

scattering !he pamilel components 
to !he moment 

MoII.ring tIHI ~I'~ ~ I 
.pin4'l1p and no"" -r..t=
Ipin-ftlp ~M "', _ If 1 

nlllnctlon or ! ~~.t\ Inevl ... n I~ I \ Aj
polarization within' i \ 
the boo plIne x - ' ~ 
compo..nt ~ lIMo J V I \ V~, J
:~==n1 '-fV :Y" .. \tj 
confinntd ''-''-'T - . -;- a 

II f\;.&otJo:d.1 F'In'Iln'II\.111~ 1 

Magnetic Form Factor Studies 

The magnetic moments In a compound 
may differ from !he free-ion moments, 
I.e. !he orbilal moments may be partly 

quenched. 
/fQ) can be measured directly and it 

=~,J:Nru~ono:.: 
formfaotor In I 

URhAI show. !.U ' i 
reduction of t ., I I 

-40% In the . I , 
or!o;wl mo,""nl ,.I " 
oOmplred to tJ[ , I 
=:Iu~ ffM-.60n ,~ J U " I I :, 'u I ' U 

.,.1 
J " P.r:Ql' H ~. l~ ..'f .l 
J ~,.c-.J \ .... '" 11 1 '1'~) r ,

. lo5.u.ro-N,'~ 

Diffuse Magnetic Scattering 
Scattering Response in Absence of Long-Range Magnetic Order 

paramagnellc scattering 
• entirely diffuse in zero magnetic fiefd, i.e. it is 
conti"IJously distributed over all scattering 
directoons 

• gives rise to an additional (but extremety small) 
'magnetic backgrtl<.f1d' 

short-rang. mlgn.tIc nuctuations 
• occur in the vlanlty 01 magnetic transitions 
• average net magnetic moment gives rise 10 
Lorenlzian·shaped magnetic peaks 

- known as 'critical scattering'; the exponents In 
the temperature or field dependence can be 
related to !he dimenSionality of fluctuations 

spin glasses 
• for compIetety random spin cistributions, 
!here are no magnetic Bragg peaks 

• reducod dimensionality in !he randomness 

I 

Diffuse magnetic scattering 
in Lal~r,.MrlJ7 

.... 

.,.' I I 
... ,. tt... 

C 0 ling ot ", , PhI" R .... B 62 (2000) 

may allow for some Bragg diffraction, e.g. 'magnetic powder lines'. c...,
N,'s,J. , lo5AIaIMs 
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Powder VS. Single-Crystal Diffraction 

P_der DrtracUon Slngl.crystalDltrraction 

required sample size: > 1 em' required sample Size: > 1 mm' 

typical sensItNKJr. >O.3J.1.e1f.u. typical s..,sthllty": >O .05Jl...'f.u. 

AtNentages: Adw/ItiVlIS: 

- availability rt 'good' sanpies - substanllally higher sensilivlly 

- 's imple' liffraetton pattern - allom 'unamtjguous' de1ermhatlon of 

- slilstalbally less protjems wi1l1 moment confllJuratlons Oncludi1g 

8)(tinction strain troadenlrg etc domains) 
~~- ..: . - smgle crystals ara raqUlred fur studies ofO.-....an ... ges: magnalk anisi:Croy, e.g. with extamal 

- C<J'lnct resOlVe 1I1e momert u ni axla~resslJ"a andlor magnetic field, 

eortlgurltlons In some magnetk form faclor studies 

cases, e .g. fer cUOle struetLreS Oislll1vaflt/l(/lIS: 


- does not dl5nngLIIsh .between _ 'good-quaity' stngle crystals are o~en 
Slnqle-q, mull-oom3ln and 
mtitJple-q, sirgle-0omain response>~6dgrow 

- relatively ION Ser'6ltMty _ exti1cllon correcbons m.,. be subs1antlal 
- expertmenls and Ihe analysis of the dal. 

"': dependsontheo m~:stnJdure ClWl be very time-consumn~ a~ne often 

"J..'~ r1:cS:itiOaf::t: larll9 fract rx; .$}h!amos 

Spallation Neutron Sources VS. Neutron Research 

Reactors 


Time-of-FIigl1t Method 


- ~::I~e~~y~c:~rrr'acc~~; ~~~~'n~tllizBS the 


• position-sensttH8 al sa detectors CO-1er large 
portions ____ 

of the reciprocal space (sJOllar to a Laue camera) 

- coverage ofthe reciprocal space is typically D.... tr,. 

achlev ed Rbtt. "I 


by a few rolations of the crystal "
main _antages: 

· no m""ng parts 

· doMcmioGllnalali:»aallF1lll......_ res _O,dtrP~."J ofLa.SrFr£)4 

- n"Klst dtfractorneters at reactors make use of ."w
monochromalors 10 flx Ihe wavelenglh 'o. 


- il the resolution limit, on~ pOints In reciprocal "" ", 

space are e>plored ", 


..H . ....,makladvantaue: , H""",,, 
· far more efficlenl for Ihe study of single "L ,,01. .1.'01>' 
renecllOns. \ .. "",,(lO(I5) 
ag. lo dt?lermlle Ihe order parameler 'i 

N~~-----------------------------------

New science with Neutron Scattering at Extreme Conditions 
(IO!II T, high B , high p) 

N..'SIJ. 

Magnetic transitions as Mction otT, B and p 
fioId.Induted"""- cooe.,.-on. ___..-"-""1<__ 

~1n_~I"'ce__ 

Magnttism in 1_-dimWlsionaJ magnets 
Oln'wiatlon end nc0f1'1JBWU'8b11tty 

Nanomagnetism 
Mognetic ~., opin ___ ....:twlgo Ill.. 

MogndIc ....nIum dol orroys 

Exchange coupling in permanent-magntt materials 

Magnetic excltatlons and gap spectroscoP\' In high ftelds 
Uling cryolol.fteld d--",cy by on .~.ed fIoId 

SutJiplllillllion d supM"CUlcb;:ti'lity, v ..... ldranItics 

Spin ...e ctJmanks 

,.r;t:' \ 
,~ . 

/'-. 
, Los~

'0.-....< .... .<•• 
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E.I'ha,lCed Natioral Cdpability for Neutron Scattering Workshop 

Hemley lof 

High Pressure Neutron Scattering 
SCIENCE GOALS IS/IAP W_. 412000; 8J2001 I 

~1',i;I 
• R_In.... 1IIDI1IIDmg ""._,,__ In. -"'-~-.vtIM __....,.,..r_'_. 

Ftr:M....,.~..,1CICII'dtwII' __ e__ 
. ~_IIdIy.ond -""'.. 

• ~ond~a/mo_1oducIng
cA the Earth'. an 
~...,..a:nP.T~ ......,..,...~MtI~..... 
•_arODfl1l)loJlh)olrouo~ • 1"""-»of prMIUN Md....on nwgnetIc 

propa1Ioo 
• __~_unfoldlng.---- ---_...• HydIogen bending 
u;,.,...,.~ItIotI~~ 

• ~"'.ondlquldo . S1rudIn_~ar..-...~----.......~...~m~ 


~""""'Md"'''''''''''''• Slrudur.and ctynImIcI oIltlca1ll meb --
-gila.  ....................,,,,,,~
.--- .--..- .-.....p-"'---- -.........., J-......,•....,........
~"""Md""'I11........
P.r...,.... 

" 'HJr.AJa..,.., ( ~~ 

NEW DISCOVERIES 

New questions and surprises in water 

-

• -20 stable a nd 1-1 ,0 
metastable phas.. 


-

• No,,"el tran,itlons 

• non-molecular ...... tOOO -. ~-~y
- amorphlzatlon ~ 
• liquid/liquid tntn. i 

• Nature 0' the l 
hydrogen bond ~ ~. ~ 

1('0 

50 t 'x,- [ 

; New phases 0,01 01 10 '00 


,. Structures and dynamics Pres""," (GPa) 

,. Structure/dynamics of amorphous phases 


t-I~~.......~~~"----=-......~ 
"J.:;:;~ .' 

.."">~,>:' ::;::;~:> 
:;'-: " 

C 

I I 

'. 001: "111M. t { ,.yp 

NEW DISCOVERIES 


New classes of hydrogen storage materials 

CDAC (I;I 

Now/H~l~ MtII1iiI 0rr/IInIC FftII'IWWOrlt:!I (MOF8) ...~ ...: ~ ...~ -=-i-I -~ '\, 
• • • J " • . I I 
:-.: . :--1" .... i: .......... .. '.' - ,
~-

=... ~. ~ -- '".~ . [lo::.~~I.~ 
~ . J";: '''SO' I200411' .~ " j, '";~ . .. . f'" . f!II!tJ11fOII 

9 ,! . .. AI 8.A61JCAND 


. -JCA TTJfIIINIII 


.., rItJr WaW Ccn/pofIId6 

... ~.;,. 

CHAlLENGES AND OPPORnJNmES 

Extreme conditions neutron scattering at Lujan 

1. Extreme conditions Is an exploding field 
• far beyond what SNS can handle 

2. Broad array of problems 
• x·ray scattering mature 
• uniquely answered by neutron scattering 

3. New generation of instrumentation 
• high p.T devices 
• focusing optics 

4. Complementarity to SNS 
versatility, multiple probes 

• combined fields: P·T·H·E·X·... 
• complete ofMine support facility 

5. Synergism with national security 
• weapons physics 

NEW DISCOVERIES 

Continuing puzzles of dense hydrogen 

IOIDO a:::::::: 
Hydrogon '\ .-.uc.... 

\ -.r"lUC n.1ID-..."""..... - "I 

. 


g 

I 
~ 

to, 

~ 

...Jl--_.- : 

~.... 

~......... '4,'. ,


,'. 

-
" 

-~ ~ ,.. 
I'Iwaut1I (GPa) 

CDAC I',i;I 

CDAC I',i;I 

.-.... 
~~::: 

{Gonctwot" ..... 
"".. r,.lISCbt.I, ,. Structures unknown
'n....1 ; New physics predicted 

NEW DISCOVERIES 

New phases and phenomena in the Earth 
~

'" Magnetic collapse 
'" Hydrous phases 
,. Silicate potIt-perovskite 

1',i;I 

"ul'llllMll .. 1l c:aoq, 
.. MIO ..... JlNAS101. 
,'''-'*'): 
KJ.t1I1~1 

Texturw m.lIlmum ,..r 
1101) tndlc... ( 100) and 

g:~, 'eff-ll I (1101 a llp •• tWorm.1on 
, -.. meenan'sm.. , 

MgSIO, to 1SOGPlin OAC 
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.... Cry.. 
~dt'.... 	 • Gem anvil devices (to >50 GPa) 

~ DEYELCIPMENl1I 


relations and life In extreme environments 

HEW DISCOVE RIES Blomolecule structl.re-property 

HlGHPRE!l8l.llEDEVlCS 

Single ctysta! anviis, single crystal, 
powder, composite samples 
Three decades ofexperience (eg., 
synchrotrons) 
New l7l8Ieria,ls: SC, sapphire, HPHT 
diamond, CVO diamond 

• Medium pressure devices «30 GPa) 
, Paris-EdinburghIBeijing-washingtOl.;.l r• Gas apparatus (1 GPa) I 

, LDwer pressurelhlQh-precision 
, Capable of mu" iple samples 

• 	 Large volume megabar devices 
>100 GPa: "Marriage" of all three 

_____., 

TECHN£AL DEYE1.CIPMENT8 
OTHERDIE'IIJa>S 

• Focusing 
• <100 lIT' s pots with 

neutron K-B's 
- Combin. with 10x 

flux enh,meemants 
and>10fJx sstI'fJ/e 
volume 

Supermirrrors 

• 	 Variable temperatures 
liquid He cooling 
laser heating 

- Double-sided.. fll,,1' la_ 

• Software/Analysis 
• Integration of "first-jllindples' theory and dllla anllll/5is 

Neutron Science and High Pressure 
SELECTED HlGHLtGi-fTS 

• SI1gIe-crysu.1 d ff_ ofD, 10 40 GP. 
(O!ckot.t a l 11 • .9)) po GP .. > tKURCWA10V) 

[tau~ and Ilord\.ll.,.nrn (2'0Gei)) 18~CtAY. CEA} 

• PoMier dft"rzIction of Fe to :;.o GPa 
(So,.,.nlb~ etal. (1!W8}f fKURGIiA"TOV) 

. Order-di.!Drder in ice V1 1D 2:5 GP8 
,...... ct aL (19Q7}f ,$S18') 

• M"9~ticslru_es_ phaoe dil!g1lms to~O GP. 
(Bonc:ha ..nko.t.L fllll98. 200elI (SAClAY) 

. lnelas1lc ~!lemg d p-H, II> 1 GP" 
I"'IMQ~.L (~J l KURCHA"TOV} 

., ,,,,Iostic.alltering of Fe, Fe D,.oo In to 12 GP. 
IKbtzet .. f1~lt (SA.C\.AV) 
IS,..;." et al f2000J 

~g 

,.. 

~g 

DBtrUndce. 

Oi.-nond ee• 

DillTDnd cwlt 

P .. n.-cdk'l ~• 

Olarrond Oil 

P.dI c,lnMl 

P••-edl1 c •• 

- - 

Funding initiatives in extreme conditions 

~g 
~o",;,. •• OOEISC 

Jeff ......orth (0Rf.I..) s.~e R•••Mdr ~~ WorlI:.sItop orr_,.Imd<rExtreme EmtIronmonts Assfl'fD'.~I< 

Rou " HalIf:y(Ca"rws;. IMt ituhon) 
~Crct>t"'.("'NL) 

-.. 
~dybJdcl'_,"",.d• .:an:I~_"',," 
na1'...... u-d.-.xn-__... ...,.,.,....t1ft 

-v19"NIQ,w", o;---.d ~"""P'«*-" 
..",~1oCl.,L; __,.~'H_1\..y 
ctD/I~. tI'OT __ ""'p<IM,.bI'o drlf\_~En: I"'}Clk: po, otonlporridc ftux 
' .-opt,;;'/' '~aN ,.ctwdt19fAcvr ftII_tJl. 41. ::EI" hl:ll',.~IUItL) 

ChC.k.a1 cx~.o leO JlWIi dpMr,
J'.... ~""V'" (RI. ....).P. ' .. TOO'I'cr4ICQ N. } ~ • •ltd.IJ.t"Y. I'Q~t.a .. 

Th~.chtIfticoi DCfrc.n 5b",gnj~;.dOOli""'WOI'f'i~ 

Ih..,.,enr,-{L,UL ). ,-':',,:.01 _ Nco! (Ut&.V) 


Elr:c,r'O~Icext/"t:., • DO~SA 
....L..(_~ ..... T_(.. .."" _ Academic Alliances Program 

CrossT='~~=ll.&') . .u...s:.rIDO[UIC.) NSF 
Ju~ 11-14, lOOT - COWRES (EAR) 
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Enhanced Natlo'1ai Capability for Neutron Scattering Workshop 

Eckert 1 of 

Improved Hz 8inding in MOPs 

opon moro I sl1'<. '" !I. OF- 74 (Zn), HK us T-l (Cu) 

C<lt<natod c lust.,.. In !l.OF-74 


• ~-' .~1" ' • ctal'V' '''''for 
... --", ,,0I· .- ca-.....,...,tO'.. I'1,.,'lJI....... 
: .~~ " .--- .,. . "~ I ..,...-- ".~ ... ~.:a I ' ..."...- \ 'i ' ''. .:. .... 

~"~ ..'. 
d ; §,+-S I 
 I 

HkU$T·l 

IN$ 'P"ctPQ ~1w<'oIId\MQIiN$~N5J 

;. I •• II .... 10 .... 

Strong Molecular Chemisorption" of H2 on Cu in ZSM-5 
'''o..o.,lL~A''''-'''''IIL~'18......,rkcn'~''''JllCSlJJ.O''~~&J 

jL 
R~~ fww'Ie:l"lI 'P'."frG (Dl6lllt Riot 1_, HO ..1I1.-f1rMd 
u' • .P..a:G di.,...IiJ'«)'I <tI Dotd"lil,h... . 

... .. ... F'1J'''_I''C:~r-_.,-D''I'''WlHNtt, 
~".4kI ......yt",,1i 2..,:> 

.~p!Wu~IfN-I[""I.Arf'irl1fIW") · ""''f~ 

A 1~"'=-- -'-1 

-'I'--"::'--'='...-...-....  .. tI '*'... ... ".~ 
;. ----!... 

IIo:XItltbfCHnZSIIH5 

-...:1(;1a.........J~ .IIraI . ~.C .• ~C IllL It*II'
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FI>S CI'Id TOSCA 

4.5 hours 
c..nt Nt....111 ...""ion 
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Inelastic scattenng capabilitle. at Lujan Center: quantitative 
estimates and special strengths in direct geometry TOF 
spectroscopy 

Tre roncrtr1ng campai'5Crl of Iostrumeft pertOimance esnrnu~ fer lJ.Jjan Center (:6'1 
100 WI pcNIer} am SNS (at 1.4 MW) are tJasedon: 0) amly'llcal rncoels nned til the 
test avaIable rurnertcal reSlits tor the ne<t. IffiJrO~d Lujan t~t to oe Installed 
~lttin leSs thal 2 yea~ (ttA'rent lUj(f'l pef1'CJman;e Is compa'<i:lle , ITte 
imp!'tMHnerts to be e<pected are trcrsoent3), ffid 0Jan~'tlcal model estm<les 
for SNS, 'Wtucn en expected to oe correct WlIhIn :!I-3D % 

- FP13 SMgulde+RRM 
• • • •• ?hafo,> aals 

~~ - FP 16 ~::iM9t.'u:!e t RRM 
E IE11 - - - SNS CNCS
." , ,- ........ ____ __==--=:- SNS ARCS
""
~ tE10 " .. 
f 
§ '" 

'" 
1~7 

Ii 
,cmm~ 

m 
,O<XXJI) 

0 • <0 

WiWlllengm (AI 

Flgt.V'e f ClIn.03'rN)I1 C'I ream litem/ties j TO~ speclfO(1)~e:rVflfOns 81' Lu]trl cemer <7KJ SNS 

3) Conclusions, speeil.lltrengths 

a) By USI-g SC1Yarw:::ed r eF spectrometer tectnDK.gy{RRM am balH,nc !}Jire) a cad 
net.lTcf1 specb"ometer iilUj3n Certer FP 13 'JItdl be tully compelltr.,.-e wrJ'llts COLlltt'f· 
part 3: SNS . TeF Imtrllllen~ of more recert deslgnthMI (at ISIS; J..flARC. ESS aM 
SNS ~P.'CCflC target stattm) are tllJtt: (J" ~anreo based on U1e RRM te(Molooy 
de."elOped at LujM Cr11tff The detectlY area cO'.ter3fr- sane 30 rrt2 1:3 becoming 
stanoart! Mh tre rewty d~vetoped3 m Ian:! a-~r posttiOn sensoWe ~tecto('j Ol!y 
a [J.Jesoon of waQaDIIlty d.1\rlas (.An acc.ept3ble minimum rJ iiJo1l12 m2 Is \lJlte 
alTonJalie). 

0) WI!h:IUt S1JOst::JlUa up-gaae Pharos Is neltner compemrve with tne SNS In~trumerts 
(ARCS fX SEQUelA) roffer InCClnil'JJ neutron erergles beU:M' sc.me 200 meV WItt! trle 
FP 13 instrumertWfth 3 neutron Ql.ide aJ!gred to cEltvel' h:Jt netirms too. (pha-os 
pro.11Je:3 ccrnp.yablef'bl. to FP 13atx:J'...e 50 meV IncQ'fllng fJlE'fg)'. 0tJ atmu::n ",,-or5e 
reSif1Jtlal) Tnem3fn \taIt-tlark ct Pha'os ls L~ lack' Qr netlrCll !J1icE. ~ch le3!lS to 
1tleincanlng team catlrn3lOn. TnIS. oo1tle O!her nand. tleCOO'les an advantage for 
BnflOlJO ocanemg. 

C) Up-g3dIng Ptlaroo rrl IITIplemenang ~ o:Jld supermurOf nellfOO g.JlIle [e('f')J'laoQ'I. 
ootTl ~~~oo (f ll.§an Certer, wlK rna~ It reas:ona~ CCIil.petrbYe, reacnng aorur 117 
01 tne beam lrtemityc:J ARCS at 50 % betterresdutu:n. ~ Ja"ge ~teciDrsolla 3n~e 
coverage rJ AAC-:S IS fa'lj to m:Joch though 

1) Absolute b.am int.nsities on n .m pie 

A9.Jre 1show<, the InsIMt<:'l1e().ISnlOC mLAtlpled tJythE' nlJTlberpUI$es per ~er:.ooo ' 3S 
a turction rt tte neutronW.:NeIe~ It taY.es Into acc.wnrtrle dlst:'Jnce oetween sOll"ce 
mooeratcr Md sample. wt1ch to tum determines Ifle wavelenfJh 3fnad at !tie 
Irtamlng beam at anylnst.Ylt InYlew otthe sourte neLtrm ~Ise len~. TtIe aata In 
A9Jre \ assume no PJISe shapin;; Ch:Jpper upstream to Improve- re5~ution. Suetl 
ctrl~r is reaslr.etr(l"e~een ra some or the instnlmem cCI1siaered, It wrulO Imply a 
cO'1"e~Pln;lng recilrtlon 01 the lO5tartareOlS nUl( ~ro~rtlOnai to D.. TJ)e a~ f;:.ctor or 
rte main cn~P='rll) frOf( QiOle sample IS ft. wt"l!?t"e t iS the puse wtcnn oftte cno~er. 
Thus Is tfltl Is the abSCIUte (Ume 3Vef3lJ!) neu!.ron oeam fll.DI on the S"aITIple. For tnt! 
new FP 131nstrumert (oase-d on 3V313t1te !}.lICe all:! cropper system nom tte IN500 
Il'qect) r Is determined t¥ asSuming [tie use Re~titiCJl Rate Mu:t1pllc:atton (RPM, 1 
1'l10 up to 7 Awatele~tn an05foid De)CnI) andrar a new FP 16 Instrunent (uP. 
9'<rleCl pnns witn c.on;erglTlg ~up?rrOlm:r gJloe ana RRM c~a!jllty) 3 fOld J)Jtse 
repet1tloo "YIt<lS assumed, 

2) Basic incoming energy rIHolution 

The eiergy Ii!tin~ll1 of Itle IncOfJl<r¥3 fleJtiOn oea-n is prtm alll)' ~tf'rrrrined by the sourre 
rno~rator puse lerqh.1f no pul5e'j Shaping Chopper IS used Ttis basic Iocomlng enei!;y 
lesoll.1lon IS !t1own In ftgJre 4 for tne t,l€arn-Ur.e, COflStoered above, c:t:)t'aIned urx:ler tn:' 
trlSUITlpltCfl jj neghgble ptJl'!.e l31gm for Ole cropper In trort (t the sample Due to ttle 
loogerrnOOer3ttr tosam~ \ll$tances 3: ~nFP 13 :~;n{] FP 16. the,! ctrer cm5lClff(l)ty 
bener Imerert energy resfAuooo man tne SNS C.OLf'«terp;;tts. 'ms also Implies [hat the 
beam Irtensttle'3 snown Irr Rg..re 1 refef to CCf'lSldera:>~'t!grtEr",avelength resolution tOf 

me LuJ(W1lnStnrnems 

_ rfo13$Nq.,or"".FlRN 
-fP l0St.lqo.o<"""fl~"

! 1.8 .' --- S,It$CN':'S 
--- $KS.oIJI;CS· . · '· ' 

. " 
.'1 ' ....i_~ ! ., . ' 
~ Il.l __ p~ 1 ~ ...... .... - .. ~ ... _ _ _ .. _ _ _ 

. . 
• .....~"¢11Al 

i) The I\ngerlncomi~ l1i£Pt patI1 of Pharos toorpared toMCS a"ldthe lack ri 
neutron g:Jae offf'r'5 better Q ;m:j E resOOtlGn, In p.a1icuar for sm311 a;gJe BrlHoon 
5C31ter1ng wolk. Thi$ artv!l1l71Je (;:!n be malnbiu~d In an evertual Lp-g-ade, It ttle 
glJde 1'3 mare remov:Ille (J" ~i me use 01' a cd,lmator syS.em Sk"ntla to the one 
ljevelO~a fCJ tre I1l"W Snilouin 'Kil1erlng IO'itrumert BRtS? at lLL (Tte nrs[ oflion 
wwlel PrOO3tt{ ttrer 1O'ft.'"ef tJ3CfqOurd). 

11) The t"agtlIl1CQTll~ ream ereryy rescAutioo fa" fP 13 (e g. , 50 ~v ar Et '" 100 
meV) opens l() I"e'W ~Jt1.rltl:fes In tnel35Uc. expervnerts '1"1111 suL::l5tartial ne\..lT()'1 
energllOSs TnIS resoluOOn COUlD be. lTl3tcteel i1 ttJe anal):~lS Dfthe final neutron 
erer!1J' Ef lor Ef <: 16 meV ultlmcXely P'DVIQlfIg O{:tJmlled reslllltioo (ooO;bons tor nlg"l 
enel'lJr'transl'er (:i:lOU 200~V at E ..E1 > 54 meV in ttllSe:<aTIrie). 85 CflPOSedtD 
quasl-elastfc scmenng 

Iii) TOF spectrmc.cp'l aJtornctJ.[~hJprcwlOes a dltrracbrn p;,ttem of sample too. 
nCM'~r In aroo small 0 OOf'naln. If tte tr(:omlng nettrCl1 W3Veif'n[pl setec!ea to 
provide tte req.lired energy re50lutim b long Using RepetiJon Rae MtJtIpflc3:ion a 
nunter or nomng W3\lelengms Is usea, wrKh -.tu anew for c.overtll'J a larger Q 
(aloe Mel also rn,nr-t'e the resolJtion (JJ31i!yo1' tle dtf,.".;tlon data For e<3mple, for 
the FP 13lns!nJment ~rnt!nJ m Itle sl!("Q'ldsoLlrt"e pulse 'ramf', reW"ms ¥1M 
wavelengttts from S 15 aJOlJ: 6Awll be avaliaCle rcr slmlftaoeolJ$ dllTractlon daa 
COllection. ¥ffjl!e In trle nrst I'rane [h!3 ralgE: betomes 0 7 - 3 A . 
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Ent'arc€'d Natlona! CaPflbility for Neutron Scattering Workshop 

Mezei 1 of 

J.PARC: status of $pt:et OrTMIt . , d_lgn t.cMolrJw d.". lopm e nt 

AMATERAS -Cokl-1'<utr... I>bk.Chopp<r Sp<rlrom<t<r 
(wI.. lJ../ 

Sinuloted ~ctra 

AA od4l 1in C(lh. u :nt scriteflng function: Oe b.,e SpecU WTI wth sh. rp (out· ott . t ~O m. Vp lus 
.wtio l in. or df'lustw. quasi41t.:lUo lin. 

FP 13: R. p. Rlt, Mlltplcltlon (RRM). b.Uil:tIo g'J"'e, eJ m pM'IIry, 3 mucon<1.lry 

c,-l" c,-.'-- -, 

-.-~.... - .... 

~..-.. 
..... . • • ."'D0 "..

1 , ~E 
JJOOlO 

I • _  I • I "" m 

---~,~ - : :.; II II 

1'.1 ,., » .. I__,..... 
'--~ .... 

I =11.1 IlIulIuiiiIJ!jjJJf:" 

10 11$ aI 1$ ~ 

Tim. hOm t. (msl 
I 

Pharos: SinW.WI".IaI"l~h . no glJdt . 20 m p!lINIry(to umple). 4 m nCOl'ld31'J' 

Pharos 

E" 85 meV 

i 
~ 

ii 

~ 
TI" ,.., 


Pharos: single "lnIW'lgth ( E,  ee; m.v) 't'S. FP 13: Rep .R,te "ul.l~" 6 1  180 maV) 

,... 
j 

- "'~ 
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, . . ,'j)Jru, o ldll.... • n~J -lOP 

Mezei 1 of 

FP 16 l20 m, rebUIlt) vs. FP 13 (63 rn rebUIlt) fo r ~ ~ 30 - 300 meV 

_ 11_ 

- "" 

, ' I! ' \ 1'<,,~-.,_N"-lJ 
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Enhanced NatIonal (apability for Neutron Scattering Workshop 

Sokolov 

.. 
Dynamics - the key to macroscopic proplrties of Soft Matl>clah 

.5a>Itcn'lg z..:h"'quu hat>< <tiwnage <Iprorl"ng ~... ani spt'C' comJa~'ct! 
ftnc1i<»>t1rruJjl Ddd~.,..Q 'IrJ,i<llJl. - Q. 

Lji!llS"l1.ring - Broadf"v"'cyAirn. range, from 10-' Hz up \() 10" Hz with 
• '''1811 I!"P- How......~ v<ry low Q-rongo: Q<'.lo-' ...,.l Mol.cular .cal. 
mct1cnsare nOl. e.cctssitie. 

X-ny ",.u..;1J! - Ri~ Q-,ang~ b\.t very limit.d frevency (tim, window): 
IXSE>I moV_2"lOll Hz,X-PCS t >ms, 

If ' \!!r0n ..!tt!ring - Hos sigrificm odVOdOge by ccmbirJingthe ri~Q-r"'ge 
(OJ "".-'<Q<IOO rm-') with tho "...,,,,,hI, freVWCyitime window (from 10' ' 
Hz up\() tol'Hz, from -10 neV to ,V) . 

Ia<t1Iind d in<tis ns: 	 -Lowe Q (42}tn to 0 I WI 'I'!dlgwfr I 
- L01"lgir timet ('Me Q1dlo,"w) 

- Ffjptrr f'di}ffG~ 

D,ylltmlJcs Jn BIoIo,lt:al S,I'Sli!ms 

BtoadMi Ditlldic SpidratCQF1 

Ihtiltl1ll S<CI>tr"¥l Sf,<""o«opl 

1(M)"'" "'-1- '>'i~;f~"~~"''''}' - ~:i ' -9. '~ •',... 

a«_ 

"-- -. 

COIltlI~ct~.\\LF~ 

1 of 

~I 
-[, }- '.1 

_Otdn:~,: p~ U\d.llnnb..lrthlcO:tt. ______ '" 
~cttnln&x ltilxl.,tt.pro(tf' 

Vbntb\, 
+---s..::m"'nll.~ -......- A-1OU,l.\XIIlian. ~ P1l!Q1DCYy .,. ", 	 I • 1(> lD' lCJlo l().l. lOt-iii: 

M*M"Olaadt" qbl 

Die~tri:: SDeclronltil'_ l'"'¥vI 

Ljgll SCDl!eriDg,ItO ti 

Kegtrozt Scattering «0 k2 

In~la.!ticXmS9tteritl SfOIt-) ........m 

=r:r-l"I--.:'(A',.. .. 
... I 

! ~I: 
~
~.~~ :-~.....I _ _ _ .;;",) --::;,••;--.....J.....:..JII_I 

NtJiI; IIdI.d C. Rh.Wtlb

., 
Dldertrlc Relaxadiii,-S-perlr&r----.,"',- ......"._=_---_-,. j Dieltctric r~ua.ticn $pectra.. ri hydu.te 

10' tit 'If/ ~ 

w~ a~ 1hz man p'octZSJ to rlJl. 
lh'u:iW'ai rdaxdioo if pro/ft'-"'" The 
ptocus e;ti.bi.ts smooth tempetl1ure 
"ariotions otT-20lI-220K. 
Th& faster process teems to be related 
to ~ process ob::erved fOl' W'tUr c:£ 
hydmianbyChec, .t 01. 

Iy=ymo shiJ\V rolox<lian >ICC'" wit 
otreldling sinUlor to the 09< observed' 
neW-on sc8.tt:enng 
Fa..~fproce$S splitsfta:n the ttt~procltSs 
lower 1. 

I~J"'--;;--.... 1'-----"
~J : :::::~ • O.05h .." •• o04hjoo ' 

•• ",-°Av,b. · 

1ft',I. - I 
..... l.$ sn S5 en 

lOOO1T [1.1<1 

.., 

a.Na:l1'................... 

"I i .... i 

A CClllpori_ of inol..uc X-roy ond 

nnUon oclllteliDg [_," '" .a ... 
"""(""1) ",oily _",will.. muoh 
li@/1or(-lo') c"'"' ,010 III the c ... of 
X-rllJ" 

.. .to • ~ i":',,; 
J:~ ...._n..rItiw_H"'.".t""'" 
Q-tJA-. 
t1.. p ......!1.~....._~..w. ..~.... 
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Eni" Jnced National Capability for Neutron Scattering Workshop 

Teller 1 of 

QENS (Quasi-Elastic 
Neutron Scattel'ing) at 

the Lujan Center 

Ray Te"'r 

InletM8 PIiMd Noolron Source 


<:: L.your of the QuuiEJuric Neutron Spectrometer, I PHS 

1-

QENS is an inverse.georrelry time-of·flighi inslwment 
>- opttnlzed for quaslelilstlc and Inelastic nellron scattering studies 
>- hlgh-fiw at sample, ~gh- and low- angle diifr.ctioo detetlors 

Increase versatility 

• '-;:-..::-::t:"::.............

.... 

<:: QENS Data: T. Dependence/Sensitivity (K. Herwig)~ Quasi-Elastic Neutron Spectroscopy (QENS) 

TMlJ)erat~1t eo.ohAIon 01 THF roratlon Irl THf'().p dellYate 
22 ....lyur-do ..ttlr I.",. ( C....-l 

l4ti'H. dotactOIS 
 I . . 

0.017 rroles ofH-atom: in,:]14'__ ., / ~ lnelastr: dalo i> -200 meV 1";8" beam, 6 Ir el!p.nm.nl

I.., . ::7...,..COlll:llmDl dim.ctioh 0.1 < Q < 30 k' .. 
.,r 

.M ,' ''' 

,f 
11• ~tic

"'D... . ./
(~ £..-

Stltuli'i'ity .• t"" _ 
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E , 

Teller 

0 .. 

~.. 
~o .. 

0" 
I· 

... , ~ I:'
t· . , , 
, , 
: ,oit 

........'""'1-' 
~-~ 

~ Studies of Proton Conductor on QENS (C. Loong) 

Sin lJIaneous Monioring 01 studl..l'al end 
O)OarTllc$ Re!;ponsetoa PhMe TrBl'l:iUon 
In BeCeO.yll...'OH Strud~aI change.s 

~...-
OlnIc m.,.lonsto,.._ tho me<twj"" of. J:' .::.~_.. , 

pr'IXOI'I rTtOVl!ll'h eri 

FV03impro .... rnQI1:s 

01 ---"".--V
IbIV • .P-a.o"", II'II'IIOISt ; -, ... 

Scientific-user program ofQENS 

QENS r",illlll". investigotio"" of tho following I'O!""''' 

cl..... of materials, tiuo"!;h tho IPNS I'O!"".} acctI*d I !••,,,,n:h groups 

,y.;rtm (....'''~geo per 1"0p><..J round) : (accepcan:fl me) 


~ HvCll'ogen-econom; related materials, 33 (8~Y.) 
eS!letial~ hydrogen storage; 
"II. metal organic frameworks. 

> Magnebe materials, 13 (8O ~I.) 1.7 
new field cI investigation on Q ENS (2006) 

e.lI. Imslrated-spin magnets. 


> Proton condl£toTs 2.1 15 (1OY.)
9~ cerarric materials and model malerl als 


for proton Quantum delOcalJzation. 


> (104 acro) rroloc (jar s':;lds .nd tlUidS 33(65:0'.)
e,Q. mnerals, water-sensitive materials! 


metals, rrol1en salts . 


, )P\..H Ii. t to ~.t:ll ..:( +t >rlnq Work<hoo 

1 of 

(::, Hydrogen Storage Materials (J. Eckert) 

'. 
MttU·aqW fnnwwork · ·-I~ 
z..,o(BDC), [MOF-5);' • 

fbnwcd stJJ.clalre tha.t CUl'¥>~ 
 i::~ 
lI,u'l8K, [.l3JO-Dllm'Ic:J .... .. ..... 
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Fultz 

L 1,1, )Citterl 19 W..,r~"hop 

1 of 

Lessons li'om Vertex Concept 
B. Fultz (Caltech) and R.J. McQueeney (Iowa State) 

VERTEX Spectrometer Development Team 
~""ppli NE C Rese""'" Instili. 
CoIInBr_ The JoI.,. Hopi< .... UrlvOfSiy 
Erenl: Fultz Cali10rnla Inst:lU:e 01 Tectnoklgy 
Be<rYwd Kelmer "'ax-P Isnck·lmlitul 
SondyKem CoIon>d:l stole Uni_oty 
ThomMa:iOfl Ook Ridge Notionlll Loborolary 
Rob McQueeney Los Atamos National Lsborl!lllOrY 

001< Ridge NotloM Lobor..ary 
st..... Nagler 001< Ridge Notionlll LaI>or..",y 

ReyO::.bom AI\)OM!l Notional L_ory 
Rob Robllson MlSTO 
f rans TI"OI..MI Los Alamos Natlonel L. I"....ary 

Herb"''''''' 

VERTEX Proposal had Innovations 
that Could be Upgrades to Pharos 

Fast and high impact 

Guide in incident beam 


Bigger Issue would be to move the Pharos 
Instrument to a Coupled moderator 
Disk chopper 

Rep Rate Multip. 

Supermirror Guide 

! 
The _Ion of . 13 
rnrJbI'"31. nabon 
8upsTTifn:r 1J.Jide 

ftJrttmr incree8e& Che 
1Iua ot the....pef... 

dlennll netfl'Dfl!l 

o 

1i 
% 

60 100 ~ 200 

Neutron Energy. meV 

With ARCS at the SNS. the Q information will be much 
more important for inelastic scattering research Not so 
practical on Pharos ·"'; th a good sample (Nil run in 36 
hou rs. 

5" 
Q) 

oS 
UJ 
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Enhdnced National Capability for Neutron Scattering Workshop 

Fultz 1 of 

Multiple Energies Give Higher Resolution 
ARCS has Potential to be Explored 

! ' iI 
'~ 
IF • I . • I I • I • • I! 1.. .. ... ..

o PO .. ., III-_'II 

Sampl e 
En viron ments 
Are High Payoff . 
Modest temperature 
furn ace 

Best Buys in Pharos Upgrades 

• Guide in Pharos Incident Beam 

• Sample Environments 
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Summary 

New Instrument Concepts and Upgl1lde. for Inel.sUc Scattenng 

Saencz opportunitIes I msslon 

- National I regIOnal user fac~lty 
- User community bUilding J training 
-lnnCN'.:.tIOn and develOpment 
- Spedall unique I toPICS onent~ capabilties and strengths 

Means to achiev-e these 
- Enhance share of capacity and capability in inelastic spearoscopy 4 
Instrumei'1l:S or least 
- Use strengths of Lujan source. 5 kJ/puJse (vs 23 at SNSJ.lowrep. rate 

- Upgraded 1 new instru~nt competitive for most: hot expenments 
- Innovative approaches, speo311 unique features 

. Strong Iin le-grat~d (extreme) sarnple environment 
- Enhanced staff in mndensed m.:.tter 
. Irr"olve university commumty, In particular W~~t Coast 

Special scltntlflc n. eds Jstrengths 

1 of 

Competitive Inelastic scattering opportuniUes in SNS era 

- ChemICal spectroscopry: FOS upgrade (strengtt'ls: large solid angle. 
adjustable resoluoon by hltEr edge) 

- Therma l sp-ectrosr.opy· PHAROS upgrade (strengths: ~dV3nced 
chopper system, RRM. correlation chopper. high angular resolution) 

- COld-thermal spectroscopy FP 13 new I completion (strengths. 
3dvdoced guide. RRM, long night-path, broad dynamic range, hlQh 
resoltJtcon 11- 30 - 80 MeV down scattenng) 

- Cold neutron inverted geometry "OENS· net'1 (strength' deSIgned for 
speCial t dedic3tf'd sample elYlllfOnrnenl, ilYlovatlVe developmimt) 

lIIultn.tion 0' compeUtive opportUnities to SN$; example ofTOF Ipectrom. 

- FP 13 SM gUld8 ... RRM 
.•••• Ph.ro . asl~- Soft maner. Bnllouln Sf::3ttennQ tor c =2 -3 \qnIs. 3S good re:;.olutlon 
- FP 16 SM gudi' ... RRM3S posSIble, 0. 1 A' range { 1ft: --- SNSCNCS 

- Magnetism \"ICIrk around (000). high resolutJOn In substantial dQWtl 
~ 

",,~__ AA" 
scattemlg .. 

~ 

, ' . ,- Polanzed neutrons to/ rIlaQnetlsrn and IOCOClerent scattenng ~ 1E,) '. 

g "~- ... ~-' .-" - Lsfe sciences. f'1II1I0I091C31 elfers 
1f8 ... I " . --. 

- Hydrogen sclenr.e 

'" 
'" 
~ 
5 ". 
~ .......
':] ,, ,.• 

Wavollan9th~1 

- FP,3 8M ~uldi· RRM 
-FP 188M glJ1:1e . RRIII 

" 
---SNS CNeal \0 

,, 
..'.... ---8NSARCS 

~ 

i 
~ : " -- --------- ... - ... -~--- .. 

, ,, , 
' . ~ ... 

w -- -, .. ~----- --~ ~ 

. 

WrtV911mgJ.h"'l 
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I-nhJ'lcE'd National Capability for Neutron Scattering Workshop 

Hjelm 

Lujan Futures: Small-angle 

Scattering and Neutron 


Reflectometry Instruments 

Rex P. Hjelm 

biGlrr@lanl grm 

UJJIHf ~lftron So.n.ritf2 Cent.r 

Lo5 AI.-mea N.flO(1MLlIbonltNl 

2001 San Oitgo \IIIbtk:shcp a1 L'-fvI Ctnttr 
SIn O~. ClllI'on"A 

5-3 54pwnb.,. 2tlO7 

.~~ 	 No'SA 

Addressing needs, opportunities and the 

future 

Issues: 

- Netdron.m 1bacli:ground. 

- Faster dfta rstea: new del ector and DAQ technology. 

- aett... optics. 

- Improved in9rumer1 texllUy. 

- Ml.III..........ment ilslrumer1s ( • . ~ SANS &Diftac:!OO1etry) 


Opportunities : 

- 20 Hz "'-'?II suited for measurements usng cold neutrons (16 Aband>llclh). 

- Curenttyrhe brlgttestcold nwlron source . 

- A p.-tl ro.-d exlsls lor for abrighter cold 9Ource: 


- B. fihr( .....tk II TWRS): 

- lxb::ru:s.l) 41.. 

- 2xdto'U$Ill (4.A. 

- Sot. ,'ptan. 


- Othtrtutu~ d.v.lopmerts : 

- A:Ml"II»dtJlyooupJedrnodefaor 1.5· 2A WlCAlse. 

- ~~upgDdI::2x~fX'O'>nS"P'lfJdr.OfIt1rglllt . 

Unique opportunities using pulsed source: pul....probe measurements 
, ~~anced polarization and spin echo techniques. 
' !:OS~ 

-----------------------------------~~,~sa~ 

SANS and neutron reflection probeS of 
dynamics & kinetics 

~s.t.. tA)- ..... 
orJpoooo, electronic 
chopptngooooopoooo 
0000000000000000 
opoopooooooooooo 
ooooeoooooopoaaoo 
opoopoaaoooooOloW1 .' 
IIII!1!1Y spectrO!£OllY (1 0 ., 
~ev. neVI and In I .' 
0000000000000000 

0000 (to lis or secondS)i :: 

,. 
. ~-~ 

~------------~--.._o.-~ ",,'s-, 
,.~ ,r' .. } 

.-. 

1 of 

Lujan Small-angle and reflectometry committee 
l118rli)ers: 

Monika Hartl 

• 	 Rex Hjelm 

Mike Fitzsimmons 

• 	 Ja rek Majewski 

GOnther MOiler 

• 	 Hillary Smith 

Eric Watkins 

!;<>SAlamI:!' 	 No'SA 

Small-angle scatterlna instrument scales 
lIt:rne"Kun Tl'V'Ifer, Q lrm1 

111e pulse-probe measurement: studies of 
transient states and evolutl0ry10 steady state 
PtJSEd at con1irlJOusIy "".,orG fll!l d 
!)I)"" 

-	 mecll.-niea 
-	 photon. 
-	 eliI(,ule,l 
-	 INlJltltio. 
- "mp4ll,,,tIJle. 
-	 Prtnuf•. 
- So . 

tl"'ron m......EJn ents: 
-	 Il)rRvsQ,lI'Idt 
- Ofstl4t .adjusttldto prob4 time 

pontJ t-.it + nIf. 
- O-dom,tl d.ptnds on ploblng 

mt.urtmert. 
- f· 20 Hz \Jives good a dyn.n io 

'.fIoge . 
- T~. s c.lu: --50 loti . stcon ds: 

Requires mulHtmensional. t me 
stamped cta!a. 

,~~ 
~--------~------------------------~~~~~~~ 
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Hjelm 

Pulse probe experiments under development: 
Stroboscopic shear cell & Induced spin ordering. 

Shear cell to study 
steady state & 
transition Slates 
induced by shear in 
polymers and 
colloids . 

iie lds 

~ 

~~~.-~

I: I · ~~-
I .: __~

Observe nuclear 
sp in polarization 
induced by pulsed 
electomagnetic 

' ----~~--~~-----------,~ 

~ 

ASTERIX 2001-2008 Capability Project 

r--  ·'ItIb4! 
·lDWU~. g' 319' 
atkbl 
·~~ItPODrt:aIII 
·C(e~iItI D 
1i191. 

; loll

' .... 
!"f~1pOV'Id 1.'Jd.y 

N ..'s::, 

ASTERIX User Science: future directions 

...--...... .------....-.................... 
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1 of 

Polarization & Spin-echo techniques for low Q, 

grazing Incidenc..!' and low energy spectroscopy. 
SESAME : 
- New method of encoding neutron trajectorie s (strts nol needed to 

define trajectories). 
- Correlalion lenglhs to 10 ~ feasible 

SERGIS: 
- Grazing incidence SANS. 
- Extends length scales 10 smaller va'ues than available hom off 

specular refteclometry (<2~). 

MiElE (spin echo modu labon): > neV SANS. 

Electronic beam chopping: > 1 0 ~eV SANS 

Polan zed neutrons. 

- Magnetic and nuclear spin non-unifor mly. 


".. - Quantization of nuclear spin incoherence 


.~~ 
~~--=====--------------------------~ .~~~~~, 

ASTERIX user science 

e<.a'D'T,4 
4iX11'I",,,,t"'''.:F.'

I f + 
'L2 ill 

:r .... 1 

r: ., " c~ : .....~ 
.--- t ;"


"':'-::L. 
. 

_. 


~f·QaI""tptrtqy· ........,...............,."""'........
r 
r
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I '"'-'\, .I t"~ I' ' l.rG"-:--i I ' 
" I... II'::S ;~! == I _ ... 

-
~ - 

I 

- . ~. I 

• bl. _.......... 

• ...._ ....~... 

_.... _ .•.. .,. 
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\1,;""V.. it,.-, , ~'··)Id t "j 11(1 V ork ;bop 

Hjelm 1 of 

Summary: 

LQO: The brighte.t e.old pulted 'palli.tion source. 

Improyed background control, b.am optics :and InstnJmentnexlbilitv. 

Key Issue: reliable and .ff.ctlve d.t.cto~ . 

Oewloplng use. for the pulustr'Uctur•. 

Cle.r path forward for i"(rused cold n .,lTOn Intlnsl~. 


- 20 Hz .ellidipt.:l to cold "&I!ron mllUWllnIlfU. 


New Ida. for Instrument design for J brlahter cold soun:•. 

~~ m,'S!: 
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Foster 	 1 of 

Future Polymer Areas 

Supramole~u1ar assemblies 

• 	Biologi~aIly relevant stru~turcs 

Dependence ofproperties on architecture 

High performan~e materials, composites, hybrids 

Interfacial dynamics 

heterogeneous/complex interfaces/films 

integrated study over multiple length scales 
kpt...rt)tr2001 

M. Fo,Io' (/. Ab>ll 

Needs 

• Define details of in-plane structure, particularly in 
presence of solvent (GISANS) 

• Determine dynamics of change in structure in 

"switching" due to solvent and temperature 


• Look at fluctuations ofbrush sunace next to layer 

:~::~hainS (GISANS) _ 

M. r_r (/.Abo. 

What a Polymer Brush Is 

Homopolymera Features: Monomole~u1ar 

End grafted 
Densely Grafted lWUf/
Strongly stretched 

a Ours made by " Grafting nom" 

a Special Case: diblock ~opolymer 

SeJ;tHT'ber2007 B 

Diblock Bruslles to Create 

Stimuli-responsive Surfaces 


Tn£lUQ'otalRme 

EthyI.ceW. 

PMA.b-PPFA eA- 'lit PMA-b-PPFA eA- 135 

Solvent. T 
Water passes Not readily adhered to 
through &it Hydrophobic 

Flow can be controlled in microchannds 

Chem; cal Gallng 
_:1007 

~~A. " .. ~W. J. ~"'IQJII.:tc.-.:-".4J. ll5lt . 


In-plQ/Je Structure and DynQlllics 
in Switchable BrusheY 

Mark D. F",Io, (/.Akron 

• - 
T.~~ ~ 

f . .. :I ~ L 
~ .. 

s.pttn'ber::l:007 1 • I 
:4 ~ 14""-'1 

In-plQlle Structure and Dynamics 
in Switchable BnLSheY 

Mari>D.F_, 


£)Qparl1ru21ll ofPoiym.r Sci.elr', The U>iwrri./y ofA.<.ro.. 


S4f;ttl"l'tlti7Oll7 
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i nal, ~ '''I ty f0r f\:~l t ,'r' ScattPYlng Work ;hOiJ 

GISAXS Set-up-----

l 
:.... . 

:~ r Mt.'1 

St:pt~2001 

I: ; 
or 

I 

Lille cut for P,lBA brush 

11/(..,1 

S.trrber 2007 

,· Th,ckness ,s 31 am 

MW is 24.2k

I,. Incident angl e is 

01 9° 


Measured at RT 

U~~ 

-OlS .0.10 .om ~~ (I(fi QIO 0.15 

Foster 	 1 of 

Objectives Polymer Brushes Im1estigated 
• 	 Detennine the internal structure of diblock copolymcr 

brushes JWjJl
Lamellae, spheres, cYlindCrS?_ ~ 


.taIlJj tni,J)PMAor""BA PS 
__ PS iIiIIIIIiI PMAorPftBA 

Elucidate surface rearrangement mechanism 

1 

~~tM' --- 1M ~ PMAorl'lrBA ~~.:o........ ;" ~ 

PS 
ftJillt1IIIIIa PMAor""BA 

PS 

Sept~1OO7 s• 
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Mason 1 of 

Opportunities for Lujan: Rheo-SANS 
T.G. Mason - UCLA Chemistry and Physics 

Top Viewr z 
~~ !~- , 

~ 1° ~ 
Nanoemulsion -~-L. Porcar: NIST QuartZ cup 

See nanostructural changes in response to applied stress and strain 

Few sample geometries exist: ILL and NIST offer Rheo-SANS 
U.S.-based Rheo-SANS is controlled shear stress only (wi temp) 
Needs: reduced sample volume, controlled shear strain 
Other opportunities: extensional Rheo-SANS, solids failure 

Opportunities for Lujan: SANS+SALS 
T.G. Mason - UCLA Chemistry and Physics 

Extend q-range to lower q by performing SALS and SANS together 

Example: Time-Resolved Slippery Aggregation of Nanoemulsio 

105 

,-.. 

";'E 104 

u 
::::: 103 
c::;. 

:::::: 
102 

101 ~'~~~~...........,..--="J 

Silicone oil nanodroplets 
in Water quenched into 
attractive regime by T 

J.N . Wil king, ... T.G.M. , 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 98 015501 (2006) 


USANS would require 
separate experiments 

Advantage: exact same sample and a broader 1(q) 

No need to repeat the experiment 
Software could match LS and NS intensities 
Possibilities for orienting sample perp. to gravity? 
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Title? 1 of 

Asterix User Science 
Exchange bias and spin valves 

'
M' 

' zd:1I":: , ', - '.--.. .. 

'" 

r ap.I'I(J(M.... 1-up 

r",",;0;- V ".?""" . .. ..0. . . . 

I "'0', : : .: : 
i 
i ntH)
f ."'0· 

-b;t~ 

,,' 

~IQ >I 

." • 
10" 

~ ~ 

~ 20 


c 

o 

~ 
~ -20 

g 
"2"" 

-H, ~ .I I'-r". / '\ 
,'" ".:\.~ ! -- .. ---

£~IAJ.OAI 
o so 

,,-
+H, 

Co Fo', 
'00 'so 200 

Depth lAi 
~r~istance (l across a spin valW! (in~ top panel) depends upon whether 
the magneti:raTions of ferromagnets F I and F 2 are parallel (low resistance) or 
antiparallel. The variation 01 U with fietd H provides a means [0 dete<:1 small 
fiekts. such as stray fiekts from magnetic domains. Key to the operation of a 
spin valve,F, must remain fixed for reasonable H. This can be accompUshed 
by coupling F1 with spins In an ant,ferromagnet AF, causing the hysteresis 
loop to be shifted about H=O (top panel). The shift is the exchange bias HE
The sign of HE can be controlled by the size of the field in whkh the AF is 
cooled HFC- Extensive neutron scattering (representative data middle panel) 
hAs shown that the AT contains uncompensated spins1 that c.ouple to the F,. 
Since the spins of the AF can not move. the interfacial coupling pins spin on 
both sides of the F,/AF interface Oower ~J. The direction and magnitude 
of the pinned magnetization throughout the interlaclaJ region determines 
the sign and streogth of HE.2 

'5.Roy ...I.PRl 95, 047101120(5). 
2 M.R. Fitzsimmons et al.. PRS 75.2 1441 2 (200n. 

Exchange springs and hard magnets 

.. ~ ~ ~·r 
J >;: I ~ 

: ~ ,.. 
~ l' - m:UKJO"~IMO I*"":"_~_IM W 

0.8 "'1-.-~-~~-~~-~-, 

0.6 

o. 

~ 02 

i~: 
~. ~ 

.. .. -2 o 

~ 
---'-'--' 

~ -;::;- j;'." 
............~-.. 

-~~--, 

lowfwld.sflucru,.. 

jo/IIH tTl 
Ohctbrotfc~ 

~ :;~~-:~ t 
'Ji< ~ 
i , ,,: ~"·:.•~ t 'p!.........·~ff~) ,<> ~.:.d ~.. 

QI 

1l 
. :~ :ii ....• ~ 
A.. Ie;} {r' ~ 

"""' .. { l ,"~"..r,..- ~.. ~ J a 
~o O~"UIIl!:';hllVl"ll) '5 f,g O!H~ Yh) I 

The 1.uge magnetization and abiUty J~ w.-.....::.. 1't.1 • 

to resist magnetization reversal typical 10 ... J ~J 
of magnetk allOyS (lett top panel) are C> ~<o ....~__.....,.~ 

attra<tive propertfes In applic.ations requiriog ...":' ~ ...~ 
'hard' magnetic. matE'riats (as in electrk motors). II(tI " 

Nanoengineered malenals offer opportunities to 
wed layers of 'SOft and hard materials such then the properties of the 
composoile elKeed the sum of the component'S (right top panef). AsUpeflat 
ticf of DyFe, and VFe, la)'el"S is a framework to understand the beha",ior 
(middle paneO or such materials, because the anisotropy ofOyFe,ls mongtv 
temperature dependent.. and the magnetizations of the individual layer1 
com~e against the fOfc~ of exchange coupling at the atomk scale Unit't 
middle pMt'f). Polarized neutron reflectometry (left lower panel)' in fie-lds 
up to 11 T have ~ucidated the magnetic structure of this compound (right 
lower pant'll. and the respon~ of this material to temperature. cooling and 
applied field. 
3 M.R. Fitzsimmons et al .. PRB 73, 134413 (2006). 

Nuclear polarization and e- spin dynamics 

pho'Dn.!...::L • 
20 ~IN ~~Jngl'l-::! ~ 

!! GaAsI 
!. ~r--r-

i "0 I-~hr~ f ~J"~)


·15 --"Ietr' heIidty 

·20 .0.5 OS 
., B,,(Tl 

0 .03 ),. 
11\ :S8 ±lnm 

003 
Q 

002 3~ 0.02 P, =l'Mo ~I 'Mo 
~ 

0.01 31 001 i :' --....--J:L____.. 
~ . " g,

,.'~
 ~
 ." 
'<t -001"'. . .! ............. 
 -001 ~, 

."+-002 . ........ / ..:.::... -002 11 
1+ 

'".(! 03 
0 .0 12 0 016 002 0 024 

..a.03 N 

o (A 1) 

Future computing sc.hemes envis.age using the ~ectron spin to con",ey 
information rather than charge. HOWNer. fte4ds of only a couple Oer'SteO are 
sufficient to reocient efecuon spins. consequently, the effective ftelds from 
poiariZed nuclei (several kOe la~) can profoundty influence electron spin 
dynamo, Polarized electron spm poputattons induce nude.)r PlI~riution in 
GaAs (inset top panel) from whKh the effect;"'e nuclear fle'ld an be obseNed 
with photolumioesceJKe (top panef). Owing to the ~nsitMt)' of the neuTron 
polarization to nu~ar ~arization, a f\{'utron sc.attering experiment (middle 
panel) yielded data (lower panef) which suggestS the nudear polarization is 
suppressed near the surface ofG,aAs. plesumabfy due to the lack ofe4ectrons 
in the depl~on layer. 
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Enharced Natioral (aoability for Neutron Scattering Workshop 

TItle? 

Asterix capabilities 2007-2008 
• z-structures: i1(z) across interfaces, bilayers, superlattices. 

Includes detection ofvery small pinned magnetization in the 
presence of unpinned magnetization. 

• Lateral structures: i1(x) (off-specular reflectometry) in 
superlattices and anti-dots (of the right dimension !lm's!). 

• Lateral structures: 	M{y) (glancing incidence SANS) from one 
layer of Fe dots (60 nm diameter, 110 nm spacing). 

• Integration of neutron scattering with moderately complex 
sample environments, including: 11 T magnet and laser light. 

• Depth profiling nuclear polarization. 

• Some success with on-site model refinement. 

Asterix emerging capabilities 
• SESAME 
• Single crystal diffraction 
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Asterix User Science: future directions 
Subject Present Future Enablers 

Nanomagnetlsm • Magnetization depth profiles 
across layers and supertattice&
in particUar correlated with 
cherrical depth profiles 

• Exchange coupling across 
interfaces 

• Locating pinned spins 
• Lateral structures, ~, dots 

domains 

• lateral structures, dots and domains. 
• Magnetic structures in extreme fields 

(80-20 spll between hard-eoll magnets 
In industry). 

• Dynamic behavior at short and long 
1imlHlca1es. 

• Pola rized nuclei. 
• Collective spin wave modes at 

intel1ace$ and In lateral structures. 
• Response of magnetiam to eleclJ1c 

fields, pressure , stress (rnu~iferroic 
filma), 

• Samples (see Physics Today) 
• lasers. 
• "Low" and "high" high field 

magnets. 
• Event encoding data acquisition 

systems & extensive computing 
capabilities (real-time analysis) . 

• Microwave cavities 
• Solutions to the pinhole problem. 
• Astetix upgrade. 

Bulk materials • Extremely limited studies to date . 
• Emerging interest in 11 T fields. 
• flexibility/apace of Asterix is 

attractive. 

• Studies of multiferroic single crystals at 
extremes of field, pressure and 
temperature. 

• Samples (see Physics Today) 
• Build FP11B 
• Di!~lon!'rldge co~atible With high 

field magnets. 

• Astetix upgrade. 

Soli matter • None, see SPEAR. • Dynamic behavior (diffusive motion) . 
• Very small signals dlscemed from 

background . 

• Samples (see Physics Today) 
• Polarized neutrons, MIEZE 
• Polarized neutrons, polarization 

analysis or polarized nudei 
Neutron • Drifted Mezei flipper. • MullHvenl-tlme correlation. • ~st position ~sltIve detecton 
scattering • SESAME. • SESAMElSERGl8-gtancing incidence • Event encoding data lICquiailion 
techniques 

~-------,-

• Polarized ne~on reflectornetry in 
high fields with polarization 
analysis, 

• Integration of neutron scattering 
analysis with micromagnetic 
modeling. 

• Tests combining reflectometry and 
inelastic scattering, 

SANS. 
• MIEZE and ClM. 
• Co~Lter IloIography. 
• Co~1ex IImpie envirorrnenl. 
• Softwarll, data reduction visualization. 

' . Application of stress to thin 111m 
aa~. 

system 
• BoolBlnlp RF IIppers 
• Ex\ieMive co~ capabl illes, 

real-time ....lysis. 
• Minimization of syeIemIIIIc erronl. 
• Theoreticat support. 
• AalIartx upgrade, 

M.R. FIIz&immons et aI. , Neutron scattering studies of nanomagnetism and artlfieiaNy structured materials, J. Magl. Magn. Mat., 271 , 103 (2004). 

Next generation polarized neUron reftectometer WOfIaIhop (organization in progress). 
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Title? 1 of 

Electronic chopping and dynamics 
Bleuel (ANL) and Fitzsimmons (LANL) 

r sample spin·flipper dJ
~I [;I. 0 1 1":Polarization PI'C analyzer 0 anzert 

~s-fast positIon sensitIve detector I 0 

1_1 

-2 Neutron wavelength (A) 
4 4.8 

4 0.8 
7 

0.6.9 6 
'c iii 
0 5 ~E.. 

0 8c 
0.4

E 4 

Q; 
0. 3 
U) 0.2 

::; 
e 2 
Q) 

z 020' 25 

direct beam (diamonds) 
-+-C/Co (diamonds) 

• direct beam (HP) 

-C/Co(HP) 

" ' ! " I '" I 

5.6 6.4 7.2 8 8.8 

0 

~ . 
~ 
~. 
Z. 3 

C=diff/sum 

i 2 

~ I 

N81Jboo time of IIighI (1'\"11) 

Neutron time of flight (ms) 
20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

Neutron time of flight (ms) Have we observed dynamics ofwater? 

! II 

30 35 40 45 50 

__CA)a 10 12 

Neutron wavelength (A) 

4.B 5.6 6.4 7.2 8 8.8 
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Title? 1 of 

Can we do better? Yes, perhaps 10's ofkHz . 


.. 

en .." g> 
'': 

S 
oX 

4 6 8 10 12 

Neutron wavelength (Al 


Neutron wavelength (A) 

4.4 4.8 5.2 5.6 6 

0.8 

sample ~ Mezei spin-flipper n 

~ 0 I Polarization U 1 Polarizer 1C analyzer 

Il.s-fast position sensitive detector 

6.4 

UO 
U 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

24 26 28 30 

Neutron time of flight (ms) 

32 34 

E, = 5.2 meV to 0.6 meV 
To avoid "mini-frame-<Jvertap": 
Il.t = 0.11fo to 0.5110 
For 100 Hz operation: 
Il.I = 1 ms to 5 ms 
For sample-to-<letector distance of 2.5 m 
E,= 1.3 meVlo 33 meV 
For 01 = 25 I's, oE--D2%E 

Oownscatter (neutron energy loss) 

E,(max) 5.2 meV to E,(mln) = 1 meV (or less) 

[Compare to FOS ~ = 52 to 500 meV 10 E, = 5.2 meV] 

Chemisorption 

Physisorption 

Hydrogen storage 

Acoustic phonos biology "\ 


-'va thennal expansion .~ 

Small Q means low momentum Iransfer (good for liquids 

and perhaps soft matter). 


Upscatter (neutron absorbs energy) 

E,(min) =0.6 meV 10 E,(max) 33 meV (or more) 

Excitabons must exist in sample, e.g. , FMR 


Advantages: (1 ) Inexpensive. and 
(2) BoIt-on in front of the sample. 
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': rl HnU· . l. I "kit! I'toy t or (lttf r Ilq VI nop 

TItle? 1 of 

'" c;, 
c.. 
f 
~ 
oX 

4 6 8 10 12 

Neutron wavelength (AJ 

Neutron wavelength (A) Neutron wavelength (A) 

4.6 4.65 4.7 4.75 4.8 4.85 4.9 4.95 6.85 6.9 6.95 7 7.05 7.1 7.15 7.2 7.25 ., ....., f:- ~. 1i .:4('. ' r c........ -.. ...... . ..... ~ . 
r 1 ~~-tI\~ ~.~~ 
E 

a. 
-_. - .. - _.Q) 

Q) .. , .....~ 
rJl 0.8 ~ 08 ~ ..,~. t~::.ll g ..'.. ..• : ..~....... .1 ••• ,


"0 ~., ....~ "O .... ",. . .. .~ 
Q) (. ~ Q) ~ ".... .--,. .. 
~ 0.6 ' } • "'Flipper off " ~ 0.6 I .. , JI.. ..... •• !IL_ • •• 

_ ••• ,... • ."11 • ~ ... .. , .'. ..._.g I ;,.; 1. § 
I _. .- _ •• 

04 . r · " .-.~ 0.4 J. 1 ~ I. ~ :.:. .". ,. ., .. 
~ • ~ Imperfect ' ~ • 
£ 0.2 Co JJ~ pola~ization, \ ~ • 
c: flipping C 

0 .2 ~'''' ~~ -•• 
g Flipper on If '/ g .~~ 'I(~ ~ ~ 
Q) 0 . Q) o •• 
z 24 24.5 25 25.5 26 z 36 36.5 37 37.5 38 

Neutron time of flight (ms) Neutron time of flight (ms) 
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Writing Team Notes 	 1 of 

.... .......~ 


...... f ...n-w..~
• __.. ..~7 

~ .......,~
.........
.._
.NII: aro.... 1117 s.t _ 
......-: c..... ~.J0cIt2. 

aro...hII--=: -..o.? 

c-.,.: .., ...... NieIn (2) 

0_": ..'l... ......-..
'\ 	 ,............ o.-.....-s 


!:M- --	 N.'SA 

Writing team discussion (Friday) 

Add ••ecutl'l' summary to chapters 

Aim for 5 page text single specect 

Each chapter should address sampI<; environments 

ProVIde a prioritized list 
- InOicste interest in corrmunty if possDie ..,d haw group 3ddress the 

~etc:t1 

- Ro' up the investment ist up froot including st3tfing 


- Suggestion: irnmedl3te and ITIId-term Ims. 

- IndicatE basis of priooty (soentific intEre~t, time se~uence, ett:) 


- lOT push is II11port3nt 


DiscusS real estate. moderator staffinQ . user. end other global 
Implications 

~AI;!mM 
-------------------------------------IV~~~~~ 

• BES session will be captured by Vision report 
- Travel. Programmatic Proposals, Mel~ l n'S, trJlnlng students, fast 

access. 
- LANSCE-R down tim~ aspocts 

- S!IflChrotron issu.· Take ttls up within Ihe n""lron community 
eltP fealities diroctors' meetllg in February 

- Emphasize complementBnty 

• 	 Diffraction with energy analysis: INS will take this up in 
Pharos discussion; Diffi"action will include lIA1ere valued . 

Writing team discussion 

Audience InduOols LANL management. Shall there be 

recommend-atlon~ to them? 

- Synerg:es Ynth., the lab 
- Pokey Issues-amrt'IJ 

NNSA as the audience? 
- Putin tommooily needs. and BES needs 
- N'3lton31 secunty needs is le'SS"of a pnority 
- L,",Bn has mo....ed beyond dem::Jnstrating need 3nd value to LANL arid 

NNSA marl3gement 

Roll thIS workshop up to a business plan bUIlt on the strategic plan 

Caterto cartaln groups In LANL CO .9 condensed meUer commurity) 
- Work on synergies, e.g blothreat, CINT, Shreve '" 

-; - CtNT Need to retresh that relationship 
. LosAllmoS 

N.'SA 

Staffing 

Opportunrty 

- Dehne the staffing plan 'Mthout Vllhning 

- StrateO)'drives sotmg-even tor proposal W"ltll'9 


- ~~~eC!;:~~dt!:r::~~d~r;g :~~r;~:o~:e~Pt~~~own to 
- I nvoke d1e OST? I'M3 report that cites number of unique ustrs per 

sClentJfic staff member tndudltlg all mrect technICal ::.uPPOlt 
- Look ~t ISIS and III ml!trics 
- Maxed out such that we are !United 1(1 11sers. tty staffing 

Teem formatIOn dleck 

INS ren"clometry and U SANS 
- La Q ~ 3dan:s..o:: 
- Ttamsto OJorolnate 

- TechnIQues fO( Asttnx-crystals, NSE,. be C3reful Wdl bemg 


complementary to the exdUSlOn of success 

• - Pulse probe and other synergies 


.~-
------------------------------------~rv~~~~~ 

~~ 	 IV.'~ 
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':nhanced ~lationc:iI Capability for Neutron Scattering Workshop 

First Last 

Ward Beyerman 
Moe Boussoufi 
UCD 
Colin Broholm 
Johns Hopkins 
Leilani Conradson 
LANL 
Steve Conradson 
LANL 
Pengcheng Dai 
UTenn 
Juergen Eckert 
Mike Fitzsimmons 
LANL 
Mark Foster 
UAkron 
Eric Fullerton 
UCSD 
Brent Fultz 
CalTech 
Henry Glyde 
Rus Hemley 
Carnegie 
Tanya Herrera 
LANL 
Ken Herwig 
ORNL 
Rex Hjelm 
LANL 
Alan Hurd 
LANL 
Barry Klein 
Tonya Kuhl 
Despina Louca 
Christian Mailhiot 
LLNL 
Tom Mason 
Feri Mezei 
LANL 
Dan Neuman 
NIST 
Atul Parikh 
Thomas Proffen 
Roger Pynn 
Ramamoorthy Ramesh 
Don Rej 
Jim Rhyne 

Addresses of Attendees 
Email Institution 

beyerma n@citrus.ucr.edu UCR 
mboussoufi@ucdavis.edu 

broholm@jhu.edu 

leilani@lanl.gov 

conradson@lanl.gov 

pdai@utk.edu 

juergen@mrl.ucsb.edu UCLA 
fitz@lanl.gov 

mfoster@uakron.edu 

efu Ilerton@ece.ucsd.edu 

btf@caltech.edu 

glyde@physics.udel.edu U Del 
hemley@gl.ciw.edu 

tanyah@lanl.gov 

herwigkw@ornl.gov 

hjelm@lanl.gov 

ajhurd@lanl.gov 

bmklein@ucdavis.edu UCD 
tlkuhl@ucdavis.edu UCD 
louca@virginia.edu UVa 
mailhiotl@lInl.gov 

mason@chem.ucla.edu UCLA 
mezei@lanl.gov 

dan@nist.gov 

anparikh@ucdavis.edu UCD 
tproffen@lanl.gov LANL 
pynn@mrl.ucsb.edu Univ Ind 
rramesh@berkeley.edu UCB 
drej@lanl.gov LANL 
rhyne@lanl.gov LANL 
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First Last 

John Sarrao 
Dale Schaefer 
Kurt Schoenberg 
Ivan Schuller 
Steve Shapiro 
Sunny Sinha 
Alexei Sokolov 
Ray Teller 
Guebre Tessema 
Doug Tobias 
Frans Trouw 
Jacob Urquidi 
Jianzhong Zhang 
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Addresses of Attendees (cont.) 

Email 

sarrao@lanl.gov 
schaefdw@email.uc.edu 
kurts@lanl.gov 
ischuller@ucsd.edu 
shapi ro@bnl.gov 
ssin ha@physics.ucsd.edu 
alexei@uakron.edu 
rteller@anl.gov 
gtessema@nsf.gov 
dtobias@uci.edu 
trouw@lanl.gov 
jurquidi@nmsu.edu 
jzhang@lanl.gov 
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Institution 

LANL 
Univ Cinn 
LANL 
UCSD 
BNL 
UCSD 
U Akron 
ANL 
NSF 
UC Irvine 
LANL 
NMSU 
LANL 
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